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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, we examine five main transport properties: nonlinear optical conductivity,
self-focusing, thermionic conductivity, photogalvanic conductivity and magneto-optical
conductivity across a number of topological materials. In the case of Weyl, Dirac and
gapped semimetals as well as the α-T3 model, minimal coupling Hamiltonia are able
to capture multiple topological phases through the same equation. This allows us to
survey nonlinear optical conductivity, self-focusing and thermionic conductivity for the
nodal semimetals whilst only nonlinear conductivity is studied for the α-T3 lattice. Shift
current generation and circularly polarised photogalvanic conductivity are uncovered for
a symmetry broken nodal ring material whilst twisted bilayer graphene is the system in
which we study both nonlinear and magneto-optical conductivity.
In a semiclassical setting, both the temperature and band gap dependence of the first and
third order intraband conductivities of Weyl, Dirac and gapped semimetals are examined
along with the resultant critical field. Sensitivity to Fermi level, node separation, field
geometry and finite relaxation time are revealed by our model. We determine that the
band gap dynamics are characterised by the topological phase, with a massive dispersion
and thermal activity significantly enhancing the nonlinear response. Universal behaviours
of both the linear and nonlinear response are observed under certain conditions, producing
experimentally accessible critical field values of 104 − 105 Vm−1 .
To study self-focusing, we analyse the standard electrodynamic Kerr index, associated
critical power and focal length for Weyl, Dirac and gapped semimetals. Our model produces a Kerr index of 10−15 − 10−20 m2 W−1 in the micrometer wavelength range. Novel
dependence of the focusing parameters on temperature, Fermi level, band gap and node
separation are readily obtained through our model and show that the tunability of the
nonlinear response in a nodal semimetal persists in its focusing phenomena.
The Weyl semimetal is shown to exhibit strong and intriguing thermionic properties. Employing a Boltzmann transport equation, we find the emission current varies significantly
in systems with different Weyl point separation, the key topological parameter of such
materials. Thermionic emission is highly anisotropic along directions parallel and perpendicular to the Weyl point separation. For large separations, emission is larger along
the perpendicular direction. However, for smaller separations, there exists a changeover
temperature at which the dominant emission direction changes from parallel to perpendicular when increasing temperature. The optimal cooling efficiency of a single barrier
Weyl semimetal refrigeration device can approach 80% of the theoretical limit in the
perpendicular direction, 5% greater than a conventional parabolic material.

For the nonlinear conductivity of the α-T3 lattice, we employ a second-quantised formalism to calculate the first and third order responses for a range of α values (topological
phases) and Fermi levels, as well as considering a band gap and nonzero temperature
in the first order case. Conductivity quantisation is observed for the first order, whilst
higher order harmonic generation is observed in the third order response. The Fermi level
determines which applied field frequencies both quantisation and harmonic generation
occur at. We observe a range of experimentally accessible critical fields between 102 − 106
Vm−1 with dynamics depending on α, Fermi level and the applied field frequency.
The presence of spin-orbit coupling, whether extrinsic or intrinsic, may change the topological phase of a material. We investigate shift current generation and circular photogalvanic effects in the mid-infrared region of a nodal ring material where spin-orbit coupling
produces a Weyl semimetal child phase. Spin-orbit coupling breaks the symmetries protecting the nodal ring, producing colossal photocurrents up to the order of 103 µAV−2
at the interband harmonic. The photocurrent magnitude is found to be rather robust to
parameters such as Fermi level, residual scattering rate and the number of Weyl points.
However, decreasing temperature diminishes the harmonic peak magnitude and changing
the nodal ring radius shifts the peak frequency. Equivalent calculations and experiments
have been carried out for intrinsic Weyl semimetals such as TaAs where the photocurrents
calculated/observed were at least one order of magnitude smaller, highlighting that the
parent nodal ring phase enhances these nonlinear optical phenomena.
The nonlinear optical response of twisted bilayer graphene is examined for an effective two
band model with a simplified interlayer tunnel, allowing us to write the time dependent
wavefunction in terms of generalised Floquet states consisting of multiple high order
harmonics. A two component spinor recursion relation is solved up to the third order of
the applied field, yielding the twist angle dependent third order conductivity. For small
twist angles the Kerr effect dominates over high order harmonic processes, while for large
twist angles, high order harmonic processes completely dominate the nonlinear response.
We attribute this phenomenon to the band dispersion sensitive transition probability in
low and high energy regimes. The critical field of TBG is rather robust to temperature,
indicating the nonlinear response persists at room temperature.
By employing a linearised Boltzmann equation, we approximate the magneto-optical properties of twisted bilayer graphene using non-magnetic wave functions. Both transverse and
longitudinal responses are calculated up to the second order in applied magnetic field with
their twist angle and Fermi level dependence examined. We find that increasing the twist
angle increases the transverse metallic response so long as the Fermi level remains below
the upper conduction band. Interlayer transitions provide an appreciable enhancement
when the Fermi level traverses the gap between the two conduction bands. Interlayer
transitions are also responsible for a nonzero anomalous Hall conductivity in this model.
As the Fermi level moves towards zero, the longitudinal response begins to dominate and
a highly anisotropic negative magneto-resistance is observed.
KEYWORDS: Dirac semimetal, topological insulator, Weyl semimetal, α-T3 lattice,
Nodal ring semimetal, twisted bilayer graphene, nonlinear conductivity, self-focusing,
thermionics, harmonic generation, photogalvanic, magneto-optics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter we introduce the definitions and concepts, both material and transport
based, which permeate the analysis in the body of this work.

1.1

Topological materials

Materials possessing a nontrivial topology have been the subject of growing interest in
recent years [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Topological Materials (TMs) have
applications in optoelectronics, photonics, and plasmonics and as such attract a significant amounts of attention in both theoretical and experimental settings [14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21]. In terms of charge transport, topological materials are a new classification
of material alongside the conventional metal, insulator and semiconductor categories. In
reference to Figure 1.1 topological materials are somewhere between metals and semiconductors. As such, many topological materials are called semimetals.
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Figure 1.1: Distinctions between the band structures of metals, semiconductors, insulators
and topological materials. The red and blue arrows for the topological material indicate
spin up and spin down channels. The band gap E for the topological material corresponds
to that of a topological insulator where the bands are separated.

The topological insulator shown in Figure 1.1 is but one example of a TM’s dispersion. In
this example the conduction and valence bands touch at an isolated point in momentum
space creating a singularity. This is the case in Single Layer Graphene (SLG) where the
singular point is known as a Dirac Point (DP). The Dirac nomenclature stems from the
fact charge carriers residing near this point are described by a (massless) Dirac equation
rather than the conventional Schrödinger equation. Many ensuing desirable electronic
properties are traced back to this massless behaviour, such as high Fermi velocity [22, 23]
and giant intrinsic mobility [24].
Different TMs are distinguished by their topological phase. One way to determine this
phase is by analysing the TM’s band structure. In general, TMs can either be semimetallic
or Topological Insulators (TIs). A TI phase exhibits a small gap (≈ 0.5 eV for Bi2 Se3
[25]) between its bulk conduction and valence bands but maintains gapless, topologically
protected, surface states. The distinction between gapped bulk and gapless surface states
sets TIs apart from regular semiconductors as they are topologically inequivalent to the
vacuum. This nontrivial topology gives birth to properties such as recently discovered
higher order hinge and corner states in both 2D and 3D TIs [26, 27, 28].
Semimetallic TMs on the other hand do not exhibit fully gapped conduction and valence
bands and are categorised by points in momentum space at which their conduction and
valence bands cross. As previously discussed, a Dirac Semimetal (DSM) phase sees a
unique singular band crossing point. A few other examples include: Weyl Semimetals
(WSMs) which exhibit an integer number of pairs of singular points (distinguished by their
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Topological phase
DSM
WSM
TI
NLSM
NRSM
NCSM
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Compounds
SLG, Cd3 As2 [29], Na3 Bi [30], NiTe2 [31], LaN(+SOC) [32],
CaTe(+SOC) [33].
TaAs [34], layered WTe2 [35], layered MoTe2 [36]. RhSi [37],
NbP [38], TaTa [39], ZrTe(+SOC) [40].
Bi2 Se3 [25], HgTe [41], TlBiTe2 [42], CaP3 (+SOC) [43],
BaSn2 (+SOC) [44], CaAgP(+SOC) [45].
HgCrSe4 [46], TlTaSe2 [47], PbTaSe2 [48], Ca3 P2 [49].
SrIrO3 [50], BaMX3 (M=V, Nb, Ta and X=S, Se) [51].
IrF4 [52], Li2 XY (X=Ca, Ba and Y=Si, Ge) [53], LiV2 O4 [54],
NiAl2 O4 [54].

Table 1.1: List of proposed and fabricated topological materials along with their phase.
(+SOC) stands for the inclusion of Spin-orbit coupling.
chirality), Nodal Line Semimetals (NLSMs) which exhibit a single line of band crossing
which may traverse the entire Brillouin Zone (BZ), Nodal Ring Semimetals (NRSMs)
which exhibit a ring, that need not be perfectly circular, of band crossing and Nodal
Chain Semimetals (NCSMs sometimes referred to as nodal link semimetals) which exhibit
multiple interconnecting nodal rings. Some tangible, already fabricated, and proposed
examples of materials exhibiting these topological phases are listed in Table 1.1. The
table is by no means extensive as new materials are verified and/or proposed rapidly,
highlighting the prominence of this field of research.
A more concrete way of categorising TMs is through the symmetry groups they preserve.
These symmetries may be in reference to the crystal, Hamiltonian or band structure
e.g. charge conjugation (C), time reversal (T ) and inversion (P). When one speaks of
symmetry protected or topologically invariant quantities in the study of TMs, they often
refer to the Chern number defined by
1
C=
2π

Z
dk · B(k) ∈ Z,
BZ

P
where B(k) = ∇k × i filled
hun (k)|∇k |un (k)i is the Berry flux [55]. Any physical quantity
i
related to a Chern number will be a topological invariant. The reason such quantities are
conserved is mathematically deep and in essence relies on expressing the Chern number
as a Fredholm index pairing between the Fermi projection and a spectral triple encoding
the geometry of the material’s BZ [56, 57, 58]. To this end, algebraic topology and index
theory are at the root of this field. In fact, for TIs, the so-called bulk-edge correspondence
between gapped bulk and gapless edge states whereby the current is relegated to the edge
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of said materials is a result of the short exact sequence of C ∗ algebras connecting bulk
and edge observables [59, 60, 61].

1.2

Nonlinear transport

For low magnitude fields and/or high frequencies, the electronic current response of materials is well described by Ohm’s law
J = σE,
which is a linear equation in E. However, for high fields and/or lower frequencies, the
charge carriers may couple to multiple orders of the electric field giving multiple photon
processes nonzero probabilities. In this case, the material is called nonlinear and the
current response contains terms proportional to higher orders of the electric field
J = σ (1) E + σ (2) E2 + σ (3) E3 + · · · ,
yielding much higher currents for stronger fields. Although various phenomena are investigated in the framework of the linear response, which is widely used to interpret the
low energy behaviour, the study of nonlinear properties is imperative in the quest for
elucidation of high energy properties [62, 63, 64]. For example, nonlinear optical properties have been extensively studied for SLG [65, 66, 67]. SLG is thought of as a strong
natural nonlinear material, which provides a convenient setting for the study of quantum
excitations. Here, optical resonant excitations are allowed at all frequencies up to vacuum
ultraviolet [68]. The linear band structure of SLG has been identified as the origin of its
exceptionally strong nonlinear optical response [69]. Third order nonlinear susceptibilities
of SLG are several orders of magnitude above transparent materials and equal to other
resonant materials such as metal nanoparticles [70, 71, 72].
The most common property to study in nonlinear materials is High order Harmonic
Generation (HHG). An nth order HHG process can occur when a nonlinear material
is subject to an intense radiation source of frequency ω and a single carrier at residing at
energy 0 absorbs n coincident photons. This carrier is excited to a virtual state of energy
0 + n~ω then decays back down to its ground state 0 by emitting up to n photons. If
one photon is emitted its frequency must be nω and its energy is n~ω, this is nth order
HHG. However, if two photons are emitted there are n − 1 onset harmonic processes with
individual emission frequencies ranging from ω to (n − 1)ω and so on up to the emission
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of n photons each with frequency ω. The unique emission processes corresponding to the
simultaneous absorption of n photons are known as nth order harmonic processes. The
possible emission pathways for third order harmonic processes are depicted graphically in
Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Schematic of the third order nonlinear response of a material. Three incoming
photons pictured on the left hand side are absorbed by the material. The third order
harmonic processes are (left to right): three photon emission, two photon emission and
single photon emission. The frequency of each photon is shown as a multiple of ω.

To uphold the conservation of energy, multiple photons must be absorbed by the same
carrier. Hence the applied field must be spatially constant. This is achieved in practise
through a collimated laser. The lower probability of coincident absorption as n increases
generally yields successively smaller HHG magnitudes. One exception to this rule is
through symmetry conservation. If a nonlinear material is centrosymmetric it will not
yield any even order HHG [73].
Again for the example of SLG, generation of up to the 9th harmonic is demonstrated
experimentally using a Mid-Infrared (MIR) driving laser [74]. The third harmonic has
been observed in few-layer graphene for transitions occurring near the K and M points of
the BZ. It is also found that the nonlinear optical conductivity of SLG would be topologically enhanced in the presence of Spin-Orbit Coupling (SOC) [75, 76, 77]. HHG has
a plethora of uses in opto- and nano-electronics [78] through high frequency generation,
reception and mixing devices. Of particular interest to us is the potential in Terahertz
(THz) devices. THz frequency signals bridge the realms of optics and electronics, yielding potential applications in communication [79, 80, 81], noninvasive defect detection in
perishables [82, 83], medical imaging [84, 85] and wearable electronics [86, 87]. Unfortunately, THz signals are difficult to generate and detect. Exploiting HHG to generate and
detect THz signals is the most prominent method of THz device realisation.
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Self-focusing is another nonlinear optical property we investigate in this thesis. When a
nonlinear material is subject to intense radiation, the refractive index is no longer strictly
an intrinsic property of that material (n0 ) but contains a component dependent on the
radiation intensity squared (coefficient n2 ) so that the overall refractive index is
n = n0 + n2 I 2 .
Hence, as a spatially dependent intensity beam traverses a nonlinear material, the more
intense regions of radiation are bent further. This phenomenon may cause the beam
to converge at a single location (self-focusing) or diverge (self-defocusing) as it passes
through the medium. Which scenario is encountered depends on the relative magnitudes
and signs of n0 and n2 as well as the spatial intensity profile of the beam. Figure 1.3
depicts the focusing scenario. In our case, we consider a radiative electric field as the
source and the physical process by which the refractive index changes as the optical Kerr
effect. A strong self-focusing effect is highly desirable in many optoelectronic systems for
ultra-fast responses, reception and laser-locking [88, 89, 90].

Figure 1.3: Schematic of self-focusing in a nonlinear medium.
Another common reason for studying nonlinear properties of materials is that certain
properties are directly related to topological quantities. The second order optical properties: Circular Photogalvanic Effect (CPGE) and Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) are
prime examples of this. Both of these phenomena occur when carriers in a noncentrosymmetric material, not preserving composite PT symmetry, couple to the second order of
an intense radiation field and experience an anomalous velocity directly related to the
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Berry curvature, a topological quantity. A schematic of each process is shown in Figure
1.4.

Figure 1.4: Distinction between CPGE and SHG. The black conic sections represent the
dispersion of a WSM. The blue and orange gradients represent the magnitude of the Berry
curvature (Ω) which resides primarily around the WPs with sign determined by chirality.
The black oval enclosing the WPs represents the plane of polarisation. For circularly
polarised radiation (green) the plane becomes a circle and due to the dipole structure of
the Berry curvature, carriers at both WPs are driven in the same direction (green arrows)
with an anomalous velocity (k̇ × Ω). This is the CPGE. Conversely for SHG, the plane of
polarisation becomes a straight line under linearly polarised light (red) and carriers near
opposite WPs are driven in opposite directions creating an oscillatory response at twice
the driving field frequency.

Aside from the afore mentioned uses for materials with strong SHG, materials which
exhibit a strong CPGE can be used in power generation/conversion devices which are
topologically controlled, often called topoloelectronics. Furthermore, CPGE is a useful
tool for diagnosing topological phase in induced TMs. An induced TM is a material
which has its topological phase (sometimes trivial) altered by an external process. A
recent example of an induced TM is the magnetic field induced WSM GdPtBi [91, 92].
Diagnosis is performed if the material in question has no intrinsic Berry curvature and
therefore does not exhibit CPGE, but after a perturbation such as applying a magnetic
field or straining the lattice, a nontrivial topological phase is induced via a nonzero Berry
curvature which can be measured through CPGEs.
To quantify the strength of the nonlinearity in a TM one refers to the critical field. The
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critical field is defined as the field magnitude at which the first order current and lowest
order nonlinear current are of equal magnitude. For the nonlinear materials described in
this section where carriers couple to infinite orders of the applied electric field (E), the
total nonlinear current response is given by the tensor equation
J=

∞
X

J

(n)

=

n=0

∞
X

σ (n) En .

(1.1)

n=0

Hence if the material in question has σ (2) 6= 0, the critical field in the ith direction is
(1)

Ec,i =

σi

(2)

.

σi

However, many materials we consider obey J(E) = −J(−E) which forces σ (2n) = 0 ∀n ∈
Z. In this case, the third order current is the lowest nonlinear term and the critical field
in the ith direction is
v
u (1)
u σ
Ec,i = t i(3) .
(1.2)
σi
As a final remark, throughout this thesis we refer to the term σ (n) as the nth order
conductivity. Some authors refer to σ (n) En−1 as the nth order conductivity to maintain
dimensional consistency with the Ohmic conductivity. We opt for the former definition
to be consistent in analysing intrinsic properties of each material.

1.3

Thermionic transport

Efficient energy production and conversion have been focal points of science and engineering since the industrial revolution. As opposed to traditional energy conversion devices
such as steam engines or electric motors, solid state conversion devices which rely on
thermoelectric or thermionic transport are robust and do not exhibit energy loss due to
noise, making them inherently more efficient.
The thermionic response of a material is a fundamental process whereby charge carriers
escape from bulk states via thermal excitations, as shown in Figure 1.5. In metals,
semiconductors and semimetals high energy carriers residing near the Fermi level may
cross the surface barrier (dictated by the work function of the material W ) under the
influence of limited thermal energy. This process results in a Thermionic Emission Current
(TEC) and is subject to the material constraint that the electronic states must span an
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energy window comparable to or larger than the barrier height W .

Figure 1.5: Schematic of thermionic emission in metals where EF is the Fermi level and
W is the work function.

Thermionic conduction obviously depends greatly on the dispersion, Fermi level and temperature of a material. For ‘conventional’ materials with a parabolic dispersion, the TEC
is well described by the Richardson-Dushman (RD) law
JRD = ARD T 2 e−W/kB T ,

(1.3)

qmk2

where ARD = 2π2 ~B3 ≈ 120 Acm−2 K−2 for electron energies E − EF  kB T [93]. This
law produces a large thermionic response of 450 Acm−2 for EF = 0.1eV and W = 0.3 eV
at T = 350 K. Furthermore, the thermionic energy flow through a conventional material
BT
can be analytically calculated as Q = W +2k
JRD [94]. A Solid State Thermionic Device
q
(SSTD) consists of two electrodes separated by a barrier layer. The main advantage of a
SSTD is that the work function can be significantly lower than that between a solid surface
and vacuum. Despite this, a SSTD composed of conventional materials only attains peak
efficiencies of 75% Carnot efficiency.
Two methods of improving SSTD device efficiency are to use materials with lower work
functions and/or space charge effects [95]. It has been shown that both SLG [96] and DSMs
(such as Cd3 As2 [97, 98, 99]) are compatible with these improvement methods since low
energy carriers obey the massless Dirac equation rather than the Schrödinger equation.
As such, the TEC in SLG exhibits a one power stronger temperature dependence than
the conventional RD law [100, 101]
JG = AG T 3 e−W/kB T ,
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qk3

where AG = π2 ~3Bv2 ≈ 0.036 Acm−2 K−3 using vF = 106 ms−1 . In this vein, the low Density
F
of States (DOS) near the DP in SLG inhibits the overall magnitude of TEC but provides a
superior temperature dependence. Since Three Dimensional (3D) TMs such as WSMs and
DSMs have a greater DOS near their singular point(s) without sacrificing charge mobility,
they should provide an appreciable TEC at all temperatures resulting in excellent SSTD
performance. Hence these are the materials we focus on in this thesis.

1.4

Magneto-optical transport

Through the theoretical elucidation of the Quantum Hall Effect (QHE) by pioneering
groups such as Laughlin [102] and the colloquially known ‘TKN2 ’ [55], the study of
magneto-optical transport gave birth to the field of topologically-based transport. Aside
from the QHE and its derivatives (such as the fractional QHE or spin QHE), there are
numerous fascinating magneto-optical properties that stem from materials possessing nontrivial topology. Most famously the chiral anomaly [103, 104, 105], chiral magnetic effect
[106, 107, 108, 109, 110] and large magnetoconductance [103, 105, 111, 112, 113] have
birthed the relevance of WSMs. At the core of a deep theoretical framework, fruitful
magneto-optical properties mostly stem from the symmetry breaking nature of the magnetic field.

Figure 1.6: Schematic of magneto-optical transport. Approximate WSM dispersions are
sketched with B = 0 (left) and B 6= 0 (right). When P symmetry is broken (right) the
red arrows represent chiral transport between Landau levels.

As an example, consider the situation in Figure 1.6 where a magnetic field is applied to
a 3D WSM. In odd spatial dimensions massless fermions (Weyl Fermions) have chiral
symmetry, hence the number of Fermions with a given chirality must be equal conserving
total chiral charge. In a WSM, carriers residing at opposite WPs have opposite chirality,
so the number of carriers in each Weyl cone should be equal. This is certainly the case
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in the absence of a magnetic field (B = 0). However, when a magnetic field is applied,
the two Weyl cones are shifted in energy and P symmetry is broken. An electric field
can then freely pump carriers from one Weyl cone to the other, changing the total chiral
charge, breaking chiral symmetry. This is the chiral anomaly.
Symmetry breaking magnetic fields can also induce other nontrivial topological electronic
quantities such as Berry curvature and magnetic moments which drive magneto-optical
transport. Due to the complicated Landau level structure in many topological materials,
quantities such as Berry curvature are often difficult to study analytically. However,
for low energy studies one may simplify the transport picture by projecting the system
Hamiltonian onto a two component subspace neglecting strongly hybridised states. Owing
to the rich magneto-optics in WSMs, we study magneto-optics of TBG whose low energy
dispersion mimics a Two Dimensional (2D) WSM without chiral symmetry. With a lack
of chiral symmetry in 2D, the magnetic field instead induces novel interlayer effects as
carriers are driven between the DPs of each layer.

1.5

Thesis overview

The chapters of this thesis are organised in terms of materials studied, therein we may
explore one specific or multiple different transport properties. Each chapter pertains to
already published or submitted to be published work. As such, only novel work lead
by the author has been included in this thesis. The material and transport properties
discussed in each chapter are as follows:

• 3D Nodal semimetals (WSM, DSM, gapped semimetal): Nonlinear optical conductivity, self-focusing, thermionic conductivity.
• α-T3 lattice: Nonlinear optical conductivity.
• Symmetry broken NRSM: Shift current generation, circular photogalvanic effects.
• Twisted bilayer graphene: Nonlinear optical conductivity, magneto-optical conductivity.

Chapter 2
Three dimensional nodal
semimetals
Although the WSM, DSM and Gapped Semimetal (GSM) are all distinct topological
classes of 3D materials, their electronic properties may be captured by altering nodal
parameters of the same four band Hamiltonian. We adopt this Hamiltonian to study three
transport phenomena: nonlinear optical response, self-focusing and thermionic response
for all three aforementioned topological materials. The body of this chapter is organised
by the transport phenomenon investigated, therein we can observe how topological phase
affects each property. 1

2.1

Introduction

WSMs are a class of TM that can be regarded as 3D analogue of SLG without T symmetry. Time reversal symmetry is broken by the separation of two 3D Dirac (Weyl) cones in
momentum space. The two Weyl cones are distinguished by their chirality. The nomenclature of WSM stems form the Weyl equation used to describe the electronic charge
carriers. In this way, electrons near the Weyl Points (WPs) behave like massless charge
carriers known as Weyl fermions. Although the Weyl fermion proved elusive in experimental observation [118, 119, 120, 121] the general thermal transport [122, 123] and charge
transport [34, 109, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128] properties of WSMs have been investigated in
depth both theoretically and experimentally [4, 5, 6].
1

Section 2.3 is based on both [114] and [115], Section 2.4 is based on [116] and Section 2.5 is based on
[117].
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The structure we refer to herein as a DSM is the 3D analogue of SLG which preserves
time reversal symmetry. Throughout relevant literature some authors also refer to this
structure as a WSM or a double WSM. We prefer to make a clearer distinction as the
transport properties discussed differ markedly depending on the preservation of T symmetry. In any case, the band structure of a DSM resembles a WSM where the two WPs
are perfectly coincident and yield one singular DP. If this coincidence is accompanied by
a gap opening we refer to the material as a GSM. Although the GSM band structure is
reminiscent of a typical TI, we only consider bulk states and hence cannot distinguish
this phase as a TI without surface state information.
Due to the similarities in band structure, materials exhibiting WSM, DSM or GSM phases
share some common transport properties such as suppressed back scattering [129, 130],
creation of mid-gap states [131], universal minimum conductivity, Anderson localisation
[132] and Quantum Hall effects [133, 134]. The massless Fermion energy dispersion of
the WSM and DSM phases also produces a high electronic mobility (≈ 3300 cm2 V−1 s−1 )
and a Fermi level tunable with a gate voltage, leading to ultrafast charge dynamics [135,
136].
Interaction of the two Weyl cones of opposite chirality provides many additional interesting
topological properties. Phenomena such as the chiral magnetic effect (due to interplay
between bulk Weyl cones and surface Fermi arcs) [137], Andreev-Bragg reflection, the
formation of Majorana modes via connectivity of the Fermi arcs and the well-known chiral
anomaly [138, 139] (which gives rise to negative magneto-optical resistance [140, 141]) all
have topological origins and have been studied in depth.
It has been shown for both 2D and 3D materials, in both the classical and quantum
mechanical settings, that the velocity of charge carriers following a linear energy dispersion
is not directly proportional the momentum of the carrier. This leads to the coupling of
the particle with electromagnetic fields to infinite orders in the absence of scattering by
disorders [142, 143, 144, 145]. Therefore, even in the single electron model, massless Dirac
systems are strong nonlinear materials. For 2D Dirac systems like SLG, strong nonlinear
effects such as photomixing [142], HHG, nonlinear surface plasmon-polarition coupling to
light [146] and optical bistability [147] have been demonstrated.
Two of the transport phenomena we study in this chapter: nonlinear optical conductivity
and self-focusing effects, are underpinned by higher order transport processes. Experimentally, the nonlinear optical response of DSM Cd3 As2 [29] has been verified through
HHG observation in the THz regime. This discovery closely followed the theoretical elucidation of the nonlinear properties of DSMs through nonlinear plasmonics [148], third
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harmonic generation [149] and nonlinear magneto-optics [150]. Nonlinear optical conductivity has also been investigated previously for a general WSM material using a Feynman
diagrammatic approach where HHG were observed [151] and experimentally for transition
metal monopnictide WSM TaAs [15, 152, 153]. However, the dependence of the nonlinear
response on important parameters such as WP separation and band gap has not yet been
identified.
In Section 2.3, we present theoretical and numerical studies of the nonlinear optical response of 3D nodal materials in the THz regime. Based on the quantum mechanical
states and energy dispersion, the transport equation will be used to calculate intraband
current using a semiclassical approach. Novel dependences of the nonlinear response on
WP separation and band gap are identified.
Low dimensional materials such as SLG are also known to exhibit strong self-focusing
effects in the visible spectrum [70, 154, 155, 156, 157]. In this case of SLG, Soh et.
al. [154] obtained a total nonlinear Kerr refractive index varying between 10−21 − 10−14
m2 W−1 in the micrometer wavelength range by directly solving the S-matrix elements.
This method allows one to directly observe which physical mechanism(s) cause the selffocusing: two photon absorption, Raman transition, self coupling and/or the quadratic
AC Stark effect. These results agreed with a previous theoretical calculation by Cheng
et. al. [70] who used third order perturbative calculations to arrive at a Kerr index of
10−15 m2 W−1 for frequencies of the order of 1015 Hz. Experimental groups Gu et. al.
[155] and Zhang et. al. [156] in 2012 observed Kerr indices of 10−14 and 10−11 m2 W−1
respectively, whilst Hendry et. al.’s initial 2010 observation of 10−7 m2 W−1 [157] was
later altered to 10−14 m2 W−1 due to a calibration correction by Cheng et. al. [70]. The
results of both Gu et. al. and Hendry et. al. agree with the theoretical predictions to an
order of magnitude and are considered accepted results for SLG. The deviation of results
from Zhang et. al. is attributed to the quartz substrate used in the experiment.
Despite the concrete nature of self-focusing phenomena in 2D materials, studies for 3D
nodal materials are yet to reach fruition. Particularly studies which highlight the role
topological phase plays in self-focusing. In Section 2.4 we determine the Kerr index,
associated critical Kerr power and focal length of the nodal semimetals. Particular attention is paid to how the Kerr index is altered by intrinsic parameters of the semimetal
such as node separation and band gap whose relative magnitudes determine topological
phase.
The thermionic response of conventional materials (parabolic energy-momentum dispersion) has been studied extensively and even used practically in refrigeration and power
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generation devices [158, 159, 160]. Unfortunately, the large scale applicability of conventional material thermionic devices is significantly hampered by their high work functions
[95, 161]. Conversely, topological semimetals such as SLG, DSMs [162] and NRSMs
[163] have been recently studied for thermionic applications since they host zero mass
carriers, relatively large Fermi levels and may be engineered with lower work functions
[101, 164, 165, 166].
Akin to their 2D counterpart, the TEC of a DSM also exhibits a non-RD temperature
dependence given by JDSM = ADSM T 2 e−W/kB T . The mass independent effective RD coqk2 (W +E +2k T )
efficient ADSM = B 4π2 ~F3 v2 B is linearly dependent on both the work function and
F
Fermi level as well as providing a superior temperature dependence ∝ T 3 . Although the
TEC of DSMs exhibits the same temperature dependence as SLG, the TEC of a DSM is
approximately 14 times larger than SLG at 350 K for EF = 0.1 eV and W = 0.3 eV [162].
Physically this is attributed to a larger DOS near the DP. Hence DSMs reside between
conventional materials and SLG in terms of raw thermionic output. However in terms of
energy flow characteristics, the performance of a DSM thermionic refrigerator is superior
to one composed of conventional materials by 5 − 10%. An enhanced thermionic refrigeration system which uses both conventional materials and Dirac materials to exploit the
raw output and performance trade off attributes has recently been proposed [167].
In recent years, thermionic emission and corresponding refrigerators has been studied in
various other 2D systems [101, 165, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174], including photonenhanced thermionic emission [175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183], and van der
Waals Heterostructures [170, 171, 184]. Although the the thermionics of DSMs are wellknown, the dependence of WSM thermionics on key parameters such as WP separation
remains to be sampled. In Section 2.5 we model the thermionic response of WSMs and
WSM-based SSTDs for a number of unique parameter ensembles.

2.2
2.2.1

Electronic and topological structure
Hamiltonian and band structure

The effective (minimal coupling) Hamiltonian for a low energy carrier in a 3D nodal
material is described by the Hamiltonian [109, 126]
H=

!
vF σ · (p + b)
∆I2
,
∆I2
vF σ · (b − p)

(2.1)
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where vF ≈ 106 ms−1 is the Fermi velocity [23], σ are the Pauli matrices, p is the
momentum vector, I2 is the 2D identity matrix, b is an intrinsic parameter separating the
two opposite chirality WPs in momentum space and ∆ is a parameter which can produce
chiral mixing or gap the dispersion should it be sufficiently large. This parameter ∆ may
be intrinsic or introduced manually by doping for example, conversely b is unique to each
WSM compound. If b = 0 the Hamiltonian is CPT invariant [109, 125] however, b 6= 0
breaks the T symmetry and isotropy of the dispersion (see Figures 2.1 and 2.2).
The Hamiltonian in equation (2.1) is readily diagonalised to produce the following fourband dispersion

s,r

v
s
u 
 2
u ∆ 2
∆b
t
+ b2 + p2 + 2r (b · p)2 +
,
= svF
vF
vF

(2.2)

where p = |p|, b = |b| and s, r = ±1 are quantum numbers distinguishing the bands. The
parameter s is an analogue to C symmetry in quantum electrodynamics [142] and is used
to distinguish the conduction (s = 1) and valence bands (s = −1). The parameter r has a
more intricate affect on the dispersion. The bands described by r = 1 are 
analogous
 to a
∆
ex
bulk TI dispersion with extrema located at p = 0 with value s,r=1 = svF b + vF . The
 2
> b2 the valence
r = −1 bands encode a much more interesting topology. When v∆F
and
 conduction bands will be gapped and the material is in a GSM phase. However, when
∆
vF

2

< b2 the dispersion exhibits two distinct Weyl cones and is in a WSM phase. The
r
 2
b̂. Finally, the case
WPs are separated in momentum space by the vector 2 1 − v∆
Fb
in which vF b = ∆ sees the two WPs merge into a coincident singularity without opening
a band gap. We denote this phase as the DSM phase. Carriers around the singular
points(s) act like massive Fermions if ∆ 6= 0 and there is a nonzero band curvature.
Conversely, if ∆ = 0 the dispersion is linear and carriers behave like massless Fermions.
In this way it is topologically forbidden for carriers in the GSM phase to be massless. Our
use of DSM/WSM throughout this chapter encompasses both the massive and massless
scenarios. We remark that the Hamiltonian in(2.1) does not encompass the NRSM family
regardless of the parameter b, if b = (b, b, 0) there will still be two distinct WPs.
In any phase the local extremal energy points are
(p, ex
s,r=−1 )


=

0, svF

∆
−b
vF


.

Without loss of generality, we choose b to be oriented along one axis. Dispersions for b =
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(b, 0, 0) are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. Figure 2.1 graphically depicts the topological
phases explored and highlights the two main intraband conduction processes present in
the WSM phase. To highlight anisotropy, Figure 2.2 is split into momentum directions
parallel to b (Figure 2.2 (a)) and perpendicular to b (Figure 2.2 (b)).

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the dispersion relation in (2.2). (Left) WSM Phase: vF |b| > ∆.
(Center) DSM phase: vF |b| = ∆. (Right) GSM phase: vF |b| < ∆. The arrows on the
left figure show two types of intraband current contributions for an electric field parallel
to b. The x and y axis labels refer to momenta parallel and perpendicular to b. All units
are relative for illustrative purpouses.

From Figure 2.2 it is readily observed that the r = 1 (black and red) bands increase
linearly in separation with ∆ according to 2(vF b + ∆). These bands also become more
diffuse or flat with an increase in ∆. This flattening is caused by a renormalisation of the
Fermi velocity and yields a higher low energy carrier density. Similar flattening occurs
for the r = −1 bands.
If an applied field drove carriers along px , inter-cone transitions (or chiral transport) would
become more dominant as the cones moved closer together (as ∆ → vF b), mixing chiral
states, until the WPs collapse and a DSM phase is observed where there is no longer
a distinction between intra- and inter-cone transitions. The decay of the local maxima
ex
s=1,r=−1 with ∆ also aids inter-cone transitions, allowing charge carriers to flow more
freely between Weyl cones when ex
s=1,r=−1 dips below the Fermi level.
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Figure 2.2: Dispersion relation in (2.2). Energy bands are distinguished by: Red (s=r=1),
Blue (s=1,r=-1), Green (s=r=-1) and Black (s=-1,r=1). In (a) the dispersion is viewed
along px whilst (b) is viewed along py . The nodal point separation parameter is fixed
at vF b = vF bx = 3. The subfigures in (a) and (b) are distinguished by (i) ∆ = 0, (ii)
∆ = 1.5, (iii) ∆ = 3 and (iv) ∆ = 5. All axes have relative units in dimensions of energy.

Along a direction perpendicular to b̂, the r = 1 bands behave in an identical manner when
increasing ∆. However, along the perpendicular direction the r = −1 bands act much
differently. At ∆=0 both valence and conduction bands appear coincident as a doubly
degenerate GSM structure, the r = −1 bands then move together to form a massless DP
as ∆ → vF b, then move back apart as ∆ → ∞. Inter-cone transitions are still aided by
the convergence of WPs in the perpendicular direction. Since the DSM r = −1 bands
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appear massive in one direction but massless in another, some authors describe this phase
as a ‘semi-Dirac’ material.

2.2.2

Density of States

Another fundamental physical quantity required for transport studies is the DOS. As
always this is given by
2
gs,r () =
(2π~)3

Z

δ( − s,r (p, b))d3 p.

R3

By defining the function Xs,r (p, b) =  − s,r (p, b) one can remove the integral over p so
that
Z
p21
p22


+
dΩ :  < vF b,
gs,r ()  |(∂p Xs,r )(p1 )| |(∂p Xs,r )(p2 )|
= Z
2

p23
3

(2π~)

dΩ :
 ≥ vF b,
|(∂p Xs,r )(p3 )|

(2.3)

where pi = pi (θ, φ, b, ) are the roots of Xs,r (p, θ, φ, b) = 0 and dΩ = sin θdθdφ is the solid
angle. Boundary conditions on θ and φ are obtained by the requirement p ∈ R+ .
Using equation (2.3) with b = (0, 0, b) and ∆ = 0 we obtain

g1,1 =



0




2
2π ~3 vF2

for  < vF b,


E
−b
vF


for

 ≥ vF b,

(2.4)

for the upper conduction band and

g1,−1

"
 
2


2


b
−
2

vF



ln
+ b − ln

 π 2 ~3 v 2 b
vF
F
=






+
b


vF


2π 2 ~3 vF2

!#
p
vF2 b2 − 2
for  < vF b,


(2.5)

for  ≥ vF b,

for the lower conduction band. Equation (2.4) shows the g1,1 band is continuous since
the two regions coincide at  = vF b. Furthermore, g1,1 () = 0 for  ≤ vF b agrees with
the dispersion picture in that the band minimum is at  = vF b, hence no states can exist
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with a lower energy. Conversely, (2.5) exhibits a discontinuity at  = vF b and increases
quadratically thereafter. The WP energy discontinuity with zero DOS and overall shape
of g() agrees with previous studies [185].

Figure 2.3: DOS of nodal semimetals described by (2.1). All quantities are dimensionless
with ~ = vF = 1.

In comparison to other similar topological materials, there are a larger number of states
in a WSM than a DSM (b=0) for any energy  ≥ vF b, but there are more available states
in a NRSM with radius b as one would expect directly from the dispersion. The upper
band acts like a GSM material in that increasing b equates to increasing the band gap
and decreases the number of states available at any energy.

2.3

Nonlinear optical response

We adopt a robust semiclassical method to calculate the nonlinear intraband response of
nodal semimetals and the prevailing dependence on important parameters such as topological phase, Fermi level and temperature. By Taylor expanding the velocity operator one
is able to isolate arbitrary order nonlinear conductivities and identify their dependence
on the afore mentioned parameters.
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Theory

We consider the material subject to a monochromatic and homogeneous time dependent
electric field in the x̂ direction given by E(t) = Ee−iωt x̂. This external field is coupled to
the quasiparticles via the Pierel substitution p → Π = p + eA(t), where E = −∂A(t)/∂t
and e is the absolute electron charge. The full nonlinear velocity operator is given by
Π + rb(Π · b/Γ)
,
(2.6)
hvs,r (Π)i = h∇p H(Π)i = ∇p s,r (Π) = svF q
2
2
2
|Π| + |b| + (∆/vF ) + 2rΓ
q
where Γ = (Π · b)2 + (∆|b|/vF )2 . In the velocity expression (2.6) we omit the the
anomalous term related to the Berry curvature, k̇ × Ω. Since the Chern numbers of the
two WPs are ±1, the sum of the anomalous terms from each WP has no contribution to
the total current. Since the applied field is along the x̂ direction, we are only concerned
with the x component of the velocity operator. A basic Taylor expansion allows us to
expand the velocity operator [142] in orders of A. We obtain:


vx(0)

= svF

A
1

B2


,

(2.7)



(1)
vx
BC − A2
= svF
,
3
eAx
B2
(2)

3svF
vx
=−
2
(eAx )
2

(3)

vx
svF
=
3
(eAx )
2





(2.8)

(b · p)B 2 D + A(BC − A2 )
5

B2

4(b · p)AB 2 D + 5(b · p)2 B 3 F − 3bx B 3 D
7

B2

−


,

(2.9)

C 2 B 2 − 6A2 BC + 5A4
7

B2


,

(2.10)
where

bx (b · p)
 2 ,
2
(b · p) + v∆F b

A = px + r r


B=

∆
vF

2

s
2

2

+ b + p + 2r

C = 1 + r

(b ·


p)2

+

(bx b v∆F )2
,
 2  32
(b · p)2 + v∆F b

∆
b
vF

2
,
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b3x



∆
vF

(b · p)2 +



and
b4x



b

∆
vF

2
∆
vF

b

2  52

,

2

b
F = r
.
 2  27
(b · p)2 + v∆F b
The nth order current can then be obtained from the semiclassical electrodynamics formula
[142, 186, 187]
Z
e X
(n)
Jx =
(2.11)
vx(n) NF (s,r , EF , T )d3 p.
(2π~)3 s,r
The limits of integration for r = −1 are chosen so as to avoid the singular WPs where
the small field perturbation assumption that our model is based on: p  e|A| fails. We
do so by removing a cube from the integration domain that is centred at the WP with
E
= v~ωF .
half diagonal length vph
F
The distribution function

−1
NF = 1 + exp (s,r − EF (b, ∆))T −1

(2.12)

is the regular Fermi-Dirac distribution function for carriers in the (s, r) band where EF
is the Fermi level and T is the temperature of the material. In this study the Fermi
level EF = EF (b, ∆) is re-calculated when changing (b, ∆) = (bi , ∆i ) → (bn , ∆n ) by
numerically solving the equation
Z

∞

Z

dE
d3 pδ(s,r (p, bn , ∆n ) − E)NF (E, EF , T )
3
0
Z ∞R Z
=
dE
d3 pδ(s,r (p, bi , ∆i ) − E)NF (E, EF,0 , T ),
0

R3

with EF,0 taken as the (intrinsic) Fermi level of the material. This process is followed to
ensure the carrier density, an intrinsic property of the material, stays constant. The ∆
dependence of EF is shown explicitly in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Fermi level dynamics for different initial cone separations with EF,0 =80 meV.

Figure 2.4 reveals a 3 stage behaviour of the Fermi level. Firstly, for large b, when the
two WPs are far apart and ex
s=1,r=−1 > EF , the Fermi level decreases with ∆. This is
because as the WPs move together and ex
s=1,r=−1 decreases (at a rate faster than EF ), the
carrier density would otherwise increase. Such behaviour persists until ex
s=1,r=−1 = EF
and Fermi level reaches a minimum. This minimum is evident over the ∆ range displayed
for b = 2 × 108 ~ (at approximately ∆=65 meV) and b = 108 ~ (at approximately ∆=130
meV). Once ex
s=1,r=−1 < EF , the Fermi level begins increasing indefinitely into the GSM
region. Furthermore, we note importantly that the Fermi level behaviour is independent
on the direction of b. This is remnant of the freedom of choice of a coordinate system
in the absence of an external, directionally dependent field. Changing the initial Fermi
level has no effect on the dynamical behaviour. This is expected as shifting the intrinsic
Fermi level should result in a constant initial shift in the carrier density which is then
maintained as ∆ changes.
Note that the b values used in Figure 2.4 are based on kb = 0.08 Å−1 for TaAs [34] with
the ∆ range allowing us to view the dynamics for WSM, DSM and GSM phases. We chose
relatively high intrinsic Fermi level (EF,0 ) values to ensure the assumption |p|  e|A| is
valid.
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First order conductivity

For the typical parameters [23, 128, 188] discussed in Subsection 2.3.1, EF,0  s=1,r=1
indicating the electronic intraband response from carriers in 1,1 will be negligible. As
such, we only consider the contribution from the s = 1, r = −1 band in this section.
We begin by considering the band gap parameter ∆ as the independent variable. In Figure
2.5 all curves decrease as ∆ increases. This is expected as gapped systems should become
worse conductors. Furthermore, we observe that larger b values produce slightly larger
∆ = 0 conductivities, reaching a plateaux at 1.6026 × 105 Am−1 V−1 . Such a magnitude
correlates well with similar materials (graphite: 2 − 3 × 105 Am−1 V−1 ).

Figure 2.5: First order conductivity for EF,0 =80 meV and T =300 K with ∆ = 0 meV
values obtained at ω=1 THz.

The rate of decrease is dictated by topological phase. In the WSM phase, smaller b value
curves decrease more rapidly. This is because the Weyl points are easier to collapse,
i.e. the spectrum becomes gapped for a smaller ∆. Moreover, we find that there is a
point of inflection at the DSM phase boundary (this point is outside the ∆ range for the
three largest b values). This topologically significant point marks the ∆ value at which
the inter-cone contribution reaches a maximum. For larger values of ∆, smaller b curves
again decrease more rapidly until reaching a plateaux at σ (1) = 0.
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Our modelling reveals an interesting universal behaviour in that Fermi level and temperature do not affect the ∆ dependence of the first order conductivity. For the fixed value
b = bx = 8 × 108 ~, all curves follow the universal trend
σ (1) (∆)
(1)
σ∆=0

≈ 1 − α∆2 ,

(2.13)

where α ≈ 3.7 × 10−6 is independent of EF,0 , T and ω. Referring to Figure 2.5, we note
that the quadratic shape of the scaled first order conductivity is not universal for all b
values. The independence from EF,0 is expected since we have taken into account how EF
(1)
changes with ∆ (and hence b). However, results for σ∆=0 still show that smaller Fermi
levels provide a smaller magnitude conductivity as expected physically due to the lack of
available charge carriers at low Fermi levels.
On the other hand, the independence on temperature in equation
within 2% for T ∈ [0, 600] K and ∆ ∈ [0, 200] meV. In reality,
decrease slightly less rapidly with ∆ and the ∆ = 0 values show
produce higher first order conductivities. One should expect this
carrier distributional sense.

(2.13) is accurate to
higher temperatures
higher temperatures
trend purely from a

We remark that due to the universal ∆ dependence for Fermi level and temperature shown
in equation (2.13) that b plays the most influential role in the ∆ dependence of the first
order conductivity. The temperature dependence is shown graphically in Figures 2.6 and
2.7.
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Figure 2.6: First order conductivity with EF,0 =80 meV and ∆=53 meV. The T = 0 K
values are obtained for ω=1 THz.

Topological phase plays an interesting role in the temperature dependence of the first order
conductivity. Firstly, the T =0 K values are appreciably smaller for smaller b values due
to the fixed ∆. Secondly, in general, the first order conductivities increase approximately
exponentially with temperature. Such an increase has been seen using similar models for
SLG [142].
The temperature gradient is strikingly dependent on topological phase. The gradient begins to decrease with b until is reaches a minimum for bx = 2×108 ~ whereby EF ≈ ex
s=1,r=−1
and there is in fact a region of lower conductivity between 0 and 200 K. Thereafter when b
forces EF > s=1,r=−1 the temperature gradient increases. In this vein, the nodal semimetals display a topologically controlled thermal enhancement of the first order conductivity.
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Figure 2.7: First order conductivity with b = bx = 8 × 108 ~ and ∆=53 meV. The T = 0
K values are obtained for ω=1 THz.

Figure 2.7 shows that EF,0 plays a significant role in altering the temperature dependence
of the first order conductivity. Smaller EF,0 values yield a larger temperature gradient,
but a smaller conductivity magnitude as evidenced by the T = 0 values. Again, the
magnitude is dictated by the availability of charge carriers whilst thermal enhancement is
more readily achieved for low energy, less mobile carriers producing a larger gradient.
Finally, it can be shown that the temperature dependence of the first order conductivity
is not dependent on ∆. For b = bx = 8 × 108 ~, all curves exhibit the universal dependence
σ (1) (T )
(1)

= 1 + αT 2 ,

(2.14)

σT =0
where the parameter α is identical to that introduced in equation (2.13).
Consistent with previous results [109, 125, 151] we find that the second order current
response vanishes regardless of the magnitudes of ∆ and b. This occurrence is can easily
be identified mathematically through the spherical symmetry of the second order velocity
operator derived in equation (2.9).
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Third order conductivity

It has been shown that in 2D materials like SLG there is a strong third order response
in the absence of scattering and gap opening. We find that a 3D DSM behaves very
differently. The third order conductivity vanishes in the massless DSM case of vF b =
∆ = 0. This is a direct consequence of the spherically symmetric third order velocity
operator
srvF (eAx )3 (p2y + p2z )(p2y + p2z − 4p2x )
vx(3) (vF b = ∆ = 0) = −
.
2p7
Highlighting the role dimensionality plays in the intraband conductivity of a linear dispersion  = vF |p|. As for the first order, we first consider the parameter ∆ as an independent
variable.

Figure 2.8: Third order conductivity with EF,0 =80 meV and T =300 K. The ∆ = 0
(3)
meV values are obtained for ω=1 THz. The T =0 K values are as follows: σ∆=0 (bx =
(3)
(3)
12 × 108 ~) = 9.2728σ0 , σ∆=0 (bx = 8 × 108 ~) = 9.2728σ0 , σ∆=0 (bx = 4 × 108 ~) = 9.2728σ0 ,
(3)
(3)
(3)
σ∆=0 (bx = 3 × 108 ~) = 9.5565σ0 , σ∆=0 (bx = 2 × 108 ~) = 9.2346σ0 , σ∆=0 (bx = 108 ~) =
(3)
8.2260σ0 , σ∆=0 (bx = 0.5 × 108 ~) = 4.9175σ0 . Here σ0 = 10−6 AmV−3 .

From Figure 2.8, the initial ∆ = 0 conductivities are approximately equal in the WSM
phase but decrease rapidly into the GSM phase, similar to the first order. For the two
largest WP separations, bx = 12 × 108 ~ and bx = 8 × 108 ~, the third order conductivity
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curves simply decrease with ∆ at a decreasing rate as b increases. Again this trend mimics
our first order findings.
However, for bx < 8 × 108 ~, the band gap dependence is more interesting. Firstly, there
becomes a large initial spike in the conductivity, the height of which increases for smaller
b. This prominent discontinuity is attributed to the mass induced change in topology
(conic to curved) of the dispersion when ∆ 6= 0. An increase in nonlinearity is dictated
by decreased mobility of low energy massive carriers, restricting their probability to participate in the linear response but leaving three photon coupling as a viable conductivity
route. There are inflections for each curve at the DSM phase boundary vF b = ∆. The
inflections for bx = 12 × 108 ~ and bx = 8 × 108 ~ are again outside the ∆ range surveyed
and are masked by the rapid decrease for bx = 2 × 108 ~, bx = 108 ~ and bx = 0.5 × 108 ~
in the GSM phase. The rapid decrease is attributed to a spectral gap mitigating higher
order processes more readily.
The third order ∆ dependence is found to be insensitive to Fermi level and temperature.
For b = bx = 8 × 108 ~, all curves follow the universal trend
σ (3) (∆)
(3)
σT =0

≈ 1 − β∆2 ,

(2.15)

where β = 6.75 × 10−6 . The relative magnitude β > α is also evidence that a band gap
inhibits multiple photon processes more drastically than single photon processes. As in
the case of the first order, the magnitudes of σ (3) are larger for higher Fermi levels and
temperatures. One can then conclude that the topological phase controlled by b is the
dominant parameter when considering the third order conductivity as a function of ∆.
Finally, the magnitudes of the ∆ = 0 values (≈ 10−6 AmV−3 ) are physically acceptable
when compared to their first order counter parts (see Subsection 2.3.4).
The temperature dependence of the third order conductivity is shown in Figures 2.9 and
2.10. There is a significant increase in the T =0 K values for b = 2 × 108 ~ continuing
for b = 108 ~ and dropping off again for b = 0.5 × 108 ~. The increase occurs when
ex
s=1,r=−1 = EF (guaranteeing inter-cone transitions) and drops off again as EF increases
past the extremum where the third order inter-cone contribution plateaus and the intraband response is predominantly first order.
In terms of the dynamical behaviour, the two larger b values decrease over T ∈ [0, 600]
K, with the rate of decrease slowing at higher temperatures. Such a decrease occurs as
thermal fluctuations diminish the probability of carriers coupling to multiple photons.
Instead the carriers contribute mainly to the monotonically increasing linear response
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shown in 2.6.

Figure 2.9: Third order conductivity with EF,0 =80 meV and ∆=53 meV. The T = 0 K
values are obtained for ω=1 THz.

Conversely, the bx = 4 × 108 ~ curve begins by decreasing, reaches a minimum around
T =225 K, then begins to increase rather rapidly - akin to bx = 2 × 108 ~ and bx = 3 × 108 ~.
We hypothesise that the rapid increase is due to thermal activation of chiral transport,
hence why it occurs at smaller temperatures for smaller b values and is guaranteed for
ensembles of (b, ∆) which place EF > ex
s=1,r=−1 . In this way, the monotonic increase of
8
the bx < 4 × 10 ~ curves is attributed to inter-cone transitions being thermally activated
at 0 K. We expect the bx = 8 × 108 ~ and bx = 12 × 108 ~ curves to display this increase
at very high temperatures as well, showing that a topological thermal enhancement of
intraband conductivity persists in the third order.
The curves which decrease over this temperature range are in stark contrast to the first
order conductivity in which there is significant thermal enhancement. The case of SLG,
where the third order conductivity may reach up to 6 times its initial T = 0 K value at
300 K [142] aligns well with the DSM phase in our results. Figure 2.10 reveals that larger
EF,0 values give a larger magnitude conductivity and smaller temperature gradient.
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Figure 2.10: Third order conductivity with b = bx = 8 × 108 ~ and ∆=53 meV. The T = 0
K values are obtained for ω=1 THz.

Finally, ∆ plays an almost negligible role in the third order temperature dependence with
the b = bx = 8 × 108 ~ curves following
σ (3) (T )
(3)
σT =0

2

≈ γ + γe−δT ,

(2.16)

where γ ≈ 0.82 and δ ≈ 2.135 × 10−5 . The magnitudes of σ (3) still show a decrease for
(3)
larger ∆ when the scaling by σT =0 is removed as expected.

2.3.4

Critical field

Since there is no second order response for the nodal materials, in this subsection we
analyse the critical field defined in (1.2)
s
Ec =

σ (1)
.
σ (3)

From the ∆ dependent data we obtain the critical field dependence shown in Figure 2.11.
For the larger two b values, the critical field increases slightly with ∆ as one would expect
since the third order conductivity drops off faster than the first order when nearing a GSM
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phase. The smaller bx = 8 × 108 ~ value increases faster since a GSM phase is obtained
for a smaller ∆.

Figure 2.11: Critical field with ω=1 THz, EF,0 =80 meV and T =300 K.

For bx ≤ 4 × 108 ~ however, the critical field has a local minimum as soon as ∆ becomes
nonzero, in accordance with the third order peak. The magnitude of these peaks increases
for smaller b but caps out at 104 Vm−1 when the material limit is reached. The critical
field for bx = 0.5 × 108 ~ and bx = 108 ~ then increases for the remainder of the ∆ interval
owing to the rapid decrease in third order conductivity.
Most interestingly, for bx = 2 × 108 ~ and bx = 4 × 108 ~ there is a region where the critical
field decreases with ∆. This region stems from the third order inflection at the DSM
phase. Once again, this point does occur for all bx > 0.8 × 108 ~ (vF bx > ∆).
Physically, the region of decrease is hypothesised to be caused by an enhancement of chiral
transport when ∆ becomes large enough so that ex
s=1,r=−1 < EF , but not large enough
to produce a GSM phase. This would be an ideal operating region from an applications
stand point.
Owing to the universal ∆ dependence of the first and third order conductivities for each
value of b shown in equations (2.13) and (2.15), the critical field is simply shifted upwards
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for larger temperatures and Fermi levels, with ∆ dependence given by
Ec (∆)
≈
Ec (∆ = 0)

s

1 − α∆2
.
1 − β∆2

(2.17)

Since 1  β > α, (2.17) implies that the critical field increases approximately quadratically with ∆ for b = bx = 8 × 108 ~ as in Figure 2.11. For reference, it is determined
that Ec (∆ = 0, T = 300 K, EF,0 = 100 meV) = 1.54 × 105 Vm−1 , Ec (∆ = 0, T = 300
K, EF,0 = 60 meV) = 1.11×105 Vm−1 , Ec (∆ = 0, T = 150 K, EF,0 = 80 meV) = 1.16×105
Vm−1 and Ec (∆ = 0, T = 0 K, EF,0 = 80 meV) = 0.68 × 105 Vm−1 .
From the temperature dependent data we obtain the critical fields in Figures 2.12 and
2.13.

Figure 2.12: Critical field with ω=1 THz, EF,0 =80 meV and ∆=53 meV.

In the WSM phase the critical field increases initially, reaches a maximum just after
the thermal activation of third order chiral transport, then decreases as chiral transport
grows. Eventually the decrease stops as the first order current begins to dominate and
third order chiral transport boils off. Since there is no chiral transport for b = 0.5 × 108 ~
and b = 108 ~, the critical field increases with temperature over the entire domain.
Although the lower b curves increase with temperature, they still provide the smallest
low temperature critical fields thanks to larger magnitude third order current. These
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phases are also the most robust to thermal fluctuations, making them ideal for device
realisation.

Figure 2.13: Critical Field with ω=1 THz, b = bx = 8 × 108 ~ and ∆=53 meV.

Figure 2.13 shows that smaller Fermi levels produce smaller critical fields but increase
with temperature at a faster rate. Over the temperature range surveyed, the critical field
for EF,0 =100 meV only increases by 1/6 of its original value, hence larger Fermi levels
produce a worse, but more stable nonlinear material.
As expected from equations (2.14) and (2.16), the temperature dependence of the critical
field is not sensitive to ∆, instead following the universal trend
Ec (T )
≈
Ec (T = 0)

s

1 + αT 2
,
γ + γe−δT 2

(2.18)

where γ  δ > α implies the critical field increases approximately exponentially with
temperature for b = bx = 8 × 108 ~. Also notable here is that for b = bx = 8 × 108 ~,
Ec (T = 0) is independent of ∆ as well.
Finally we remark that all critical fields are of the order of 104 − 105 Vm−1 and hence
experimentally accessible. Classing any nodal material with these parameters a practically
viable nonlinear medium. We expected a strong nonlinear response from previous results
for SLG [142, 143, 144, 145].
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Perpendicular fields

In this subsection we consider the case of E ⊥ b whereby the applied field drives the
charge carriers in a direction perpendicular to the cone separation. This ensemble is
easily achieved by using b = (0, by , 0) and should highlight the anisotropy of the WSM
phase.
The effects of changing EF,0 mirror those seen in the parallel field case since the Fermi level
dynamics are independent of the field direction relative to b. Hence, we do not present
different EF,0 curves and instead restrict this analysis to the band gap and temperature
dependence of materials with different b values.

Figure 2.14: Temperature dependence of the first order conductivity (left), third order
conductivity (center) and critical field (right) for b perpendicular to the applied field with
EF,0 =80 meV, ∆=53 meV and ω=1 THz for the ∆=0 meV values.

Figure 2.14 shows the temperature dependence of the conductivity under a perpendicular
field. In the first order, all topological phases increase with temperature as expected. As
ex
s=1,r=−1 approaches 0 the temperature gradient drops. Diminished thermal enhancement
is expected since the charge carriers will, on average, be more mobile and robust to thermal
fluctuations. Conversely, the T =0 K conductivity magnitude increases as b becomes
smaller.
Meanwhile, the magnitude of the third order conductivity reaches a distinct peak for the
DSM phase and in fact becomes negative for b = 0.5 × 108 ~. Most notably, since there
is minimal thermal activation of chiral transport under a perpendicular field the third
order conductivity will, in general, decrease with temperature as more charge carriers
participate in single photon processes. There are two small regions that are exceptions to
this rule: 0 − 100 K for by = 0.5 × 108 ~ and 50 − 150 K for by = 2 × 108 ~. We hypothesise
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that these are small regions of thermally activated chiral transport since the values of vF b
boarder a DSM phase.
The peak magnitude of the third order current at the DSM phase correlates to a critical
field minimum at T =0 K and retains this ordering up to temperatures well over 600 K.
All WSM phases examined exhibit a similar critical field profile, showing a robustness to
b. The GSM phase σ (3) (by = 0.5 × 108 ~) is not only negative and detracts from the overall
current response, but produces a large critical field. Unfortunately, all curves increase
with temperature and take values above 4 × 104 Vm−1 which in reference to figure 2.12,
shows that the anisotropic WSM is, in general, a better photomixer of fields directed
parallel to b, particularly at higher temperatures.
Figure 2.15 displays remarkably different properties to the parallel set-up, revealing characteristic peaks in both the first and third order. Firstly, there is a monotonic decrease
in the ∆ = 0 first order conductivity values, as in the parallel field geometry. However,
unlike the parallel geometry, at the DSM phase boundary there is a maxima in the first
order conductivity. The height of each maxima increases with b, but occurs at a larger ∆
in accordance with ex
s=1,r=−1 = 0.

Figure 2.15: Band gap dependence of the first order conductivity (left), third order conductivity (center) and critical field (right) for b perpendicular to the applied field and
EF,0 =80 meV, T =300 K and ω=1 THz for the ∆=0 meV values.

The third order curves display much sharper peaks exactly at the DSM phase when the
lowest (rest) energy charge carriers possible participate in third order processes. Contrary
to the first order and the parallel field geometry, the ∆ = 0 conductivities increase with b
due to ex
s=1,r=−1 decreasing monotonically with b for ∆=0. Despite this, the magnitudes
of each peak still increase with b. After each curve has reached its peak, the conductivity drops to a negative value then decreases in magnitude towards 0 as the band gap
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increases.
The peakedness of both the first and third order conductivities characterises the critical
field, reaching a distinct minimum for the DSM phase. The immediate peak thereafter is
a discontinuity as σ (3) crosses 0. After which the critical field increases at an exponential
rate independent of b as σ (3) approaches 0. The minimum of each curve is equal as the
material limit is reached - much the same as the coincident minima for bx = 108 ~ and
bx = 0.5 × 108 ~ in Figure 2.11.

2.3.6

Relaxation effects

Until now we have neglected the role that relaxation plays in nonlinear optical transport.
A simple way to model relaxation is by letting the applied field frequency ω → ω + iγ,
where γ  ω quantifies inverse relaxation time. As such, the nth power of the vector
potential becomes
n

−iE
Rel n
e−in(ω+iγ)t .
(Ax (t) ) =
ω + iγ
Since the vector potential encodes all temporal information into the current response via
(n)
(n)
(n)
Jx = σx E n ∝ Anx , by normalising all σx and Ec curves to their ∆ = 0 or T = 0 values,
introducing relaxation into the model via ω → ω + iγ will not change any parameter
dependences. This includes universal dependences such as those found in (2.18) and
(2.17). Instead, to see the role relaxation plays in this model we calculate
(1)

Jx (t)
(1)
Jx (t)Rel

(3)

Jx (t)
(3)

Jx (t)Rel
and


=

3γ 2
1− 2
ω

=

ω + iγ −γt
e ,
ω




+i

3γ 2 ω − γ 3
ω3

ω 2 − iωγ −γt
Ec (t)
=
e .
Ec (t)Rel
ω2 + γ 2

(2.19)



e−3γt ,

(2.20)

(2.21)

The exponential factor e−γt simply shows that over an infinite time span the system will
become fully relaxed and the ratios in (2.19) - (2.21) will tend towards zero as the current
response including relaxation dominates. Noting this, we analyse the ratios with t = 0 in
Figure 2.16.
Overall, Figure 2.16 shows that unless the relaxation parameter γ is comparable to the
applied field frequency ω, relaxation plays a minimal role in this model since the real (red)
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and absolute value (black) curves are close to unity whilst the imaginary part (blue) is
close to zero.

Figure 2.16: The relaxation effect in this model. The ratios of the first order conductivity
(left), third order conductivity (middle) and critical field (right) are plotted with and
without relaxation present. All red curves represent the real parts of the ratio, the blue
curves represent the imaginary part and the black curves are the absolute value. All plots
have ω=1 THz.

The imaginary parts of both the first and third order conductivity ratios in Figure 2.16
increase with γ. Since the real part of the first order ratio is unity, the imaginary part
produces an increase in the absolute value of the ratio. Conversely, in the third order, both
the real part and the absolute value of the conductivity ratio decrease with γ, with the
absolute value decreasing at a slightly slower rate owing to the growth of the imaginary
component. Physically, these results imply that a finite relaxation hinders the first order
conductivity slightly, whilst slightly enhancing the third order conductivity. This opposite
dependence is mirrored in the decrease of critical field with γ.
Finite relaxation increasing the nonlinearity of a semimetal is a phenomenon observed in
similar materials such as hot carriers in SLG [142] and massless DSMs [189].

2.4

Self-focusing

In this section, we shall determine the Kerr index, associated critical Kerr power and focal
length which directly relates the dynamical nonlinear optical conductivity of the semimetal
to the Kerr index. In this framework, through the nonlinear conductivity, one can directly
observe how the Kerr index is altered by intrinsic parameters of the semimetal such as
node separation and band gap which determine its topological phase. Such dependences
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are yet to be surveyed and should provide critical insight in to how a nodal semimetal
could be used as a tunable self-focusing material in a practical setting.

2.4.1

Theory

In the optical Kerr effect, self-focusing can be characterised by a nonlinear refractive index
n(ω) = n0 (ω) + n2 (ω)I,

(2.22)

where I is the intensity of the incident radiation. In our case, we assume the radiation
field travels through air with I = c20 |E|2 . The strength of the self-focusing effect is
characterised by the critical Kerr power (Pc ), the threshold power of the incident radiation
above which self-focusing occurs
Pc = α

λ2
2πc2
=α
,
2πn0 n2
n0 n2 ω 2

(2.23)

where ω is the angular frequency of the incident radiation and α is a parameter dependent
on the beam profile. There is no general analytical expression for α, however the lower
limit is α = 1.86225 for Townes type beams and for Gaussian beams α = 1.8962.
Under an applied field in the minimal coupling scheme, p → p + eA = Π, where
A = A(r, ω; t) is the vector potential determined by E(r, ω; t) = − ∂A(r,ω;t)
in the ve∂t
locity gauge. We consider our system subject to the real field E(r, ω; t) = Ex (r, ω; t)x̂ =
EG (r) cos(ωt)x̂, where EG (r) represents the Gaussian spatial distribution of beam intensity. We use the nth order current response in (2.11)
J

(n)

e
=
(2π~)3

Z

d3 pv(n) NF ,

where NF is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function in (2.12) for conduction band carriers
(intraband conduction) and v(n) ∝ An is the nth order velocity operator obtained by
Taylor expanding (2.6). Explicit expressions for the velocity operators are given in (2.8)(2.10). As in Subsection 2.3.1, the Fermi level NF is recalculated numerically each time
an intrinsic parameter is changed, maintaining a constant carrier concentration [114]. In
our analysis we truncate the total current after the third order term, which is valid for
high frequency/low applied field regimes (ω > 0.00355THz for EG (r) = 102 − 105 Vm−1
[190]).
Since A encodes all the temporal information of the system, one may explicitly factor
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(n)

out the temporal part of any order of the current response Jx (r, ω; t) ∝ Anx (r, ω; t) =
(n)
(n)
(n)
(−1)n
sinn (ωt)EG (r)n . This allows us to define σω,x = σx ω −n so that σx has no temporal
ωn
dependence. The total current in the x̂ direction can then be written as,
Jx (r, ω; t) = Jx(1) (r, ω; t) + Jx(3) (r, ω; t)
(1)
(3) 3
= σω,x
Ex (r, ω; t) + σω,x
Ex (r, ω; t)

E 3 (r)
EG (r)
sin(ωt) − σx(3) G 3 sin3 (ωt)
ω
ω
(3)
(1)
2
σx ∂E(r, ω; t) σx EG (r) ∂E(r, ω; t)
+
.
3
= 2
ω
∂t
4ω 4
∂t

= −σx(1)

Since we are only interested in self-focusing not the HHG, we have omitted the frequency
tripled term in our analysis. From the Maxwell equations we obtain the nonlinear dielectric function,
!
(3)
3σ
I
4π
x
,
(ω) = L + 2 σx(1) + 2
ω
2ω 0 c
where L is the dielectric constant of the lattice (we assume L ≈ 100 to 150 [191]), 0
is the dielectric constant, c is the speed of light and I = c20 |E|2 is the intensity of the
p
Gaussian beam. Equating (2.22) with n(ω) = (ω)/L we obtain n0 (ω) and n2 (ω) from,
s
n(ω) ≈

(1)

(3)

1
4πσx
6πσx I
+ q
,
1+
2
2
(1)
L ω
4πiσx ω 0 L c
{z
} 2 1 + L ω
|
|
{z
}
n0 (ω)

(2.24)

n2 (ω)

by retaining terms up to the second order of the electric field. The nonlinear refractive
index n2 (ω) may be positive or negative. It is apt to point out that our formalism neglects
carrier scattering and finite relaxation time. Most simplistically, either phenomena can be
modelled by adding an iγ term to the frequency where γ is the scattering rate or inverse
(n)
relaxation time. Since σ ω = σ (n) ω −n , nonlinear conductivities generally suffer under
this imposition, mitigating self-focusing effects. However, for large γ/ω = 0.1, the third
order conductivity has been shown to increase just 0.5% from its infinite relaxation time
value (see Subsection 2.3.6 [114]) and hence we neglect scattering in this study.

2.4.2

Kerr index and critical power

By substituting (2.24) into (2.23) and varying ω, we obtain the results shown in Figure
2.17. The inset of Figure 2.17 shows the frequency dependent refractive indices. For mi-
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Figure 2.17: Frequency dependence of the critical Kerr power for a field directed parallel
to b with different: (a) Topological phases for EF =80 meV, ∆=53 meV and T =300 K.
(b) Temperatures for b = bx = 8 × 108 ~, EF =80 meV and ∆=53 meV. (c) Fermi levels for
b = bx = 8 × 108 ~, ∆=53 meV and T =300 K. (d) Band gap values for b = bx = 8 × 108 ~,
EF =80 meV and T =300 K. Inset: Refractive indices with b = bx = 8 × 108 ~, EF =80
meV, ∆=53 meV and T =300 K.
crometer wave lengths, we observe that the nonlinear refractive index is of the order 10−17
m2 W−1 . In the visible light region, the linear refractive index n0 decreases asymptotically
towards 1 whilst n2 (ω) is in the region of fastest decrease. Hence the self-focusing effect
will be at its smallest. Conversely, in the THz region n2 (ω) decreases at a slower rate
whilst n0 is over an order of magnitude larger than in the visible light region. This shows
that self-focusing phenomena will be most prevalent in the THz region.
From Figure 2.17 (a), the topological phase has an intriguing effect on the critical Kerr
power. In the GSM phase, the rate of increase of the critical power curve decreases as b
grows, shrinking the band gap. This behaviour persists until the DSM phase transition
where the critical power curve exponent reaches its minima (bx ≈ 0.8 × 108 ~). This can be
considered a topological signature of the critical Kerr power. As the nodes then become
distinct into the WSM phase, the rate of increase of the critical power curve begins to
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grow again, quickly surpassing the GSM phase curves. Hence a massive DSM phase
produces superior focusing which lessens as the nodes become distinct or are destroyed
by introducing a spectral gap.
Figure 2.17. (b) shows that the self-focusing of a WSM remains quite robust to higher temperature variations. Although higher temperatures require a higher critical Kerr powers
due to the influence of thermal fluctuations, the same quadratic dependence is observed
for T = 0 K. The Fermi level plays an almost negligible role in the frequency dependence of the Kerr power under the given conditions. Larger Fermi levels produce slightly
lower critical Kerr powers. This agrees with the larger number of available charge carriers
present in the material. Similarly, in the scenario where ∆ is varied in the WSM phase, the
frequency dependence of the critical Kerr power is almost universal. The minimal trend
is that smaller ∆ values yield a smaller critical Kerr power. This behaviour is attributed
to smaller critical fields in the WSM phase for smaller ∆ as the response is almost solely
due to carriers of a single chiral charge.
To obtain the temperature dependence of the critical Kerr power we re-calculate (2.11)
varying T in NF . The temperature dependence is calculated for a number of typical
parameters in Figure 2.18. We observe that the critical Kerr power decreases slightly and
logarithmically with temperature in the GSM phase and increases initially in the WSM
phase. Once again the lowest critical Kerr power is observed for the DSM phase.
We explain these results by the thermal activation of chiral transport. The closer the two
Weyl cones are in momentum space, the less thermal energy is required for charge carriers
to participate in inter-cone transitions. These inter-cone transitions greatly enhance the
nonlinear conductivity [114] and hence the self-focusing effect. In this way smaller b
valued WSMs represent topologies in which inter-cone transitions are guaranteed, whereas
for b = bx = 4 × 108 ~ a temperature of approximately 280 K is required for intercone transitions (approximating the turn-on temperature as the local maximum) and for
b = bx = 8 × 108 ~ this temperature is > 600 K. From Figure 2.18 (b), we observe that
the applied field frequency is the dominant determining factor of the critical Kerr power
with a change of two orders of magnitude in Pc per order of magnitude change in ω. The
rate of increase of the critical Kerr power is independent of frequency.
The critical power is smaller for higher Fermi levels. The temperature dependence of the
critical Kerr power (Figure 2.18 (d)) is less robust to a change in Fermi level compared
to the frequency dependence (Figure 2.17 (c)). The rate of increase of the critical Kerr
power with temperature is not effected by ∆. Smaller ∆ values again lead to a smaller
critical Kerr power, shifting the curve down by less than 1 order of magnitude.
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Figure 2.18: Temperature dependence of the critical Kerr power for a field directed parallel
to b with different: (a) Topological phases for EF =80 meV, ∆=53 meV and ω=10 THz.
(b) Frequencies for b = bx = 8 × 108 ~, EF =80 meV and ∆=53 meV. (c) Fermi levels for
b = bx = 8 × 108 ~, ∆=53 meV and ω=10 THz. (d) Band gap values for b = bx = 8 × 108 ~,
EF =80 meV and ω=10 THz.
One of the hallmarks of the WSM phase is its anisotropy. This feature is probed in Figure
2.19 where we consider the Kerr effect when the field drives carriers perpendicular to b.
Comparing Figure 2.19 with its parallel field counter parts in Figures 2.17 and 2.18, it is
firstly evident the WSM is a slightly worse focuser of fields directed parallel to its cone
separation at low temperatures. This could be useful in practise as it would allow one to
determine the direction of b based on self-focusing properties (such as focal length).
Comparing the critical Kerr power in Figures 2.19 (c) and (d) with their parallel field
counter parts in Figure 2.17 (a) and (b) we observe that the direction of the field has
little effect on the frequency dependence of Pc . However, due to the absence of thermally
activated chiral transport in the perpendicular field set-up, Pc increases with temperature
at the same rate in all phases, with b shifting the response down as it decreases. In fact for
b = by ≤ 0.5 × 108 ~ defocusing occurs. The other notable difference between the parallel
and perpendicular field set-ups is the heightened robustness to temperature changes under
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Figure 2.19: Dependence of the critical Kerr power for a field directed perpendicular to b
with respect to: (a) Temperature for different topological phases and fixed EF =80 meV,
∆=53 meV and ω=10 THz. (b) Temperature for different frequencies and fixed EF =80
meV, ∆=53 meV and b = by = 8×108 ~. (c) Frequency for different topological phases and
fixed EF =80 meV, ∆=53 meV and T =300 K. (d) Frequency for different temperatures
with fixed EF =80 meV, ∆=53 meV and b = by = 8 × 108 ~.
perpendicular fields. This practically desirable trait is notable from Figures 2.19 (a), (b)
and (d).

2.4.3

Focal length and focal power

The optical power or inverse Kerr focal length for nonlinear materials subject to a Gaussian beam is given by [192, 193]
f −1 =

8n2 (ω)d
P,
πr4

(2.25)

where d is the sample thickness (which must be small enough so as to not alter the beam
intensity), r is the beam radius and P is the power of the beam, which must obviously be
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greater than the critical Kerr power Pc . Along with the constraint on d, this formula uses
a quadratic approximation to the beam intensity along the direction of propagation.
For a beam of power P =100 W (well above Pc in the THz region) and radius r=10 µm
directed along the cone separation axis (E||b) of a nodal material film of thickness d=1
µm, we obtain the focal length characteristics shown in Figures 2.20 and 2.21.
Figure 2.20 shows a large optical power of order of magnitude 108 − 1011 m−1 , corresponding to a focal length of around 10−8 m, two orders of magnitude smaller than the thickness
of the film. Although the optical power will increase linearly with the beam power, the
results show nodal semimetals display a powerful Kerr focusing effect.

Figure 2.20: Frequency dependence of the optical power for different: (a) Topological
phases with EF =80 meV, ∆=53 meV and T =300 K. (b) Temperatures with b = bx =
8 × 108 ~ EF =80 meV and ∆=53 meV. (c) Fermi levels with b = bx = 8 × 108 ~, ∆=53
meV and T =300 K. (d) Band gap values with b = bx = 8 × 108 ~, EF =80 meV and T =300
K.
Both f and Pc display an exponential dependence on applied field frequency in the THz
region. Furthermore, the relative dependences on parameters b, T and ∆ are the same
for f and Pc . Although the response is rather robust, there is an opposite dependence on
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EF whereby larger Fermi levels yield slightly lower critical Kerr powers but slightly larger
focal lengths. We attribute the small difference to the influence of n0 (ω) in Pc .

Figure 2.21: Temperature dependence of the Kerr focal length for different: (a) Topological phases with EF =80 meV, ∆=53 meV and ω=10 THz. (b) Frequencies with
b = bx = 8 × 108 ~, EF =80 meV and ∆=53 meV. (c) Fermi levels with b = bx = 8 × 108 ~,
∆=53 meV and ω=10 THz. (d) Band gap values with b = bx = 8 × 108 ~, EF =80 meV
and ω=10 THz.

Figure 2.21 (a), (b) and (c) show that the focal length retains the same temperature dependence as Pc when varying b, ω and ∆ respectively. Also, the general trend that larger
Fermi levels produce smaller focal lengths/critical Kerr powers is maintained. Furthermore, at larger temperature values there is a convergence of all EF curves in Figure 2.21
(c) as NF → 1. Convergence occurs regardless of EF , at T > 600 K, a feature mitigated
by the n0 (ω) dependence of Pc .
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Thermionic response

In this section we investigate the thermionic response and thermionic refrigeration device
characteristics of WSMs for a number of different intrinsic parameter ensembles. The
parameter ∆ from (2.1) is set to 0 from the outset producing massless Weyl/Dirac dispersions. Unless otherwise specified we fix b = (0, 0, b) throughout this section. We expect
the temperature dependence to be one power stronger than the conventional RD law and
hypothesise a great difference in results for thermionic transport parallel to and perpendicular to the WP separation direction b̂. A smaller DOS when compared to NR materials
may produce a smaller energy flow but a higher efficiency thermionic refrigeration system.
Similar to the comparison between Dirac and conventional materials.

2.5.1

Theory

Given the DOS obtained in Subsection 2.2.2 we can introduce the TEC or the thermionic
current density. The TEC in the i direction is given by

JT,i = e

XZ
s,r

∞

gs,r ()NF (, EF , T )vi,s,r ()d,

(2.26)

min

where e is the absolute charge of the carriers (electrons), NF is the Fermi-Dirac distribution in (2.12) and vi,s,r () = ∂pi s,r (p, b) is the intraband velocity of the (s, r) band in the
i direction given in (2.6). Note that the anomalous velocity term is zero due to P symmetry. Furthermore, in many pioneering studies the assumption  − EF  kB T is used so
that NF (, EF , T ) ≈ exp(−( − EF )/kB T ) and the Maxwell Boltzmann distribution can
be used. In this study we do not make this assumption, sacrificing an ability to obtain
analytical results for an ability to obtain high temperature results.
In solving equation (2.26) we need to take into account two main factors. The first of
which is the boundary condition placed on . Since all states up to the Fermi level EF
are filled and the carrier needs to overcome a potential W , we have

min = W + EF .

(2.27)

Secondly, the velocity in the i direction may not strictly be a function of , but instead
a function of p. We deal with this by changing the integration variable to d3 p using the
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relation |∇p | = vF to obtain

JT,i

Z
evF X
d3 p
=
gs,r (p)NF (s,r (p), EF , T )vi,s,r (p) 2 ,
4π s,r V
p

(2.28)

where the integration volume V is numerically determined by checking s,r (p) ≥ W + EF
in accordance with equation (2.27) for each sampled value of p ∈ R3 .
We now outline the basic structure and operation of a thermionic refrigerator as well as
the associated quantities we investigate. The basic structure is shown in Figure 2.22. We
consider two planar WSM electrodes separated by a potential barrier. The electrodes
are connected to a source of external bias (V ) with one side’s temperature higher than
the other (TH > TC ). If there is no external bias (V =0) the carriers will move from the
hot side to the cold side by the thermoelectric effect. If the number of carriers moving
is significant (low potential barrier) the system could act as a thermoelectric generator.
However, by applying a bias we lift the potential of the cold side, stopping this movement
and instead coerce the high energy electrons in the cold side to move to the hot side (flow
Q). This opposite movement creates a thermionic refrigeration system whereby the cold
side temperature is lowered.

Figure 2.22: Basic structure of a thermionic refrigerator. Inset: Illustration of a WSM
dispersion, axes have dimensions of momentum with relative units.
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The flow of carriers across a potential barrier (W ) and temperature T can be quantified
by

QT,i =

XZ
s,r

s,r gs,r NF vi,s,r d3 p,

(2.29)

V

where the volume of integration V is determined by the same boundary conditions in
(2.28). In the case of a thermionic refrigeration system with hot side at temperature
T = TH and cold side at temperature T = TC driven by an applied voltage V , the
thermionic energy flow in the i direction (perpendicular to the electrode plates) is given
by
QT,i = QTc ,i − QTH ,i e−eV /kB TH .

(2.30)

Equation (2.30) can also be used to determine the minimum applied voltage at which the
refrigeration process takes place since QT,i > 0 gives cooling and QT,i < 0 implies heating
or energy generation. We denote this minimum voltage as Vc and calculate it by
kB TH
ln
Vc = −
e



QTC ,i
QTH ,i


.

(2.31)

The final quantities we investigate for the thermionic refrigeration system are the efficiency
and performance. The efficiency is straightforwardly given by energy out divided by
energy in

η=

QTc ,i − QTH ,i e−eV /kB TH
.
V (JTH ,i e−eV /kB TH − JTC ,i )

(2.32)

Efficiency can be used to quantify performance via a comparison with the Carnot efficiency
ηc = TC /(TH − TC ) (the maximum theoretical efficiency of any refrigeration system) to
yield
η
(QTc ,i − QTH ,i e−eV /kB TH )(TH − TC )
=
∈ (0, 1).
ηc
V (JTH ,i e−eV /kB TH − JTC ,i )TC

(2.33)

Equation (2.33) obviously neglects heat back flow caused by phonon conduction. This
back flow may be calculated by Qp = (TH − TC )/RT where RT is the thermal resistance.
Our purpose of this work is to deduce thermionic cooling characteristics due to the elec-
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tronic properties. Back flow works directly against thermionic heat flow and will reduce
the thermal efficiency of the system, a possible method to mitigate this phenomenon is
discussed in Section 2.6.

2.5.2

Thermionic current

Numerically, we approximate that the effective RD coefficient for a WSM is AWSM = f (T 3 )
which agrees with massless DSMs [162]. However, the function f is remarkably different
for Q ⊥ b and Q||b due to the anisotropy of the WSM dispersion. For both Q ⊥ b and
Q||b, the parameter W simply shifts the curves up as W → 0 (greater current) and down
as W → ∞ (less current) due to a relaxation of the boundary condition (2.27). Similarly,
the total thermionic response increases with EF . This is expected and consistent with
findings for both DSMs and NRSMs. The underlying mechanism is that despite the
boundary condition becoming more strict, the increased number of available states causes
an approximately linear increase in TEC.
For conduction band s = 1 transport Q||b, the ratio Jzr=-1 /Jzr=1 behaves interestingly.
For smaller b, the upper band provides a larger response and conversely for larger b, the
lower band is dominant. In addition, the lower band is quite robust to changes in b since
s=1,r=−1  EF + W whereas the upper band decreases more appreciably with b since the
states are of higher energies closer to EF + W . This behaviour is controlled by the DOS
shown in Figure 2.3. The most interesting part of the thermionic response however is the b
dependence of the total current JzT = Jzr=-1 +Jzr=1 shown in the inset of Figure 2.23. There
exists a discontinuity near b = 0 where the TEC coefficient AWSM,|| jumps up sharply, after
which we observe a parabolic dependence on b for a distinct region 0 < b ≤ 0.1vF−1 min =
0.1vF−1 (EF + W ). The coefficient AWSM then decreases approximately linearly for larger b.
This is a novel temperature independent phenomenon. Due to the parabolic region, the
maximum temperature gradient is recorded for vF b = 0.05(EF + W ). This can also be
attributed to the discontinuous behaviour of the DOS. In terms of raw thermionic output
our results suggest the WSM lies between DSMs and NRSMs if 0 < vF b ≤ 0.1(EF + W )
and is otherwise inferior to both materials when probed in the direction parallel to b̂.
The main difference for Q ⊥ b is that AWSM,⊥ (for Jx and Jy ) increases with b. This
is also observed in NRSMs when sampling TEC perpendicular to the ring plane [163].
Although the thermionic current due to carriers in the upper band still decreases with b
like in Jz , the current driven by carriers from the lower band carriers increases appreciably
with b. We attribute this behaviour to the fact the velocity operator is not dampened by
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b in this direction and that the band minimum ex
s=1,r=−1 (p = 0) decreases linearly with b
towards zero. The subtle behaviour of curves with b ≤ 0.1vF−1 min does not persist in this
direction.

Figure 2.23: Anisotropy of the thermionic response with JzT inset as a function of T for
different cone separations. Parameter values are: W =200 meV, EF =100 meV and the
units of b = bz are 108 ~ kgms−1 .

To best present the anisotropy of the thermionic current we plot Jz /Jx in Figure 2.23.
Obviously for the isotropic massless DSM (b = 0) this fraction stays at 1 for the entire
temperature range. All b > 0 curves decrease initially, reach a local minimum then
begin to increase asymptotically towards some equilibrium value when NF ≈ 1 and the
perpendicular response is larger regardless of b. This equilibrium value is larger for smaller
cone separations. Similar is true for local minimum temperatures. However, materials
with smaller b have a dominant parallel response in the low temperature region whilst
larger b materials are dominated by the perpendicular response over the entire temperature
region surveyed. This phenomenon is controlled by Jxr=−1 → 0 as b → 0.
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Thermionic refrigeration

The thermionic energy flow behaves very similar to the TEC in each direction relative to
b̂. The main characteristics can all be explained in the same way. The only difference
between these two quantities behaviours is the extra factor of energy in the integrand.
This factor has little to no effect on the temperature or b dependence, merely the overall
magnitude of Q.

Figure 2.24: Energy flow in a thermionic refrigeration device in the z direction as a
function of both hot side temperature and applied voltage for different cone separations.
Parameter values are: TC =250 K, EF =100 meV, W =200 meV and the units of b = bz
are 108 ~ kgms−1 .

The thermionic energy flow density for a WSM refrigeration system is plotted in Figure
2.22 as a function of applied voltage (V) and temperature of the hot side (TH ). Our
b = 0 results agree with the DSM as expected [162]. Just like the TEC response we see
that for vF b > 0.1(EF + W ), increasing b decreases the thermionic energy flow linearly in
the direction parallel to b̂ whilst increasing the energy flow exponentially in the direction
perpendicular to b̂. Furthermore, we clearly observe the critical voltage (Vc ) at which the
energy flow is in the positive direction. Obviously the closer TH is to TC , the smaller Vc
is as per equation (2.31). Each surface reaches a unique saturation energy when TH is
low enough or V is high enough. This saturation occurs when the ratio V /TH is large
enough so that the exponential term in equation (2.32) is approximately zero. Physically,
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this scenario represents a state of quasi-thermal-equilibrium where TC is kept constant.
A larger saturation value yields a greater cooling ability since the energy flow from the
cold side is greater. So as to not elongate the z axis, Q < 0 was manually set to 0 in
Figure 2.24. In actuality, it follows the sharp curve becoming negative where conventional
thermionic flow from hot to cold (heating/generation) is observed.
We find that Vc is rather robust to changing both b and EF . Larger Fermi levels have
slightly larger values of Vc but begin to decrease faster. Also Vc increases slightly with
b in both directions relative to b̂. The work function has the largest impact on Vc . As
expected, a larger work function requires a larger critical voltage. This agrees with physical intuition and aligns with the experimental desirability of low work function materials.
An experimentally desirable feature shown in Figure 2.24 is that Vc increases logarithmically with TH so that a high TH does not require an excessively higher Vc . We are
able to sample this temperature range because we do not use the Maxwell-Boltzmann
approximation.

Figure 2.25: Performance of a thermionic refrigeration device as a function of applied
voltage for different cone separations. Parameter values are: TC =250 K, EF =100 meV,
W =200 meV and the units of b are 108 ~ kgms−1 .

The performance of a WSM refrigerator is plotted against applied voltage in Figure 2.25.
The same critical voltage persists in the efficiency curves and we have manually set the
Q < 0 portion of the curves to 0. In actuality, η increases significantly in this region.
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Again, this is when Q, I < 0 indicating that the system is heating not cooling. The b = 0
Dirac curve agrees with existing studies [162]. We observe that if the energy flow (Q)
is parallel to b̂ then the performance peak is smaller (75% compared to 80%), however
the curve decreases at a slower rate compared to its perpendicular counterpart. This
implies that after the initial increase, the performance of a thermionic refrigerator with
energy flow parallel to b̂ is slightly better than one with energy flow perpendicular to
b̂. In comparison to other materials, using the RD equation (1.3), one can analytically
conclude that the performance peak of a conventional material with similar parameters
is ≈ 75% of the Carnot efficiency. Hence, the WSM SSTD is up to 5% superior in terms
of peak efficiency when compared to conventional materials. A NRSM boasts ≈ 82%
perpendicular to the ring plane [163] classing its peak performance as ≈ 2% larger than a
WSM. Despite the direction of b̂ having a large effect on the performance, the magnitude
of b has little baring on efficiency and the performance is rather robust. This was seen
in the NR material [163] and is attributed to the similar multiplicative nature in which
changing b changes both the energy flow and current across the barrier.

Figure 2.26: Performance of a thermionic refrigeration device as a function of both hot
side temperature and applied voltage for different cone separations. Parameter values are:
TC =250 K, EF =100 meV and W =200 meV.
The performance of a WSM refrigeration device is plotted as a function of both the
applied voltage and the hot side temperature in Figure 2.26. The peaks and critical
voltages align with Figure 2.25. When plotted as a region, we can see that the exponential
decay with applied voltage after the turn on voltage is observed at all temperatures.
However, for larger temperatures (larger turn on voltages) the peaks are more diffuse
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giving a larger range of more efficient refrigeration. Importantly, the WSM thermionic
refrigeration system has a slightly larger operating space (high efficiency for wider range
of voltages and temperatures) when compared to DSM thermionic refrigerators. Even
more so for the cone separation parallel to the direction of heat transfer. This feature is
highly desirable.

2.6

Conclusion

We have analytically and numerically studied the nonlinear intraband conductivity, selffocusing effects and the thermionic response of a two node semimetal in WSM, DSM and
GSM phases. Our results show that the topological phase, determined by the relative
magnitudes of vF b and ∆, is responsible for most of the characteristics in feature-rich
transport phenomena.
Firstly, a semiclassical formalism is used to calculate the temperature and band gap dependence of both the linear and nonlinear intraband conductivities as well as the prevailing
critical field. The sensitivity to applied field geometry, Fermi level and topological phase
is also surveyed. Our results indicate that topological phase characterises the ∆ dependence whilst the relative magnitudes of EF and ex
s=1,r=−1 characterises the temperature
dependence. In general, when vF b = ∆ and the DSM phase is reached, characteristic
peaks or points of inflection are observed in the conductivity. The most notable peak
however, occurs for the third order conductivity when the dispersion changes from massless to massive. This peak is topologically induced and produces a highly desirable small
critical field ≈ 104 Vm−1 . Similarly, characteristic critical field minima are observed in
the temperature dependence when EF ≈ ex
s=1,r=−1 allowing chiral transport.
In the WSM phase (∆ < vF b) the third order conductivity drops off more rapidly than
the first order with ∆ due to the heightened difficulty of multiple photon processes.
Conversely, at higher temperatures where EF > ex
s=1,r=−1 , the third order conductivity is
thermally enhanced up to 5 times its initial T =0 K value at 600 K for b = bx = 2 × 108 ~
and ∆ = 53 meV if the electric force is parallel to b. However, if the field instead
drives the charge carriers in a direction perpendicular to b there is a thermal reduction in
the third order conductivity, revealing a high degree of topologically controlled thermal
anisotropy.
The ∆ dependence of both the first and third order conductivities is found to be independent of Fermi level and temperature. One of the most striking findings of this study
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is that there is no nonlinear response if vF b = ∆ = 0 (massless 3D DSM) due to the
spherical symmetry of the higher order velocity operators. This is in stark contrast to the
equivalent 2D case of SLG where the third order response is appreciable for low applied
fields of magnitude 105 Vm−1 .
Including a finite relaxation time in the nonlinear conductivity model has little to no
effect on our results so long as the relaxation parameter γ is much less than the applied
field frequency ω. The minimal trend observed is that a finite relaxation time will reduce
the critical field, effectively increasing the nonlinearity of a WSM by around 0.5% for
γ = 0.1ω.
In practise, our ∆ dependence data could prove useful in providing a purely conductivitybased method of determining b experimentally. Alleviating the need for more difficult field
geometries or measuring Fermi arcs. Finally, the low critical field values of 104 −105 Vm−1
coupled with the ability to strongly tune the nonlinear response by altering temperature
or ∆ (by doping) strongly bolster the case for using WSMs as photomixers or receivers
in the THz region.
In Section 2.4, we have calculated the Kerr index and associated critical Kerr power of
WSMs, DSMs and GSMs. Our studies show a Kerr index of 10−17 m2 W−1 for micrometer
wave lengths comparing well with 2D SLG (10−14 m2 W−1 ) and transparent 3D materials
a-SiO2 , c-SiO2 , c-Al2 O3 and CaF2 all of which have n2 = 10−20 m2 W−1 to an order of
magnitude under similar conditions [194]. Further calculations of the critical Kerr power
yields a small magnitude of Pc ≈ 10−1 W for typical intrinsic parameters in the THz region.
We have shown the most influential quantity for self-focusing effects is the topological
phase of the material. The WSM phase is the worst phase in terms of magnitude for
self-focusing effects. However, a shorter focal length is sacrificed for tunability and a
heightened level of anisotropy. Furthermore, the self-focusing effect is quite robust to
temperature for any given frequency field.
A thermally robust response and focal lengths as short as 10−8 m for a Gaussian beam
of radius 10 µm and power 100 W directed through a film of thickness 1 µm, places
these topological materials as prime candidates for use as a self-focusing medium of THz
radiation. Since the topological signatures found in nonlinear conductivity persist in Pc ,
the possibility of diagnosing a semimetal phase based on self-focusing data or conversely
engineering desired self-focusing properties by altering intrinsic properties of the material,
such as ∆ by doping, may be realised.
The semi-classical model used to calculate nonlinear quantities described in subsection
2.3.1 is suitable for this family of NSMs since under typical parameters p  e|A| validating
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a truncation of the velocity operator expansion. Although quantum mechanical methods
such as those discussed in Chapters 3 and 5 are applicable to the systems discussed in this
chapter, their implementation requires computation and manipulation of Floquet states.
Due to chiral charge, the carriers in this group of NSMs span a 4-component eigenbasis
making the manipulation of Floquet states too computationally intensive to implement
said approaches.
Finally, in Section 2.5 the thermionic response of a massless WSM in directions parallel
and perpendicular to the node separation as a function of temperature for different node
separations, Fermi levels and work functions is calculated. Our results agree with previously established results for DSMs (b = 0) and show the same non-RD temperature
dependence persists in a high temperature regime. We find that the WSM is a superior
thermionic material in the direction perpendicular to b̂ but generally worse in the parallel
direction when compared to a DSM. In terms of parameter dependence, lowering the work
function linearly increases the thermionic response, conversely lowering the Fermi level
decreases the thermionic response in a multiplicative fashion.
Aside from the anisotropy, the most interesting and novel features of the thermionic
response are observed when changing b. The TEC response gradient (effective RD coefficient) perpendicular to b̂ increases monotonically when increasing b. However, for
the parallel direction, there is a region 0 ≤ b ≤ 0.1vF−1 min whereby the TEC gradient
increases parabolically attaining a maximum at vF b = 0.05(EF + W ). Thereafter for
b ≥ 0.1vF−1 (EF + W ) the gradient decreases. These characteristics are mainly attributed
to how the discontinuous DOS of the lower conduction band changes with b.
Since WSMs may have their cone separation altered by doping if they exist as a child
phase in symmetry broken DSMs (such as Hg1−x−y Cdx Mny Te [195]) or NRSMs [39], or
by straining the crystal (such as in SrIrO3 [196]), the reported thermionic sensitivity to
b shows that the thermionic response may too be a diagnosis tool for topological phase
or a guide to engineering materials with desired thermal properties.
For a concrete device application, we probe the characteristics of a thermionic refrigerator
constructed with two WSM electrodes. As was the case for the thermionic response, we
find that the energy flow and efficiency are greater in the direction perpendicular to b̂
when compared to both the parallel response and the isotropic DSM response. Practically accessible critical voltages of the order 100 meV are observed. The critical voltage
varies logarithmically with respect to hot side temperature - another practically desirable
property, as high temperatures do not require excessive voltages to cool. A maximum
efficiency of 80% Carnot efficiency is observed in the perpendicular direction. Although
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the performance has a larger peak in the perpendicular direction (by around 5%), it decreases more rapidly with applied voltage, making the parallel set-up superior for larger
voltages. The magnitude of b has little effect on these results.
Practical TE-based coolers used in applications such as air-conditioning and semiconductor laser cooling typical exhibit efficiencies of only 15% [197] the Carnot limit. One of the
largest reported values of realised devices is an efficiency of 31.1% of the Carnot limit for
Bi2 Te3 /Sb2 Te3 lattices [198]. Under similar experimental conditions the theoretical upper
limit of 80% is reduced to 26.11% and 21.94% for SLG/WSe2 /SLG and SLG/MoSe2 /SLG
for SLG-based van der Waals heterostructures [170]. Given said heterostructures exhibit
performance peaks under similar conditions to our calculations for WSMs (TH = 300
K, TC = 260 K, W = 0.3), if one assumes a similar efficiency drop for realistic WSM
devices via mechanisms such as barrier resistance, the peak theoretical efficiency of 80%
should still correlate to a high experimental efficiency relative to realised TE refrigeration
devices.
Our thermionic analysis neglects back scattering caused by phonon conduction. Although
our analysis elucidates how the band structure manifests itself in the thermionic response,
back scattering is an issue that could potentially plague realistic devices. For conventional
materials, the use of a multilayer spacer between the cathode and anode is commonly
used to mitigate this issue [158, 199]. Although the physics is much richer for topological material heterojunctions, owing to surface effects, we postulate that this method
would be compatible with WSM-based thermionic systems due to the success of Schottky
barrier devices using the layered WSM MoTe2 [35, 36]. Heterojunction devices such as
WSM/semiconductor/WSM are also likely required to realise devices with barriers of 200
meV. In such devices, particularly those of low potential barriers, parasitic field-induced
tunnelling of carriers across the collector barrier significantly hinders performance. A recent studies have shown that a tilted potential barrier can alleviate this degrading effect
[200]
Our results highlight the anisotropy and the role of WP separation in the thermionic
response of a massless WSM for a large temperature range. Our work classes WSMs as a
promising SSTD material exhibiting an appreciable thermionic current response, heat flow
and high cooling efficiency under practically achievable circumstances. Hence this work
should give impetus to thermionic experimentation with realised WSM compounds such
as TaAs [34], layered WTe2 [201], single crystal RhSi [37] or single crystal NbP [38].

Chapter 3
α-T3 interpolation lattice
In this chapter we study the nonlinear optical response of the α-T3 lattice using a second
quantised formalism. The α-T3 lattice is an interpolation lattice that moves between
conventional SLG and the dice (or T3 ) lattice via a moveable atom coupled to one of the
two inequivalent topological sites in a Honeycomb Lattice (HCL). The topology of the
lattice and prevailing band structure are defined by the position of the moveable atom.
We show, through the Berry phase, how this underlying topology manifests itself in the
nonlinear optical conductivity.1

3.1

Introduction

The recently proposed α-T3 lattice [202] is regarded as another simple system featuring massless fermions like SLG. Experimentalists have recently been able to fabricate
this lattice as a tri-layer structure of cubic lattices in the (111) direction (for example,
SrTiO3 /SrIrO3 /SrTiO3 ) [203] and by confining cold atoms to an optical lattice [204]. In
the α-T3 model, the geometry of the HCL is augmented by an additional atom that sits
inside each hexagon and is coupled to one of the two topologically inequivalent sites of the
HCL [205, 206, 207] (see Figure 3.1). A low energy quasiparticle in the dice lattice is described by the pseudospin-1 Dirac equation [204, 207]. The spectrum is SLG-like with the
addition of a dispersionless flat band cutting through all band crossing points (See Figure
3.2). The nontrivial topology emerges due to this flat band [208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213]
and results in unusual interaction effects [203, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219]. The parameter α describes the hopping amplitudes between the additional atom in the HCL and the
1

This chapter is based on the work published in [115] and [190]
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two topologically inequivalent sites. In this way the α-T3 model interpolates between the
HCL of SLG (α = 0) and the dice lattice (α = 1).

Figure 3.1: Graphical representation of the lattice configurations dealt with in the α − T3
model.
The α-T3 lattice can experience a change from diamagnetic to paramagnetic when the
parameter α is tuned from α = 0 to 1. Correspondingly, the structures exhibit opposite
magnetic behaviours: strongly diamagnetic for SLG, while a large paramagnetic response
is seen in the dice lattice. The α-dependent Berry phase [202, 220, 221] in the α-T3 model
characterises the unusual topological features including an unconventional quantum Hall
effect [222, 223, 224]. It has been shown that a 2D model for Hg1−x Cdx Te at critical
√
doping can be mapped onto the α-T3 model with an intermediate parameter α = 1/ 3
[216]. The α-T3 model exhibits several other unusual electronic properties such as super
Klein tunnelling [225, 226, 227, 228, 229], minimal conductivity [220], orbital magnetic
response [202, 230], frequency dependent magneto-optical conductivity [231, 232] and
Weiss oscillations [233].
It is well-know that SLG displays a universal conductance of σ0 = e2 /4~ over a very
broad energy range. However, the influence of the flat band introduced in the α-T3 model
on this universal conductance needs further study [233, 234]. The flat band in a gapless
structure presents a new scenario [235, 236] and plays an important role in electronic
transport [237]. Intuitively, the flat band itself has zero conductivity due to its uniformly
zero group velocity. However, the interplay between the flat band and the propagating
band is predicted to induce a diverging DC conductivity in the presence of disorders [234]
or enhance the resulting current in a nonequilibrium situation [237]. It is shown that the
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particle-hole-symmetric spectrum of massless Dirac fermions in an α-T3 lattice provides
an opportunity for realising detectors of radiation in a wide range of photon energies from
visible to THz frequencies.
The flat band is also responsible for the characteristic optical nonlinearities of the dice
lattice. The details of the mechanisms underlying this flat band dependent nonlinear
response remain unaddressed. Characterising such mechanisms may lead to a new aspect
of the nonlinear response in comparison with SLG. In particular, an important question
that remains to be answered is whether the flat band changes the nonlinear response in a
way that is topologically guaranteed [203, 204, 236]. Specially in the case of electron-hole
symmetry breaking in the α-T3 lattice [238, 239, 240, 241].

Figure 3.2: Allowed transitions near the Dirac point, overlaid on the dispersion relations
of graphene, a dice lattice and an α − T3 lattice, where E is a band gap. CB, VB and FB
stand for conduction band, valence band and flat band respectively.

For applications in the field of optoelectronics, a comprehensive understanding of nonlinear effects is crucial to the efficient design and analysis of many modern optical devices.
For this purpose of application, ribbons made from the α-T3 lattice have been previously
investigated [242, 243, 244]. Studies of the optical response of α-T3 lattice nano-ribbons
under a weak magnetic field in the THz - Far Infrared (FIR) regime found that the interband transitions between the flat band and the propagating bands can enhance the
magneto-optical response. The flat band also plays a key role in gap opening and the
emergence of a new absorption peak in the optical conductivity [245]. Compelled by such
studies, we wish to investigate the effect of the flat band of the α-T3 lattice on the linear
and nonlinear optical properties associated with transitions of electrons to the conduction
band [246, 247].
The most consistent description of nonlinear currents, fields and forces contributing to a
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nonlinear response requires the use of kinetic theory [248]. We will use a general equation
of motion for the tight binding α-T3 lattice. By considering the response to an external
perturbation, we introduce a density matrix which is the transition or conditional probability density for the evolution equation without the perturbation. After expanding the
density matrix in terms of orthonormal functions, we find terms characterising the nonlinear responses with matrix products consisting of correlation functions independent of
the perturbation. The dynamic response equations are solved in terms up to third order
density fluctuations.
The method used here has proved sufficiently general and applicable for any isotropic
equilibrium electron distribution function. In the case of linear response, a similar calculation method has been well developed [249]. However, our analytical solutions for the
third order and subsequent critical field calculations are novel.

3.2

Electronic and topological structure

We adopt the tight binding description of the α-T3 model that couples the charge carrying
quasiparticles to the time dependent radiation field. When a time dependent external field
E (t) is situated along the x axis, the spatial dependence of the radiation electric field
can be neglected in the long wavelength limit, so that E can be written in the form
E (t) = Ex x̂ = E0 e−iωt x̂. The radiation field is described by a time dependent vector
potential A (t) = Aω e−iωt . In the velocity gauge E(t) = − (1/c) ∂A (t) /∂t, so that
Aω = −i (c/ω) Ex x̂. Under A (t), the tight binding Hamiltonian of the α-T3 model can
be written


0
τ1 fΠ cos ϕ
0


∗
(3.1)
H (k, A) =  τ1 fΠ
cos ϕ
E
τ2 fΠ sin ϕ  ,
∗
τ2 fΠ
sin ϕ

0

0

where τ1 and τ2 are the hopping amplitudes between adjacent triangular lattice, Π =
k + (e/~c) A with k = (kx , ky ), ∗ denotes the complex conjugation,
"
fΠ = − 1 +

#
X

exp (−iΠ · aν )

ν

is the structure factor formed by linear combinations of Bloch states from the three
√

neighbouring sublattices with ν = 1, 2 for two Bravais lattice vectors, a1 = a 3/2, 3/2
√

and a2 = a − 3/2, 3/2 where a is the inter-site distance, E is an on-site energy of the
C-atom in Figure 3.1 and the parameter ϕ is related to α by α = tan ϕ.
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In the absence of the external field E (t), the three wave functions and associated eigenenergies are found as


−τ2 sin ϕei2θk
1

ξ0 = 
0
,
τ
τ1 cos ϕ
for 0 = 0 and



τ1 fΠ cos ϕ
1


ξk,λ = q
λ

,
∗
2λ + |fk |2 τ 2
τ2 fΠ sin ϕ


q
2 2
2
for λ = E + λ E + 4 |fΠ | τ /2, where λ = ±1 corresponds to the conduction (+)
and valence (−) bands and τ 2 = τ12 cos2 ϕ + τ22 sin2 ϕ. The states ξk,s (s = 0, ±1) satisfy
the orthonormality condition hξk,s |ξk0 ,s0 i = δss0 δ (k − k0 ).
The structure factor fΠ can be expanded in powers of A(t) as follows
fΠ = fk −

X 1  e n
−i
A(n) (k) ,
n!
~c
n=1

(3.2)

P
where A(n) (k) = 2ν=1 e−i(k·aν +nωt) (Aω · aν )n and fk is the structure factor in the absence
of an external field.
Equation (3.2) is a result of a direct expansion of the Hamiltonian in terms of the applied
field. An equivalent quantum formalism based on Floquet states can also be used to treat
this problem. A Floquet state includes electron-photon coupling to all orders and is an
exact eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (3.1). Using Floquet states or a Magnus expansion,
one can construct the full nonlinear density matrix including all orders of electron-photon
coupling [250, 251, 252, 253, 254]. Conversely, our formalism expands the Hamiltonian in
successive orders of electron-photon coupling and only requires calculation of the density
matrix and associated current response for each order that will be considered. As such,
our results are equivalent to Floquet or Magnus approaches at each order of electronphoton coupling. The α-T3 system under a more complicated non-resonant field has been
recently investigated using a Magnus expansion within the Floquet formalism [240].
Using equation (3.2) the time dependent Hamiltonian can be written in the form
H (k, t) = H0 (k) + Hem (k, t) ,

(3.3)

where H0 (k) is indepentent of A(t) with the eigenstates ξ0 and ξk,λ , while Hem (k, t)
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contains the interaction of electrons with the external field and is given by,



(n)
0
τ
A
cos
ϕ
0
1
X 1  e n 

n
Hem (k, t) = −
−i
0
τ2 A(n) sin ϕ  .
 τ1 (−1) A(n)∗ cos ϕ
n!
~c
n=1
0
τ2 (−1)n A(n)∗ sin ϕ
0
We use the eigenstates of H0 (k) to write the time dependent Hamiltonian H (k, t) in
second quantised form. This is done via the standard procedure of writing the time
P
P
dependent wavefunction as ψ (t) = k ak,0 (t) ξ0 + k,λ ak,λ (t) ξk,λ , where the creation
and annihilation operators of Bloch states a†k,s and ak,s satisfy the anti-commutation
o
n
o
n
†
†
†
relations ak,s , ak0 ,s0 = {ak,s , ak0 ,s0 } = 0 and ak,s , ak0 ,s0 = δss0 δ (k − k0 ). In terms of
a†k,s and ak,s the Hamiltonian in equation (3.2) is written
H=

Xh



i
λ a†k,λ ak,λ + Mλ,0 (k) a†k,λ ak,0 + h.c. + Mλ,λ (k) a†k,λ ak,λ + Mλ,−λ (k) a†k,λ ak,−λ ,

k,λ

i∗
h
P n (n)
(n)
(n)
(k)
(k)
=
M
are the matrix
with
i,
j
=
0,
λ
and
M
M
A
where Mi,j =
j,i
i,j
i,j
n x
units. For simplicity we set τ1 = τ2 = τ in our calculations. The matrix units can be
found explicitly:
(2n−1)
Mλ,0

√
2τ B 2n−1 λ sin 2ϕeiθk
3
3
(k) =
sin
kx a sin Ky a,
(2n − 1)! e
λ (k)
2
2

√
2τ B 2n λ sin 2ϕeiθk
3
3
(k) = i
cos
kx a sin Ky a,
(2n)!
e
λ (k)
2
2
√
3
2τ B 2n−1 2λ τ |fk |
3
(2n−1)
Mλ,λ
(k) = i
sin
kx a cos Ky a,
2
(2n − 1)! e
λ (k)
2
2
√
2τ B 2n 2λ τ |fk |
3
3
(2n)
Mλ,λ (k) = −
kx a cos Ky a,
cos
2
λ (k)
(2n)! e
2
2
√


2τ B 2n−1 τ |fk | sin 23 kx a E cos 23 Ky a + i (2Eλ − E) cos 2ϕ sin 23 Ky a
(2n−1)
Mλ,−λ (k) = i
,
(2n − 1)!
e
λ (k) e
−λ (k)
(2n)
Mλ,0

and
√

2τ B 2n τ |fk | cos
(2n)
Mλ,−λ (k) = −
(2n)!

3
k a
2 x



E cos 23 Ky a + i (2λ − E) cos 2ϕ sin 23 Ky a
,
e
λ (k) e
−λ (k)

q
√
where e
λ (k) = 2λ + τ 2 |fk |2 , B = −i 3ea/ (2~c), and Ky = ky + 2θk / (3a) with the
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argument of fk ,

√

θk = − tan−1

3.3

3
k a sin 32 ky a
2 x
√
.
2 cos 23 kx a cos 32 ky a

2 cos
1+

Nonlinear optical response

In our analysis, we shall calculate the current response up to the third order. Certain
conditions must be met in order for the third order term to represent the leading order
nonlinear effect. Here the parameter defining the nonlinear effect is K = (e/hc)A · a.
Since A = −cE/iω, K is the ratio of the work done by the electric field over the distance
of the lattice constant to the photon energy. Our results cover typical applied fields
of 102 − 105 Vm−1 . For the lattice constant a = 0.142 nm, eEa is then of the order
1.42 × 10−5 − 1.42 × 10−2 meV. To only consider a few leading terms of equation (3.2) and
truncate the series after A(3) , K should be smaller than 1. This requires the photon energy
~ωc > eEa which corresponds to ωc > 0.00355 THz. Therefore, although all proceeding
plots start from zero frequency, our results should be valid for any frequency higher than
ωc . As we shall show, this region contains all properties of interest.

3.3.1

Second-quantised nonlinear current operator

D
E
The reduced density matrix is defined by ρs,s0 (k, t) = a†k,s (t) ak,s0 (t) . This is a matrix
in band space whose value is the average momentum conserving interband (s 6= s0 ) and
intraband (s = s0 ) transitions.
Using the following equation of motion for the Bloch states
i~

X
∂ak,s X
=
Mλ,0 δs,λ ak,0 +
(λ δs,λ + M0,λ δs,0 + Mλ,λ δs,λ + M−λ,λ δs,−λ ) ak,λ ,
∂t
λ
λ

the reduced densityDhmatrix can be iE
calculated by computing its own equation of motion
†
i~ [dρs,s0 (k) /dt] = ak,s ak,s0 , H (t) . Equating these two equations of motion we obtain
the following set of coupled three level equations


∂
i~ + s − s0 + Ms,s − Ms0 ,s0 ρs,s0 = − M0,s ρ0,s0 + Ms0 ,0 ρs,0 − M−s,s ρ−s,s0 + Ms0 ,−s0 ρs,−s0
∂t
X
−
(δs,0 Mλ,0 ρλ,s0 − δs0 ,0 M0,λ ρs,λ ) .
λ
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To isolate different order optical response terms, we expand ρs,s0 in powers of A such that
P
(m)
(m)
ρs,s0 = m Am
x ρs,s0 . The temporal derivative of ρs,s0 can then be expressed as




X
X  (n) (m−n)
∂
(m)
(n)
(m−n)
(n) (m−n)
(n)
i~ + s − s0 ρs,s0 = −
Ms,s
− Ms0 ,s0 ρs,s0 −
M0,s ρ0,s0 − Ms0 ,0 ρs,0
∂t
n
n

X  (n) (m−n)
(n)
(m−n)
−
M−s,s ρ−s,s0 − Ms0 ,−s0 ρs,−s0
n

−

X 

(n) (m−n)
δs,0 Mλ,0 ρλ,s0

−

(n) (m−n)
δs0 ,0 M0,λ ρs,λ



.

n,λ=±1

(m)

The Fourier transformed components ρs,s0 (k, ω) can be obtained from this recursion re(0)
lation given the zeroth order reduced density matrix terms are defined by ρs,s0 (k) =
δs,s0 Ns (k), where Ns is the Fermi-Dirac distribution in (2.12) of carriers in band s = 0, ±1
at temperature T and Fermi level EF .
(1)

(1)

The first order density matrices are: ρ0,0 (k, ω) = ρλ,λ (k, ω) = 0,
− Nλ
,
~ω + λ

(3.4)

Nλ − N−λ
.
~ω + (λ − −λ )

(3.5)

(1) N0

(1)

ρλ,0 (k, ω) = −M0,λ
(1)

(1)∗

with ρ0,λ (k, ω) = ρλ,0 (k, −ω), and
(1)

(1)

ρλ,−λ (k, ω) = M−λ,λ

The second, third and higher orders can be found in the same way. Analytical expressions
(2)
(3)
of ρs,s0 (k, ω) and ρs,s0 (k, ω) are given in Appendix A.1.
The current response is then calculated using the quantum electrodynamics formula
hJiω :=c h∇A H(k, t)i
h
i
X
(n)
(m)
(n)
(m)
(n)
(m)
(n)
(m)
n+m−1
=c
nAω
Mλ,0 (k) ρλ,0 + M0,λ (k) ρ0,λ + Mλ,λ (k) ρλ,λ + Mλ,−λ (k) ρλ,−λ ,
k,λ,n,m

(3.6)
where the conditions n ≥ 1 ∈ Z and m ≥ 0 ∈ Z are used to determine the different order optical responses. For example (n, m) = {(1, 1), (2, 0)} for the first order,
(n, m) = {(2, 1), (3, 0), (1, 2)} for the second order and so on. The full nonlinear current
and nonlinear conductivities are defined in (1.1) as standard.
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First order response

The nonzero component of the first order optical conductivity tensor is found as


(1)
Re σx



X 2 Λ (k) (N0 − Nλ ) δ (~ω + λ ) + δ (~ω − λ )
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(3.7)
(1)

where the universal conductivity σ0 = e2 / (4~),
√
Λ (k) = sin2
and

!


3
3
2
kx a sin
Ky a ,
2
2

√
Λ0 (k) = sin2

!


3
3
2
kx a cos
Ky a .
2
2

The two δ(~ω) terms in equation (3.7) are intraband (Drude) conductivity terms, whilst
the other terms are due to the interband conductivity. We observe that the flat band (N0 )
does not contribute to the intraband conductivity. Physically, this is due to its uniformly
zero group velocity. The Dirac peak around ω=0 can be broadened into a Drude peak by
considering residual scattering such that
δ(~ω) →

1
γ
,
π (~ω)2 + γ 2

where γ is the scattering rate, typically of the order 10−3 EF . For THz frequencies, unless
EF is exceptionally large, the intraband conductivity will not be appreciable outside of a
small region around ω = 0.
The δ(~ω −λ ) term in (3.7) constitutes only flat to conduction band transitions and is the
only interband term remaining for the extremal value of α = 1 (dice lattice). Similarly,
the δ(~ω + λ − −λ ) term contains only valence to conduction band transitions and is
the only interband term for α = 0 (SLG). This agrees with other dynamical conductivity
models for SLG where the flat band is not present and the sites of the HCL are decoupled
from the movable atom.
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To numerically evaluate equation (3.7) we let
the 2D region

BZ =

70
P

k

→

1
(2π)2

RR
BZ

dkx dky where the BZ is

√
√
4π
4π
2π
(kx , ky ) ∈ R : |ky | ≤
∩ |ky + 3kx | ≤
∩ |ky − 3kx | ≤
3a
3a
3a
2


.

The first order conductivity for a number of different band gap, temperature, Fermi level
and α values is shown in Figure 3.3.
We observe firstly that there is a stable quantisation of the first order conductivity for
any value of α so long as E = T = 0. For α = 0, the conductivity is quantised at a
value of σ0 and stable for ~ω/EF > 2, for α = 1 the conductivity is quantised at a value
of 2σ0 and stable for ~ω/EF > 1. For 0 < α < 1 we observe a superposition between
these two quantisation regimes. This phenomenon has been predicted by previous models
[223, 236]. The novelty of our first order calculations is in how a nonzero band gap (E)
or temperature (T ) alters the stability of these quantised conductivity values.
From the plots g) - i) in Figure 3.3, a nonzero E destroys the stability of flat band to
conduction band transitions. Also, the frequency at which conductivity jumps occur is
unchanged if E ≤ EF but increased if E > EF . The quantisation is broken by a uniform
gain in energy of the conduction band carriers, whilst the frequency shift corresponds to
an increased photon energy needed to excite charge carriers from the flat band to the
conduction band.
The stability of valence to conduction band transitions (α = 0) is also broken by a nonzero
band gap. This is because E 6= 0 imposes an inversion breaking perturbation mathematically shown by the Λ0 term. Furthermore, the frequency at which the conductivity jump
occurs is decreased for E < EF as the high carrier density Dirac points move closer to EF ,
but then begins to increase for E > EF as interband carriers require a greater excitation
energy. A further novel feature of all E 6= 0 curves is that after the discontinuity, all first
order conductivities are briefly larger than their E = 0 equivalent. In this way, a gap
opening briefly enhances the first order conductivity. The α = 0.5 case is once again a
superposition of the two extremal value conductivities as expected.
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Figure 3.3: First order interband conductivities using a = 0.142nm, τ1 = τ2 =3eV and the
following parameter ensembles: a) α = 0, EF =1 meV, E = 0. b) α = 0.5, EF =1 meV,
E = 0. c) α = 1, EF =1 meV,  = 0. d) α = 0, T =0 K,  = 0. e) α = 0.5, T =0 K,  = 0.
f) α = 1, T =0 K,  = 0. g) α = 0, T =0 K, EF =1 meV. h) α = 0.5, T =0 K, EF =1 meV.
i) α = 1, T =0 K, EF =1 meV.
To investigate nonzero temperatures, we consider that when setting E = 0, the first order
conductivity formula simplifies significantly to
Re
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(3.8)

The expression in equation (3.8) reveals important topological information about the
system. Using the Chern-Kubo formula one can identify


φB
π

2

2

= cos (2ϕ) and 1 −



φB
π

2

= sin2 (2ϕ),
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where φB is the Berry phase [223, 236]. Thus, the first order optical conductivity reveals
information about the geometry/topology of the lattice without the need for a magnetic
field.
The plots in Figure 3.3 a) - c) show that the first order conductivity quantisation occurs only for very low temperatures: T < 4 K. The nonzero temperature curves clearly
approach their T = 0 K values for each value of α as T→ 0.
Plots d) - f) in Figure 3.3 show that by varying the Fermi level of the material one can
engineer the desired frequencies at which the conductivity quantisation occurs. In practise
this could be done by doping the sample and would allow users to select conductivity
modes based only upon electric field frequencies without need for a magnetic field like in
quantum Hall set-ups.
Now, if we sample very high frequencies, which correspond to maximal dispersion energies
we observe a breakdown of the conductivity quantisation.

Figure 3.4: First order conductivity at high frequencies for E = 0, T =0 K and EF =1 meV
at high frequencies.

Frequencies ω ≥ 1015 Hz cause break down in quantisation as the photon energies approach the energy of the top of the conduction band. The peaks occur at the delta
function maxima for terms 2 and 3 in equation (3.8) as expected. The second peak is
much smaller as the photon energy is above the conduction band maximum and is hence
masked in the α = 0 plot of figure 3.4.
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To showcase the validity of this model in the THz range, if one approximates the dispersion
as a linear function in k such that λ ≈ 3aτ
|k| and sets T = 0, the first order conductivity
2
further reduces to


(1)
Re σx
= cos2 (2ϕ)(4EF δ(~ω) + θ(~ω − 2EF )) + sin2 (2ϕ)(2[2EF δ(~ω) + θ(~ω − EF )]).
(1)
σ0
This expression is identical to the Kubo formula for this problem [223] and agrees perfectly with our results in the low frequency range shown in Figure 3.3 d) - f). Hence
we conclude that for frequencies ω < 1015 Hz a linear approximation to the dispersion is
appropriate. However, a linear approximation to the dispersion for E 6= 0 is topologically
forbidden.

3.3.3

Third order response

Due to the k symmetry of second order
density matrix terms, we find that the
 reduced

(2)
second order optical conductivity Re σx
= 0. An example of how this calculation is
carried out is shown in Appendix A.1. This result is both consistent with accepted results
for SLG and the symmetry J(A) = −J(−A).
Since E 6= 0 changes quantisation phenomena (which do not occur in the third order)
and the frequencies at which the conductivity harmonics occur (which can equivalently
be done by changing EF ) we consider E = T = 0 from the outset in this subsection.
Furthermore, from the results for the first order conductivity, we observed a linear approximation in k provides a very accurate description of the system in the THz regime. So
we relegate the full nonlinear dispersion results to Appendix A.2 and provide the results
for a linear dispersion in this section.
Firstly, the third order intraband tensor component is given by
Re



(3),Intra
σx
(3)

σ0




27πτ 4 3
cos2 (2ϕ) sin2 (2ϕ) cos4 (2ϕ)
4
=
δ (~ω) sin (2ϕ) +
+
,
256EF
2
2

√
2
(3)
(1)
where σ0 = σ0 2ea 2π/τ . A remarkable feature of the third order intraband conductivity is that, unlike the first order, it is dependent on α and hence reveals some
topological information of the system.
Figure 3.5 shows that in the region where the intraband response is appreciable, the dice
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lattice (α = 1) is the superior nonlinear material, followed by the hybrid α = 0.5 lattice,
then SLG. Physically, this implies that the flat band uniformly enhances the nonlinear
intraband response.

Figure 3.5: Third order intraband tensor component for a = 0.142 nm, τ1 = τ2 = 3 eV,
EF =1 meV, E = 0 and T =0 K.
The interband tensor contains all the onset harmonics of the system and is hence more
complicated. Its simplest form is given by the 22 term sum
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Each Heaviside function in equation (3.9) represents the onset of a specific harmonic
process. The processes are equated as per Table 3.1. It should be noted that while a
specific Heaviside function may represent the onset of a 1 or 2 photon process it is always
paired with another term in equation (3.9) to form a 3 photon process.
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θ(~ω − EF )

θ(~ω − 2EF )

θ(2~ω − EF )

θ(3~ω − 2EF )
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Onset of harmonic processes
3 photon flat to conduction band (HHG).
1 photon flat to conduction band.
Paired with itself twice
or
Paired with a 2 photon flat to conduction band to produce a
3 photon flat to conduction band process.
1 photon valence to conduction band process.
Paired with itself twice to produce a
3 photon valence to conduction band process.
2 photon flat to conduction band.
Paired with 1 photon flat to conduction band to produce a
3 photon flat to conduction band process.
3 photon valence to conduction band process (HHG).
Table 3.1: Third order harmonic processes.

Each of the processes in Table 3.1 define a distinct peak when plotting equation (3.9), as
shown in Figure 3.6. However, simply by inspection of equation (3.9) we note that the
purely sinusoidal terms only contain flat to conduction band process terms. This agrees
with the fact that when α = 1 and all cosine become 0, the valence band becomes inert.
However, for α = 0 where only cosine terms are nonzero, although the flat band is inert,
the available energy states it provides enhances the third order conductivity through the
θ(~ω − EF ) terms. This enhancement is only possible for multiple photon processes.
It is also worth noting there are no 2ω valence to conduction band processes present. This
is because the term θ(2~ω − 2EF ) defines a second order
 PT symmetric process, which
(2)
gives no contribution to the conductivity since Re σx = 0.
Critical physical information is plainly revealed by Figure 3.6. For example, the higher
magnitude peaks show the dominant harmonic process in each geometry. By noting that
EF =1 meV corresponds to approximately to ω=1.518 THz, the dominant process for
SLG is clearly identified as the HHG three photon valence to conduction band process
(as found in similar quantum frameworks [143, 144, 255]). Similarly for α = 1, the HHG
three photon flat to conduction band process is dominant. The relative dominance of the
flat band mediated HHG is attributed to its high DOS compared to that of the valence
band. This is because the rate of an optical transition is proportional to the joint density
of states of the bands involved. Furthermore, the rate of third order transitions is scaled
by the inverse third power of the transition energy, further enhancing the lower transition
energy flat band mediated HHG at low frequencies.
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Figure 3.6: Third order interband tensor component as a function of ω for a = 0.142 nm,
τ1 = τ2 = 3 eV, EF =1 meV, E = 0 and T =0 K.
Secondly, the conductivity peaks decay with increased frequency due to the (~ω)−n terms,
implying the first order will dominate at very high frequencies. This is discussed in the
following subsection.
We also note that the third order conductivity is negative for some frequency intervals if
0 ≤ α < 1. This does not imply a negative overall conductivity, instead a switching of signs
for each odd order conductivity term produces a smaller full nonlinear conductivity.

Figure 3.7: Third order interband tensor component as a function of α for a = 0.142 nm,
τ1 = τ2 =3 eV, EF =1 meV, E = 0 and T =0 K.
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The existence of many distinct harmonics for certain lattice geometries is advantageous
in applications that may require high bandwidth modular nonlinear electronic devices.
In such a setting one can use easily distinguishable fields to extract drastically different
nonlinear behaviours out of a single material.
Figure 3.7 shows that the third order conductivity has a clear trigonometric dependence on
α, as expected through α = tan(ϕ). The amplitude of the trigonometric curves generally
decrease with applied field frequency as the (~ω)−n terms begin to dominate. These
characteristics could, in practice, enable one to select an appropriate frequency for the
geometry at hand, i.e. for α = 1 one should use a lower frequency field if a large nonlinear
response is desired. This is again outlined in the following subsection where the nonlinear
magnitude relative to the linear response becomes apparent.

3.3.4

Critical field

By recalling the definition of critical field in (1.2)

Ec,x

v
u (1)
u σx
= t (3) ,
σx

we quantify the nonlinearity of the α-T3 lattice herein. Since changing the Fermi level
shifts the harmonic/quantisation frequencies of both conductivities, we find that changing EF has the same effect on the critical field. Furthermore, increasing the temperature
results in a higher critical field as third order processes are more readily mitigated by thermal fluctuations. These phenomenon have been predicted using more simplistic models
for SLG in both quantum and semiclassical regimes [142, 143, 144].
The critical field is plotted in Figure 3.8 as a function of frequency. The magnitude of the
critical field for any α value in the THz range resides between 102 − 106 Vm−1 . Previous
models for SLG have predicted critical fields of the order 105 − 106 Vm−1 [142, 143, 144].
Our results encompass this interval but reveal more interesting dynamics owing to the
harmonics of the system. For example, each α value exhibits a region of small critical
field: for α = 0 this is between 0.5 - 1.5 THz, for α = 1 it is 1 - 3 THz and for α = 0.5
it is 1 - 1.5 THz. This region is produced at the first order conductivity minimum whilst
the dominant third order HHG process is present. These regions are imperative for high
efficiency photomixing and multiplying.
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Figure 3.8: Critical field for a = 0.142 nm, τ1 = τ2 =3 eV, EF =1 meV, E = 0 and T =0 K.

For higher THz fields (ω > 3.1 THz), each critical field begins increasing with frequency
at the same rate with Ec,x (α = 0) > Ec,x (α = 1) > Ec,x (α = 0.5). Mathematically, this is
easy to see through the dominance of (~ω)−n terms but shows intermediary values of α
can enhance nonlinearity at higher THz frequencies.
One of the striking properties we discussed in the previous subsection was the α dependence of the intraband response. By taking a closer look at the region 0 ≤ ω ≤ 0.5 THz,
we explore what baring this phenomenon has on the critical field in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.9: Intra-band response critical field for a = 0.142 nm, τ1 = τ2 = 3 eV, EF =1
meV, E = 0 and T =0 K.
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As one can clearly observe by the small difference between the curves, the dependence
of the intraband response on the underlying geometry of the system has little effect on
the critical field. The low THz field ordering Ec,x (α = 0) > Ec,x (α = 0.5) > Ec,x (α = 1)
shows once again, the dice lattice will be the superior nonlinear material at frequencies
small enough for the intraband response to be appreciable.
Finally, we show the α-dependence of the critical field at a number of applied frequency
values is exhibited in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: α-dependence on the critical field for a = 0.142 nm, τ1 = τ2 =3 eV, EF =1
meV, E = 0 and T =0 K.

Each frequency curve shows an α dependent set of characteristic peaks whereby the critical
field increases rapidly by approximately an order of magnitude. These peaks occur as the
onset harmonic processes decay rapidly with frequency whilst first order quantisation is
achieved. For example α=1 would show peaks near ω=0.5 THz and 1.5 THz in accordance
with the activation then decay of its onset harmonic processes. This information shows
that, in practise, one could use the nonlinear dynamical response alone to efficiently
characterise (measure α for) an α-T3 type lattice.

3.4

Conclusion

Motivated by the importance of the nonlinear response and its association with topological
phase in the α-T3 lattice, we have developed a novel second quantised model capable
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of calculating the full nonlinear optical response (both intra- and inter-band) of an αT3 lattice. This method is suitable for any isotropic equilibrium distribution function,
encompassing all materials considered in this thesis. However, the computational intensity
required for the matrix units is only deemed suitable for systems in which interband
transitions are the overwhelmingly dominant transport mechanism at HHG frequencies.
The α-T3 lattice adheres well to this prescription.
The first, second and third order dynamical conductivities have been calculated and investigated in depth. First order conductivity plots were produced for a number of α,
Fermi level, temperature and band gap values as a function of frequency (Figure 3.3).
The results agree with previously established and accepted results [223], particularly the
existence of frequency and α dependent quantisation if E = 0. Most notably for the first
order we reveal how a nonzero band gap and temperature can break the quantisation of
interband transitions. A band gap is also seen to enhance the linear conductivity in a
small bandwidth after the conductivity jump(s). Meanwhile, the second order conductivity was found to be 0, agreeing with the T P invariance of the Hamiltonian and previously
established results [142, 143, 144, 223].
The previously unknown nonlinear dynamics of the α-T3 model have been studied both
analytically and numerically. Although there is no quantisation phenomenon in the third
order, HHG is observed up to the third order and found to be the dominant onset harmonic
process. By equating the harmonics with physical transitions (see Table 3.1) we find
that the flat band enhances both the intra- and inter-band conductivities. Furthermore,
unlike the first order conductivity, the intraband response is found to be dependent on
α revealing some underlying geometry of the system. The geometrical dependence of the
intraband conductivity leads to the dice lattice being a superior nonlinear material for
GHz frequencies and below. Finally, a trigonometric α dependence of the third order
conductivity is observed with lower frequency fields being more heavily influenced by α
due to the (~ω)−n terms.
Critical field calculations show values between 102 − 106 Vm−1 , depending heavily on α
and the applied field frequency (see Figures 3.8 and 3.10). For frequencies allowing HHG,
the critical field exhibits a characteristic minimal region for each α. Due to the practically
accessible critical field values we conclude that α-T3 type lattices may become practical
for use as THz devices since the possibility to control the nonlinearity by an optical field is
realised. Moreover, the characteristic critical field peaks for each α yields a possibility of
characterising the geometry of the material based solely on the nonlinear response.
Similar to other strong nonlinear topological materials [256], α-T3 based devices could
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include efficient THz frequency multipliers via HHG [257] or THz modulators with a
large modulation depth under a field of around 104 − 105 Vm−1 [258]. When an α-T3
device is irradiated with two fields of different frequencies, the strong third order effect
can result in a higher efficiency three photon mixing.

Chapter 4
Symmetry broken nodal ring
materials
In this chapter we explore the NRSM. Unlike the isolated singularities of WSMs and
DSMs, the band crossing points of a NRSM form a continuous 1D ring in momentum
space. Under symmetry breaking perturbations the NRSM may exhibit second order
transport properties, namely Shift Current (SC) generation and CPGEs. These are the
transport phenomena discussed in this chapter. 1

4.1

Introduction

After years of intense research [1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8], one of the more recent classes of topological
materials to be elucidated is the NRSM. As opposed to DSMs and WSMs which are
characterised by singular points in momentum space at which their conduction and valence
bands cross, the NRSM is characterised by a 1D ring in momentum space, dubbed the
Nodal Ring (NR), where the conduction and valence bands meet [11, 12, 126, 260, 261,
262]. This electronic structure has lead to the theoretical exploration and experimental
elucidation of many exotic transport properties, such as peaked optical [263, 264, 265]
and magneto-optical [266, 267, 268] conductivities, anisotropic thermionic emission [163],
divergent magnetic susceptibility [269], superconductivity [270, 271], quantum oscillations
[272, 273] and anomalies [274], Landau quantisation [275, 276] and Liftshitz transitions
[277]. Candidate NRSM phases have recently been identified in CaAgAs [13], Mg3 Bi2
[278] and PbTaS [279].
1

This chapter is based on submitted work [259].
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When any noncentrosymmetric material is subject to light irradiation, the resultant photocurrent varies nonlinearly as a function of the electric field(s) of that radiation. The
nonlinear terms for other topological materials such as DSMs and WSMs have been shown
to be appreciable for frequencies as low as the THz range [114, 142, 143, 280]. For radiation
with plane of polarisation described by two electric field vectors, the photocurrent induced
is of second order in applied electric field and known as photogalvanic current. Depending
on the polarisation coefficients of the fields, the photocurrent induced can be Shift Current
(SC) or CPGE current. Photogalvanic effects in conventional materials underpin many
optical devices and solar cells [281, 282, 283]. However, for TMs photogalvanic effects
have become a key tool in the diagnosis of topological phase due to their intrinsic relation
to Berry phase [284, 285, 286]. Taking the WSM as an example, theoretical calculations
show a high sensitivity of the CPGE current generated on both the WP separation and
cone tilt parameter in type-II materials [287, 288, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293]. This theoretical
work has given impetus to recent experimentation with known WSM TaAs where large SC
and CPGE current have been observed independently [152, 279, 294, 295, 296, 297].
Due to the inversion, time reversal and mirror symmetries protecting the NR [39, 298,
299, 300], theoretical models describing ideal NRSMs do not exhibit any photogalvanic
effects. This had made diagnosing their topological phase difficult in practise. Recent
work on the magneto-optical response has revealed giant peaks at frequencies twice the
energy of the NR radius [268]. Optically, the weak and smooth rise of the conductivity
at frequencies proportional to the NR radius [264, 265] makes the NRSM very difficult
to diagnose without a magnetic field. Recently however, emerging classes of NRSMs
where SOC is intrinsically present or may be extrinsically induced have been studied
[12, 118, 119, 266, 299, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309]. In this class of
material, SOC can break the symmetries protecting the NR inducing a nonzero Berry
curvature and changing the parent NRSM topological phase to either a child WSM (e.g.
CrP2 O7 [310], TlTaSe2 [47], ZrTe [40]), DSM (e.g. LaN [32], CaTe [33]) or TI (e.g.
CaAgP [45], BaSn2 [44], CaP3 [43]) phase. These classes of ‘symmetry broken NRSMs’
are the focus of this study. Though still emerging, some properties have already been
theoretically predicted including optical conductivity, circular dichroism and radial Hall
effects [39, 311].
Although photogalvanic effects have been researched at length for intrinsic WSMs, there
are some conflicting results. For the example of TaAs, [296] reports a large CPGE with
negligible SC, whilst [294] reports a large SC. Furthermore, the limited studies on transport properties of symmetry broken NRSMs show some influence of the parent phase in
quantities such as optical conductivity [311]. Hence, photogalvanic effects in symmetry
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broken NRSMs remains an open problem that should shed light on the diagnosis of these
emerging materials.
Using a second order Kubo type formalism we study both the SC and CPGE in a symmetry broken NRSM and the effect of intrinsic and extrinsic parameters such as NR
radius and temperature on their frequency dependence. Our studies take place in the
MIR frequency region, where photon energies are high enough to activate optical transitions [287, 294, 296] highlighting the suitability of a Kubo formalism. This is opposed
to popular and compatible Floquet formalisms [312, 313, 314] which deal with higher
frequencies.

4.2

Electronic and topological structure

In the absence of an external field, the standard Hamiltonian for a NRSM is the 4 × 4
matrix [11, 163, 264, 268, 269]
H 0 = vF τx ⊗ (σ · p) + bτz ⊗ σz ,

(4.1)

where p is the momentum vector, vF ≈ 106 ms−1 is the Fermi velocity [23], the radius of
the NR in the px − py plane is vF−1 b and τ , σ are the Pauli matrices for two isospin degrees
of freedom, i.e. spin sublattices and atomic orbitals. The Hamiltonian in (4.1) is readily
diagonalised yielding the four band dispersion
0s,r = s

p
(vF pz )2 + (vF p + rb)2 ,

p
where p = p2x + p2y and s, r = ±1 distinguish the four bands. This dispersion is shown
graphically in Figure 4.1 (a) and (b). It is readily observed that the NR generated by (4.1)
is protected by mirror reflection (in the pz plane), composite (PT ) and chiral symmetries.
For our application, where the Fermi level EF  vF b, the wave functions of (4.1) can be
expanded around the nodal ring and the Hamiltonian projected onto the two component
subspace (single sublattice or orbital) which accounts for the lowest energy bands, to
obtain a minimal two band model
H 0 = (vF p − b)σz + vF pz σy .

(4.2)

The wave functions of (4.2) represent the behaviour of carriers close to the NR and capture
all necessary information of the system [276, 315]. Equation (4.2) produces identical
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energy levels to (4.1) for the r = −1 bands when diagonalised
0s = s

p
(vF pz )2 + (vF p − b)2 .

(4.3)

Using (4.2), the afore mentioned symmetries protecting the NR are given explicitly
by
0
1. Mirror reflection symmetry: Mz = iσz : Mz H 0 M−1
z = H (−pz ) [316, 317].

2. Composite inversion (P = σz ) and time reversal (T = K) symmetry: (PK)H 0 (PK)−1 =
H 0 [276, 301].
3. Chiral symmetry: χ = σx : χH 0 χ−1 = −H 0 [49, 260].
In terms of topological properties, the mirror reflection symmetry demands σz = ±1 be a
good quantum number separating the bands between the NR in the pz direction. In this
way, the NR acts like a band inversion point which is not necessarily destroyed by SOC.
Both the composite and chiral symmetries define a ±π quantisation of the Berry phase.
This Berry phase exists by virtue of one’s ability to assign a Chern number to any 1D
manifold enclosing an energy gap [260, 317]. Although SOC always breaks the composite
symmetry, it may be compatible with chiral symmetry [311].
If the NR remains protected by the three symmetries described above, the material will
exhibit no photogalvanic effects. This is a direct result of the triviality of the Berry
curvature, which is defined in momentum space as
Ωs = −Im (h∇p ψs | × |∇p ψs i)
= −Im(h∂py ψs |∂pz ψs i − h∂pz ψs |∂py ψs i)x̂
+ Im(h∂px ψs |∂pz ψs i − h∂pz ψs |∂px ψs i)ŷ

(4.4)

− Im(h∂px ψs |∂py ψs i − h∂py ψs |∂px ψs i)ẑ
where ψs are the Bloch wave functions obtained from the Time Independent Schrödinger
Equation (TISE). The composite symmetry forces Ωs = 0 as a result of T symmetry
demanding Ωs (p) = −Ωs (−p) whilst P symmetry demands Ωs (p) = Ωs (−p). Similarly,
chiral symmetry forces Ω+1 = Ω−1 = 0 with the last equality coming from the fact that
the total Berry curvature must vanish [317].
To induce a nonzero Berry curvature (and nonzero second order optical effects) we introduce the SOC term ∆ cos(N φ)σx into (4.2) producing the system Hamiltonian [311]
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vF p − b
−ivF pz + ∆ cos(N φ)
,
ivF pz + ∆ cos(N φ)
−(vF p − b)

H=
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(4.5)

where ∆ describes the strength of SOC, N ∈ Z and φ is the azimuthal angle (in the plane
of the NR). Diagonalising (4.5) produces the following dispersion relation
s = s

p
(vF pz )2 + (vF p − b)2 + ∆2 cos2 (N φ).

(4.6)

The dispersion in (4.6) is plotted in Figure 4.1 (c) - (h). It is readily shown that the
∆ cos(N φ)σx term breaks the chiral, composite and mirror reflection symmetries, hence
so long as ∆ 6= 0 the NR in (4.5) is no longer symmetry protected and a nontrivial Berry
curvature may exist. From Figure 4.1 (c) and (f), the N = 0 scenario is seen to produce
a bulk TI (or GSM) phase, whilst for N > 0 in Figure 4.1 (d), (e), (g) and (h) the
material is in a type-I (not tilted) WSM phase with N pairs of WPs occurring on what
was previously the NR whenever cos(N φ) = 0. In this way, the NRSM may be seen as a
parent topological phase for both TIs and WSMs.
One main advantage of using the two band model in (4.5) is that the Bloch wave functions
can be explicitly obtained along with the Berry curvature. The two orthonormal Bloch
wave functions in the momentum representation are
!
√
√
s + vF p − b/ 2s
p
,
(ivF pz + ∆ cos(N φ))/ 2s (s + vF p − b)

|ψs i =

and the Berry curvature components are given by


N px sin(N φ)((22 − s(vF pz )2 )(s + vF p − b) − (vF pz )2 )
vF ∆


(Ωs ·x̂) = −
+vF ppy cos(N φ)(2 + 2(vF p − b) + s(vF p − b)2 )

,
2
3
2
4sp  (s + vF p − b)
+2spx N (2s + vF p − b)∆2 cos2 (N φ) sin(N φ)


N py sin(N φ)((22 − s(vF pz )2 )(s + vF p − b) − (vF pz )2 )
vF ∆


(Ωs ·ŷ) =
−vF ppx cos(N φ)(2 + 2(vF p − b) + s(vF p − b)2 )

,
2
3
2
4sp  (s + vF p − b)
+2spy N (2s + vF p − b)∆2 cos2 (N φ) sin(N φ)
(Ωs · ẑ) = −

vF ∆
vF pz sin(N φ)(2 + s(vF p − b)(2s + vF p − b)),
+ vF p − b)2

4sp3 (s

where  = |s |. It is readily observed that the nonzero Berry curvature ∝ ∆ is induced
solely by the SOC term. Furthermore, Ω−1 6= Ω+1 as chiral symmetry is violated. Most
interestingly, the Berry curvature is odd in p if N is even (preserving T violating P) and
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even in p if N is odd (preserving P violating T ). Hence, when considering a centrosymmetric Brillouin zone, only odd N perturbations, where T symmetry is broken, will give
rise to photogalvanic effects. This is also observed in nonlinear conductivity studies of
topological materials [114, 142, 190, 255].

Figure 4.1: NRSM dispersion relation: (a) - (b) Without SOC parallel and perpendicular
to the ring plane respectively. (c)-(e) With SOC parallel to the ring plane with N=0, 1, 2
for (c), (d) and (e) respectively. (f) - (h) With SOC perpendicular to the ring plane with
N=0, 1, 2 for (f), (g) and (h) respectively. Units of all axes are relative with vF = 1.
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Second order conductivity

Here we present the theory and results for second order optical transport in the symmetry
broken NRSM.

4.3.1

Theory

We consider the symmetry broken NRSM in (4.5) subject to two driving electric fields
E a and E b of frequency ω. The photocurrent
Jc =

X

σcab Ea∗ Eb :

a, b, c = x, y, z

a,b

is calculated using an effective second order Kubo formula based on quadratic response
theory [318, 319, 320] extended to dealing with both linearly and circularly polarised light
[287]. Within this model, the second order interband conductivity σcab is a third rank
tensor given by
σcab



X
|e|3
Re
eiΦab
=
3
2

(2π~) ω



hψ
|v
|ψ
ihψ
|v
|ψ
ihψ
|v
|ψ
i
n a l
l b l
l c n
d3 p(NF,l − NF,n )
,
(n − l − i~τ −1 )(n − l + ~ω̃ − i~τ −1 ) 
BZ

X Z

ω̃=±ω n,l=±1

(4.7)

where n, l = ±1 distinguish the bands, Φab is the phase difference between the two driving
fields, NF,l is the Fermi-Dirac distribution in (2.12) of charge carriers in the l band,
va = ∂pa H is the velocity operator in the momentum representation in the a direction and
τ is the quasiparticle lifetime. It should be stated from the outset that n 6= l as there is
no such interband process. After some manipulation of the derivatives, the matrix units
become
nl
:= hψn |va |ψl ihψl |vb |ψl ihψl |vc |ψn i
Mabc

= hψn |∂pa H|ψl ihψl |∂pb H|ψl ihψl |∂pc H|ψn i
= (n − l )h∂pa ψn |ψl i∂pb l (n − l )h∂pc ψl |ψn i

(4.8)

= (n − l )2 ∂pb l h∂pa ψn |∂pc ψn i.
nl
nl
If T symmetry is preserved, the matrix units in (4.8) satisfy Mabc
(p) = −Mabc
(−p) and
the integrand in (4.7) is odd under p → −p. Since we integrate over a centrosymmetric
Brillouin zone, σcab = 0 if T symmetry is preserved. Although the preservation of T
symmetry does not necessarily imply the second order conductivity is zero, this result is
consistent with other models and extends to all two band models where centrosymmetry
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is also preserved [264, 319, 320]. One case that should be mentioned is the SC σiii where
nl
Miii
= ∂pi l |hψl |vi |ψn i|2 ∈ R, which is obviously odd in p and yields no response in our
model. However, SC of the form σiii has been reported as ≈4% of the overall photocurrent
and not necessarily zero in intrinsic WSMs [287, 296]. Such findings suggest that this type
of SC is not due to a two band process and one must use a multi-band Hamiltonian in
order to calculate it. However, as we shall show, our two band model proves adequate for
calculating all other photogalvanic contributions.
Now, in the long relaxation time limit τ → ∞ =⇒ −i~τ −1 → 0 and we can use the
Sokhotski-Plemelj relations to separate the terms:
P nl := lim

1

( − l − i~τ −1 )(n − l + ~ω̃ − i~τ −1 )
 n

δ(n − l + ~ω̃)
δ(n − l )
= iπP
+
n − l
n − l + ~ω̃
P
− π 2 δ(n − l )δ(n − l + ~ω̃),
+
(n − l )(n − l + ~ω̃)
τ →∞

(4.9)

where P denotes the principle part of the integral. The long relaxation time limit is a
valid approximation for semiconductors and insulators, however for metallic crystals the
function δ(n − l ) can induce numeric instabilities, especially for driving fields with frequencies below the THz region. To combat this, we consider frequencies in the MIR range
(which is the feature-rich region for typical parameters) and numerically approximate the
δ functions by
γEF
1
,
δ(x) =
π (γEF )2 + x2
where the parameter γ ≈ 10−4 − 10−2 broadens the δ functions to account for a finite
residual scattering rate γEF [190, 223, 230].
By noting Φab = 0 for linear polarised fields and Φab = π/2 for circularly polarised
fields, we determine that the nonzero SC current components correspond to taking the
imaginary part of equation (4.9) for linearly polarised fields, whilst the nonzero CPGE
components all arise from circularly polarised fields and taking the real part of (4.9). By
the structure of each part in (4.9), we surmise that the SC current will exhibit a strong
peak whenever the band gap is equal to the photon energy |n − l | = ~ω as well as a low
frequency Drude peak as ω → 0. Owing to the harmonic condition |n − l | = ~ω, one
observes SC is primarily constituted by SHG for P symmetric materials where n = −l .
Although the CPGE current also displays peaks around the same areas in momentum
space, the function Re(P nl ) is more diffuse, leading to a less peaked response. This
trend is also observed when using computational multi-band models for intrinsic WSMs
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[287]. Although we are typically interested in the MIR frequency range for optoelectronic
applications, lower frequency regions can be explored via a semiclassical formalism in
R
which σ ∝ d3 p∂p Ω.
Finally, we complete the sums in (4.7) analytically using equation (4.4) to directly relate
the Berry curvature to both the SC and CPGE conductivities. The remaining azimuthal
symmetry determines the degenerate components in Table 4.1.
Tensor component

Degenerate component(s)

σxxx
σyyy
σzzz
σxzz
σzxx
σxyy
σxxz
σyxz
σzxy
σxxy
σzxz

σyzz
σzyy
σyxx
σyyz , -σxzx , -σyzy
σxyz , -σyzx , -σxzy
-σzyx
σyxy , -σxyx , -σyyx
σzyz , -σzzy , -σzzx

I : σcab =

|e|3 π
(2π~)3 ω 2

R
BZ

d3 p(NF,1 − NF,−1 )2 I

0
0
0
−∂pz E(Ω1 · ŷ)Im(P 1,−1 )
∂px E(Ω1 · ŷ)Im(P 1,−1 )
∂py E(Ω1 · ẑ)Im(P 1,−1 )
0
−∂pz E(Ω1 · ẑ)Re(P 1,−1 )
∂py E(Ω1 · ŷ)Re(P 1,−1 )
0
∂pz E(Ω1 · ŷ)Re(P 1,−1 )

Table 4.1: Second order photoconductivity tensor components. Rows 1 - 6 represent SC
current and rows 7 - 11 represent the CPGE current.

4.3.2

Results

Each non-degenerate component of the photoconductivity tensor from Table 4.1 is plotted
in Figure 4.2. The driving laser power is 10 mW. At the charge neutral WP, Figure 4.2 (b)
implies a CGPE photocurrent of 16.512×10−4 A parallel to the NR (WP) plane for two
perpendicular fields. This value is an order of magnitude larger than other numerical two
band models for the intrinsic WSM TaAs: 1.2×10−4 A in [287] and 1.015×10−4 A in [296].
When including three band transitions, the CPGE current in [287] jumps to 29.2×10−4 A
which agrees well with the experimental result of 4×10−4 A in [296] after considering the
scaling factor. Similar magnitude CPGE currents are found in other intrinsic WSMs such
as type-II MoTe2 and Mo0.9 W0.1 Te2 [321, 322]. It is reasonable to expect a similar increase
for the NRSM + SOC if one used a multi-band Density Functional Theory (DFT) model
to accomodate virtual transitions where carriers traverse more than two bands.
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Further, our SC results from Figure 4.2 (c) imply a photocurrent of 2.112×10−4 A is
generated along the NR (WP) plane at the SHG frequency for fields directed perpendicular
to the NR (WP) plane. Again our results are slightly larger than the TaAs multi-band
DFT calculation in [287] which yields 1.2×10−4 A and the experimental results in [294]
which report 0.416×10−4 A. Both TaAs values are much larger than the SC along the z axis
of WSM BaTiO3 experimentally found to be 2×10−8 A in [284, 323]. These comparisons
show that a two band effective model is appropriate for calculating second order nonlinear
conductivities of a NRSM + SOC and leads us to postulate that the manifestation of the
parent phase in the child dispersion yields a larger response by up to an order of magnitude
when compared to intrinsic WSMs - well within the bounds of variance between WSM
compounds.

Figure 4.2: Nonzero and non-degenerate second order conductivity tensor components
with vF = 106 ms−1 , EF = 100 meV, ∆=33 meV, T =300 K, γ=0.001, N =1 and b =
8 × 108 vF ~ [Joules].

In terms of frequency characteristics, the diffuse nature of the dispersive part of Equation
(4.9) is well exhibited in Figure 4.2 (a). One observes a shift in spectral weight to the lower
frequency region ~ω ∈ (0, 0.06) eV where the Drude peak decrease meets the interband
transition peak at ~ω ≈ 0.75 eV for |n − l | = ~ω. This harmonic condition is met
when the driving field effectively lifts the valence band to a point where the k = 0 saddle
points of each band cross. In our two band P symmetric model this is precisely when
2 = ~ω. Comparing Figure 4.2 (b) and (c), it is evident the more diffuse conductivity
spectrum of CPGE current detracts from the bandwidth of its peak. For both the SC and
CPGE conductivity there exists a secondary higher order harmonic peak at ~ω ≈ 0.42 eV.
Furthermore, the CPGE component σzxz shows a satellite peak at ~ω ≈ 0.12 eV.
The CPGE components in Figure 4.2 (b) all exhibit different frequency characteristics.
The low frequency behaviours, and indeed the entire MIR behaviour of the minute σyxz
which lacks any harmonic features, agree with DFT calculations of TaAs [287]. Both
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harmonic and oscillatory peaks have been predicted theoretically for WSMs [291, 324].
The harmonic peak is shown for fields with plane of polarisation perpendicular to the NR
plane (σzxz ) whilst oscillatory peaks are evident for fields with plane of polarisation parallel
to the NR plane (σzxy ). One feature which has not been reported in any WSM research is
the satellite peak for σzxz , at around 1.5 times the frequency of the first harmonic (SHG
frequency). We postulate that the σzxz (σzyz ) satellite peak(s) occurs when the frequency
is high enough to stimulate carriers from the zy(zx) plane over the saddle point. This
occurs at a higher frequency to the main peak as the plane of polarisation is perpendicular
to the direction of travel for such carriers. Each peak discussed rapidly decreases with
frequency owing to the ω −2 prefactor, which corresponds to the dominance of linear order
effects at higher frequencies.
The SC components shown in Figure 4.2 (c) are less feature-rich than their CPGE counterparts. As expected, mostly all the non-Drude contribution to the SC conductivity
stems from SHG transitions around n − l = 0.75eV and falls sharply thereafter. It is
important to note that there is almost a negligible SC current along the NR plane when
subject to co-planar linear fields (σxyy ).
The high degree of anisotropy is showcased by the large variance in magnitude of curves
in Figure 4.2 (b) and (c), reaching up to 7 orders of magnitude at the SHG frequency.
As discussed for the CPGE, the existence of directionally dependent features such as
harmonic and satellite peaks is another strong indication of anisotropy.
We survey the dependence of the SC on intrinsic and extrinsic parameters in Figure 4.3.
Only the SC dependence is shown as the CPGE components obey identical trends. Firstly
we note that the conductivity is very robust to Fermi level in the MIR region. This was
also observed for two band transitions in TaAs where the CPGE conductivity changed by
only 200 µAV−2 at the WP [287]. There exists slightly larger Drude weights for higher
Fermi levels as the Drude scattering parameter is inherently proportional to Fermi level.
Perhaps the most straightforward dependences are on γ and ∆ in Figure 4.3 (d) and
(f) respectively. The parameter γ controls Drude scattering, which is most prevalent at
higher conductivities for ultra-fast carriers. Hence γ narrows all the peak bandwidths as it
diminishes. Similarly, higher SOC strengths increase the harmonic bandwidth significantly
as the key low energy carriers experience a larger magnitude Berry curvature. In Figure
4.3 (e), the number of WPs in the child phase, N , is observed to change the direction of
the current for N = 3 and slightly diminish the overall response. Although the number
of WPs grow (where the bulk of the transitions occur), the spectral width of each WP
decreases, as seen in Figure 4.1, mostly stabilising the DOS.
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Figure 4.3: Parameter dependence of σxzz . Unless otherwise stated in the legend, the
parameters are vF = 106 ms−1 , EF = 100 meV, T =300 K, γ=0.001, N =1 ∆=0.5 and
b = 8. The units of b are vF ~108 [Joules] and the units of ∆ are 66 meV.

The most intriguing parameters are the NR radius b and the temperature shown in Figure
4.3 (a) and (b) respectively. In accordance with the harmonic condition |n − l | = ~ω,
increasing b should increase the frequency at which the harmonics occur as the k = 0
saddle point is higher. This is observed in our studies and has also been theoretically predicted for the CPGE peaks in intrinsic WSMs [291]. Unlike WSMs however,
the bandwidth for NRSMs + SOC stays relatively constant when changing b. The
peak height also slightly increases with b owing to an enhanced carrier velocity near
the WPs. The height and bandwidth of the SHG peak exhibit appreciable thermal enhancement. Temperature solely enters the numerical scheme via the distribution function
NF,l − NF,n → θ(EF − l ) − θ(EF − n ) as T → 0. Since the SHG contribution is predominantly from low energy carriers near the WPs where  < EF , it is diminished at lower
temperatures until completely subsiding at T = 0 K on the scale of Figure 4.3.

4.4

Conclusion

We have analytically determined the Berry phase of a two band NRSM under the influence
of a symmetry breaking SOC term. This SOC term not only induces a nontrivial Berry
curvature but produces a WSM child phase. Through quadratic response theory, the
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Berry curvature can be directly related to the second order CPGE and SC. Each nondegenerate component of the second order conductivity tensor is numerically determined
in the MIR region in Figure 4.2, revealing appreciable current responses up to an order of
magnitude larger than the equivalent response in intrinsic WSMs [287, 294, 296, 321, 322].
The increased magnitude is attributed to the influence of the parent NRSM phase.
The conductivity dependence on NR radius (∝ b), temperature, Fermi level, scattering
rate, number of pairs of Weyl points and SOC magnitude are directly observable through
our model and showcased in Figure 4.3. Although the response is rather robust to many
of these parameters, NR radius and temperature both alter the response appreciably. The
harmonic peak almost doubles in frequency when increasing b just 6.25%, while both the
peak height and bandwidth rapidly diminish as temperature falls to 0 K.
Owing to the high magnitude of our results, we class the symmetry broken NRSM system
as a promising candidate for MIR signal detection and generation. The CPGE response
tunability has been used as a diagnosis tool for topological phase in WSMs [293, 296, 321].
Given such tunability is shown to persist in symmetry broken NRSMs, we give strong
credence to this diagnosis method for concrete materials such as ZrTe5 [325] or CaP3
[326] which may be fabricated as single crystals. This tool provides researchers with a
method of determining the key topological parameter of NRSMs without the need for a
magnetic field [268]. Since both the SOC magnitude and WP separation can be altered by
doping [327] or laser fields [328], our results suggest a possibility of engineering materials
with desirable frequency response characteristics.
Since our results mostly depend on the dispersion, it is apt to comment on how real
dispersions may deviate from our model. Firstly, the NR is unlikely to resemble a perfect
ring in momentum space, and in the extremal case it may resemble a nodal line across
the BZ [266]. The process of linearising (4.1) to (4.2) is compatible for NLSMs, hence
we expect the same characteristics to be obtained. The NR may also fluctuate in energy
across the Fermi surface. One may deal with this by introducing diagonal terms of the form
D(p)I2 to the Hamiltonian. Since these perturbations will not change the Berry curvature
[311] or transition energies, we expect the same qualitative results to be obtained. Finally,
since we have concluded most of the optical transitions take place near the nodes, a
realistic multi-band dispersion consisting of many NRs can be reduced into multiple copies
of our model so long as each ring is well separated in momentum space. A more realistic
treatment of disorder scattering where τ becomes momentum dependent is also unlikely
to change our results since most transitions occur at low momentum near the nodes.

Chapter 5
Twisted bilayer graphene
The final topological material we investigate is Twisted Bilayer Graphene (TBG), a material consisting of two parallel misoriented SLG sheets. The combination and intra- and
inter-layer transport yields distinct topological transport properties when compared to
the constituent SLG sheets. A nontrivial Weyl topology is partially manifested in TBG
through two distinct singularities of the same chirality. Specifically, we investigate the
nonlinear optical transport and magneto-optical transport properties of TBG in reference
to the key topological parameter of twist angle.1

5.1

Introduction

SLG has proved a fruitful domain in which to study novel Dirac physics and its manifestation through transport properties such as; universal optical conductance [331, 332, 333,
334], half-integer quantum Hall effects [2, 335, 336], strong suppression of weak localisation [337, 338], magnetic enhancement of optical conductivity [339] and strong nonlinear
response in the THz regime [143, 340]. Owing to advances in engineering of two dimensional lattices, Bilayer Graphene (BLG) structures have been the focus of intense research
[255, 341, 342, 343, 344] where interlayer interactions break down the conventional Dirac
setting in SLG, giving rise to new physics [345, 346, 347, 348]. To alter the interlayer interactions, different stacking orientations have been studied theoretically and fabricated
experimentally including AB or Bernal (inequivalent lattice sites are perfectly misaligned
in the stacking direction), AA (inequivalent lattice sites align in the stacking direction)
and ABC (trilayer) graphene bilayers [349]. However, the most intriguing BLG structure,
1

Section 5.3 is based on submitted work [329] and Section 5.4 is based on submitted work [330].
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Figure 5.1: (a) and (b) show the unit cells of TBG (spanned by L1 and L2 ), the top layer
(2)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(spanned by a1 and a2 ) and the bottom layer (spanned by a1 and a2 ) at different
twist angles. The blue lattice represents the top layer (layer 2) and the orange lattice
represents the bottom layer (layer 1). (c) and (d) show the first Brillouin zones of each
layer. The first Brillouin zone of TBG is defined by K and K0 which come from the K
points of the top and bottom layers respectively. The solid black hexagon in (d) represents
the ‘folded back’ Brillouin zone of TBG.
and the focus of our studies, is so-called TBG. In TBG, the two graphene sheets are
stacked at an arbitrary angle (θ) to one another (see Figure 5.1), making AA (θ = 0o )
and AB (θ = 60o ) stacked BLG special cases of TBG.
Misorientation by twisting two SLG sheets induces a number of novel electronic spectral
features in TBG including the opening of band gaps, creation of a van Hove singularity and
significantly reduced band velocity near the DPs [350, 351, 352, 353, 354, 355]. Experimentally, numerous spectroscopy methods such as Raman spectroscopy [356, 357, 358], AngleResolved Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES) [359], optical reflection spectroscopy [360]
and Terahertz Time Domain Spectroscopy (TDS) [361] have verified these properties. As a
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direct result of this feature-rich electronic structure, many transport properties have been
explored, including but not limited to plasmon resonance [362], circular dichroism [363],
chiral response [364, 365, 366], topologically protected zero modes [367], Mott insulating
and superconductivity [368], THz photogalvanic response [369, 370], strong optical response accompanied by symmetry dependent selection rules [341, 362, 363, 364, 371, 372],
SHG [373], Rabi oscillations [374] and more recently a strong nonlinear response optical
response has been revealed in both the THz - FIR and MIR - Near Infrared (NIR) regions
[329, 375].
The first property we investigate is the nonlinear optical response of TBG. There have
been numerous studies on the linear optical response of TBG [341, 362, 363, 364, 371,
372] which reveal a strong optical response (up to 8 times that of SLG under equivalent
conditions), physically rich optical selection rules depending on the crystalline symmetries
and Landau Levels (LLs) strongly dependent on twist angle. Such studies have been
verified experimentally and computationally [361, 376]. However, the nonlinear optical
response of TBG is still largely unstudied. Studies on the nonlinear optical response of
Bernal BLG [255, 377] reveal a strong nonlinear effect in the THz - FIR region where for
very moderate electric fields of 1000 Vcm−1 the nonlinear conductivity becomes relevant
and a room temperature frequency tripling term can be induced. A recent computational
non-perturbative model by Ikeda et. al. [375] has revealed appreciable HHG (up to the
eighth order) exists in TBG with fixed θ = 21.79o in the NIR - MIR region. Since the
HHG is not attributed to Dirac-like carriers, rather interlayer couplings, these properties
are not reflected in SLG or conventionally stacked BLG. Inspired by these conclusions
and recent evidence for the nonlinear activity of TBG through other properties such as
Kerr rotation [378], nonlinear Hall effects [366, 378], Rabi oscillations [374] and circular
dichroism [363] we proceed to survey the nonlinear optical response of TBG in the THz
- FIR region.
A combination of magnetic field and misorientation makes the magneto-optical properties
of TBG difficult to study analytically owing to the breakdown of symmetries protecting
the DPs. In spite of this, continuum models have proven successful in exhibiting rich
magneto-optical phenomena in TBG such as Kerr rotation [378, 379], exotic LLs [367, 379,
380, 381] as well as anomalous and nonlinear Hall effects [378, 382]. The LL spectrum and
prevailing Hall conductivity σxy are shown to evolve from a monotonic semiclassical picture
with energy levels increase approximately logarithmically with applied field to a fractal
Hofstadter butterfly pattern exhibiting quantisation jumps as the Fermi level traverses
band gaps at large magnetic fields [382, 383, 384]. Increasingly smaller magnetic fields
are required to produce a fractal Hall conductivity as the twist angle θ → 0. Fractals
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are shown to appear at just 5 T for θ = 1.47o since interlayer LL mixing requires only
small fields at small angles. As θ increases however, the σxy = 0 band gaps narrow until
a semiclassical picture is replicated in the region B ∈ [20, 180] T for θ = 9.43o . For
lower, more experimentally accessible fields however, a complete synthesis of semiclassical
arguments lending to the twist angle and Fermi level dependence of both the transverse
and longitudinal magneto-optical responses of TBG has yet to reach fruition. This is the
basis of our second study.
To model the nonlinear optical response we adopt a quantum mechanical approach which
couples the carriers (electrons) to a time dependent electric field. By expanding the
electronic Floquet states in successive orders of the applied field, we obtain arbitrary
order nonlinear wave functions. Furthermore, we can identify unique electron-photon
processes for each order wave function by grouping together different frequency harmonics.
The current response for any order wave function is straightforwardly calculated and the
sensitivity to temperature, Fermi level, direction of the field and twist angle may be
surveyed.
Finally, to study the magneto-optical response and its dependence on both twist angle
and Fermi level, we adopt a Semiclassical Approximation (SCA) formalism to derive a
general expression for the low energy magneto-optical response of TBG including effects
from both the Berry curvature and the magnetic moment [150]. In the low field region
where the linear response dominates [114, 142, 143, 190, 329, 340] we employ a linearised
Boltzmann equation to isolate the transverse and longitudinal conductivities up to the
second order in magnetic field. The crux of this method lies in approximating electronic
quantities from the system with B 6= 0 : HB6=0 (k)|ũs,r (k)i = ˜s,r |ũs,r (k)i by explicitly
computable quantities from the system with B = 0 : H(k)|us,r (k)i = s,r |us,r (k)i. In this
way, we alleviate the need for computationally intensive eigenfunction calculations which
are often done through DFT methods for continuum models [376, 378].

5.2

Atomic, electronic and topological structure

In reference to Figure 5.1 the structure of TBG may be characterised by a single twist
parameter 0o ≤ θ ≤ 30o since rotation by 60o − θ is equivalent to rotation by −θ followed
by a translation of the second layer [385, 386]. Some studies also include such a translation
parameter δ where the top (or bottom) layer is moved in the plane perpendicular to the
stacking direction [376, 387]. We fix δ = 0 and ẑ as the stacking direction from the
outset. Since AB stacked BLG is difficult to fabricate thanks to disorders introduced by
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substrates, our coordinate frame is chosen so that when θ = 0o the system is AA stacked
√
and the lattice vectors for both layers are a1 = a(1, 0) and a2 = a(1/2, 3/2) where
a = 0.246 nm is the lattice constant. When θ 6= 0 we rotate the top layer θ/2 anticlockwise
and the bottom layer θ/2 clockwise around a common B site (chosen origin), so that the
lattice vectors of the individual layers are
(1)

a1 = a(cos(θ/2), − sin(θ/2))
(1)

a2 = a(cos(π/3 − θ/2), sin(π/3 − θ/2))

(5.1)

(2)

a1 = a(cos(θ/2), sin(θ/2))
(2)

a2 = a(cos(π/3 + θ/2), sin(π/3 + θ/2)).
Using (5.1) we can determine the BZs of each layer and hence the vector connecting their
K points for any θ
∆K = K(2) − K(1) =

2π sin(θ/2) √
√
( 3, −1).
3a

(5.2)

Although the TBG lattice is not generally periodic for any twist angle, for some specific
twist angles the periods of each layer happen to match allowing us to rigorously define a
lattice constant L and BZ for TBG. Such angles occur when two general lattice vectors
(j)
(spanned by ai : i, j = 1, 2) from each layer are equal
(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

ma1 + na2 = ma1 + na2
=⇒ cos θ =

m2 + n2 + 4mn
:
2(m2 + n2 + mn)

(5.3)

m, n ∈ Z.

The lattice constant L is then given by
(1)

(1)

L = |ma1 + na2 | =

a|m − n|
,
2 sin(θ/2)

(5.4)

with the TBG lattice vectors
L1 =

√


3L/2, L/2
(5.5)

L2 = (0, L).
Using the lattice vectors in (5.5) we can analytically calculate the BZ of TBG as

[BZ] = (kx , ky ) ∈ R2 :

√
√
2π
2π
π
∩ |ky − 3kx | ≤
|ky | ≤ √ ∩ |ky + 3kx | ≤
L
L
3L


. (5.6)
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Consistent with Figure 5.1 (a) and (b), the k-space BZ in (5.6) grows ∝ L−1 for larger
twist angles corresponding to the increased unit cell size in position space for smaller
twist angles. Despite the difference in area, each BZ of TBG can be folded back into a
central hexagonal region as shown in Figure 5.1 (d), where the K(0)(i) points of each layer
are translated as follows: K(1) → K0 , K(2) → K, K0(1) → K, K0(2) → K0 [376, 388]. This
procedure shows (5.2) represents the vector connecting the K and K0 points in TBG.
The most popular model for describing the electronic structure of BLG is given by the
4 × 4 Hamiltonian [367, 371, 380, 389]
H(k) =

!
P1
i
HG (k + ∆K/2)
(H
)
⊥
i=−1
,
P1
i †
)
H
(k
−
∆K/2)
(H
G
⊥
i=−1

where
0
kx − iky
HG (k) = vF ~
kx + iky
0

(5.7)

!

is the SLG Hamiltonian, vF ≈ 3 × 105 ms−1 is the Fermi velocity [255, 353, 380],
!
1
1
H⊥0 = t
,
1 1

H⊥±1

e∓i2π/3
1
= t ±i2π/3 ∓i2π/3
e
e

!
,

are the three lowest order Fourier components of the hopping matrix between the two
layers, which are dominant for small twist angles 3o ≤ θ ≤ 10o [371, 380] and t is a
hopping parameter which generally depends on θ but may be approximated as a constant
≈ 150meV [347, 367, 390] for the region of small twist angles considered here. It should be
noted that this model neglects commensuration effects between the two layers. Although
these effects are minor since coupling between Dirac cones is negligible [385, 391, 392], in
reality commensuration effects restrict the BZ to a small degree.
The model described by (5.7) is a continuum limit around single pair of K points (K, K 0 ),
as such, when discussing symmetries we do not refer to the lattice symmetries, rather to
those of its energy bands
r
s,r = s

9t2

+

2
(+
G)

+

2
(−
G)

q
− 2 2
+ 2 − 2
2
+ r (9t2 + (+
G ) + (G ) ) − 4(G ) (G ) ,

where (s, r) = ±1 denote the bands and
q
±
=
v
~
(kx ± ∆Kx /2)2 + (ky ± ∆Ky /2)2 .
F
G

(5.8)
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Figure 5.2: Dispersion relation of TBG with t=0.15 eV, vF = 3 × 105 ms−1 and θ = 5o .
The inset shows the two DPs that form a van Hove singularity.
The dispersion relation in (5.8) is plotted in Figure 5.2. The DPs at ±∆K/2 (one from
each layer) are distinct in momentum space thanks to θ 6= 0 and form a van Hove singularity since there is no gap opening upon their coincidence. As such, the k=0 saddle
point decreases in energy as ∆K → 0. This decrease should, in theory, assist interlayer
transport as carriers are more readily able to transition between K points. Combined
with a decrease in the effective Fermi velocity near the DPs as ∆K → 0, the spectral
weight of low energy carriers near each DP is seen to diminish with ∆K → ∞.
Other than the dispersion relation in (5.8), the SCA introduced in subsection 5.3.1 requires
the following explicitly calculable electronic quantities
Band velocity:
v(k) = ~−1 ∇k s,r


− 2
+
−
+ 2
+ − 2
2
(9t2 +(+
+
−
G ) +(G ) )(kx +kx )−4(kx (G ) +kx (G ) )
√
k
+
k
+
r
,
2
x
− 2 2
+ 2 − 2
2
v ~ x

(9t2 +(+
G ) +(G ) ) −4(G ) (G )
= F 
+ 2
− 2
+
−
+ 2
+ − 2 ,
2
(9t
+(
)
+(
)
)(k
+k
)−4(k
(
)
+k
(
)
)
y
y
y
y
+
−
G
G
G
G
s,r ky + ky + r
√
+ 2
− 2 2
+ 2 − 2
2
(9t +(G ) +(G ) ) −4(G ) (G )

where kν± = kν ± ∆Kν :

ν = x, y.

(5.9)
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Bloch wave function:
H(k)|us,r (k)i = s,r |us,r (k)i


p
3t2s,r K+− /K++
p




3ts,r vF ~ K+− K++
−1 
,
p
=⇒ us,r (k) = Ds,r  2
−
−
+
2 2 + −
K
/K
(s,r − vF ~ K+ K+ )vF ~Kp
−
+
+
−
+
2 2 + −
2
s,r (s,r − vF ~ K+ K+ ) K+ /K+
us,r (k) :

(5.10)

where, Kνχ = kxν + χkyν : ν, χ = ± and
q
Ds,r = 9t2 2s,r (2s,r + vF2 ~2 K++ K+− ) + (2s,r − vF2 ~2 K++ K+− )2 (2s,r + vF2 ~2 K−+ K−− ).
Berry curvature:
Ωs,r (k) = −Im (h∇k us,r (k)| × |∇k us,r (k)i) =

−2~ẑ
×
3 K +K −
Ds,r
+ +

+
+
+
+
2 2 + − 2
2
(9t2 3s,r + s,r (
s,r − vF ~ K+ K+ ) )(s,r (kx ∂x Ds,r + ky ∂y Ds,r ) − Ds,r ((vs,r )x kx + (vs,r )y Ky ))





+ −
− + +
+ − −

K+ ) − Ds,r (s,r (vs,r )x − vF2 ~Kx+ )) 
K− kx )(∂x Ds,r (2s,r − vF2 ~2 K+
K + kx + K −
vF2 ~2 (K+




+ −
− + +
+ − −
,
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K+ ky + K−
vF2 ~2 (K+
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s,r


s,r
x
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y
y
+ +
+ +
F
F
−22s,r Ds,r (Kx+ (s,r (vs,r )x − vF2 ~Kx+ ) + Ky+ (s,r (vs,r )y − vF2 ~Ky+ ))


(5.11)

where

+ −
K+ ) + s,r (s,r (vs,r )ν + vF2 ~Kν+ )) !
9t2 s,r ((vs,r )ν (2s,r + vF2 ~2 K+

−1 
+ −
= Ds,r
K− )(s,r (vs,r )ν − vF2 ~Kν+ )  ,
2(2s,r + vF2 ~2 K−

2 2 + −
2
+(s,r − vF ~ K+ K+ )
+ −
+(2s,r − vF2 ~2 K+
K+ )((vs,r )ν + vF2 ~Kx− )


∂ν Ds,r

for ν = x, y.
Orbital magnetic moment:
ms,r (k) = −

e
es,r (Ωs,r )z ẑ
eẑ
Im (h∇k us,r (k)| × (H(k) − s,r (k))|∇k us,r (k)i) =
+
+ −×
3
2~
2~
~Ds,r K+
K+



+ −
+ −
+ −
Ds,r ~((vs,r )y Ky+ + (vs,r )x Kx+ )(vF2 ~2 2s,r K+
K+ (9t2 + 2(2s,r − vF2 ~2 K+
K+ )) + 9t2 2s,r (2s,r + vF2 ~2 K+
K+ ))


+ − 2
+ −


−Ds,r vF2 ~2 s,r ((Kx+ )2 + (Ky+ )2 )(9t2 2s,r + 2vF2 ~2 K+
K+ (s,r − vF2 ~2 K+
K+ ))




+ −
2 2
2
2 2 + − 2
+ −
+ −
−
−
+vF ~ s,r (s,r − vF ~ K+ K+ ) (Ds,r (Kx Kx + Ky Ky ) − ~K+ K+ (∂y Ds,r Ky + ∂x Ds,r Kx ))



,
+
+
2 3
2
2 2 + −
2 2 + − 2
2 2 + − 2

−~(∂x Ds,r Kx + ∂y Ds,r Ky )(9t s,r (2s,r − vF ~ K+ K+ ) + 2s,r vF ~ K+ K+ (s,r − vF ~ K+ K+ ) ) !




+ − −
− + +
2
2 2 + −
2
+
+D v 2 ~3 (2 − v 2 ~2 K + K − ) (K+ K+ Kx + K− K− Kx )((vs,r )x (3s,r − vF ~ K+ K+ ) − 2s,r vF ~Kx ) 
s,r F
s,r
+ +
F
+ − −
− + +
+ −
(K+
K+ Ky + K−
K− Ky )((vs,r )y (32s,r − vF2 ~2 K+
K+ ) − 2s,r vF2 ~Ky+ )
(5.12)

where we adopt the convention e > 0 as the absolute electron charge.
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The Hamiltonian in (5.7) may be further reduced to an effective two band model in the
low energy limit t  vF ~|∆K|, which is valid for the twist angles 3o ≤ θ ≤ 10o discussed
in this chapter. To establish the two band model we first assume a simplified version of
the interlayer coupling term
1
X

H⊥i

i=−1

!
5 0 0
→3× t
,
2 1 0

where the factor of 52 is introduced to match the Bernal stacked (θ = 0) spectrum [380].
In the eigenbasis {ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ψB1 , ψB2 } where (1, 2) belong to the top layer and (1B , 2B ) to the
bottom layer, the TISE reads
vF (kx + iky + ∆Kx /2 + i∆Ky /2)∗ ψ 2 = Eψ 1
vF (kx + iky + ∆Kx /2 + i∆Ky /2)ψ 1 + t̃ψB1 = Eψ 2
t̃ψ 2 + vF (kx + iky − ∆Kx /2 − i∆Ky /2)∗ ψB2 = EψB1

(5.13)

vF (kx + iky − ∆Kx /2 − i∆Ky /2)ψB1 = EψB2 ,
t. From (5.13) we observe that the zero energy solutions are spanned by ψ 1
where t̃ = 15
2
and ψB2 and the other basis vectors ψ 2 and ψB1 are strongly hybridised by the hopping
parameter t̃. Since we seek low energy solutions, we can neglect
Eψ 2 ≈ 0
EψB1 ≈ 0.
This yields the effective two band Hamiltonian [367, 380, 389]
H2 (k) = −

vF2 ~2
t̃

!
0
q † (k)
,
q(k)
0

(5.14)

where q(k) = (kx +iky )2 −(∆Kx /2+i∆Ky /2)2 := k 2 +(∆K/2)2 . The associated dispersion
relation is
vF2 ~2
vF2 ~2 + −
s = s
|q(k)| = s
  .
(5.15)
t̃
t̃ G G
The dispersion relation in (5.15) is plotted in Figure 5.3. The most salient features of the
TBG dispersion are evidently captured by the two band model: saddle point at k = 0,
logarithmic van Hove singularity corresponding to the DPs at ±∆K/2 (one from each
layer) and the overall anisotropy owing to ∆Kx 6= ∆Ky .
From the low energy expansion of (5.14) around ±∆K/2, we observe that electrons with
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Figure 5.3: Dispersion relation for the effective two band model of TBG with θ ≈ 10o .
The pop-out shows the two DPs at ±∆K/2 whilst the arrows depict the single photon
current and the two different three photon contributions to the third order current.
fixed energy at K have the same chirality as equivalent energy carriers at K0 . Hence
electrons at either K(0) point will experience a Berry phase of γ = (±)π on a closed orbit
around that DP. Moreover, collapsing the DPs: ∆K = 0 need not be accompanied by a gap
opening (van Hove singularity). In view of these topological properties, H2 may be viewed
as a representative of the topological universality class that also includes H respecting
the same representation of T symmetry: H(−k) = −H(k)∗ (E(k) → −E(−k)).

5.3

Nonlinear optical response

In this section we use the two band model described by (5.14) and associated energy levels
in (5.15) to investigate the first order (linear) and third order (lowest order nonlinear)
current responses of TBG under an electric field. The prevailing dependences on Fermi
level, temperature, frequency and most importantly, twist angle are then observed.
For the typical parameters discussed in the section 5.2, the minimum of the 1,1 band
from (5.8) ranges between 0.78 eV for (m, n) = (4, 3) =⇒ θ = 9.43o and 0.34 eV for
(m, n) = (11, 10) =⇒ θ = 3.15o . Hence for the effective two band model to remain
valid we should only sample fields for which ~ω + EF < 0.34 eV =⇒ ω < 3.65 × 1014 Hz
(EF ≈ 0.1 eV). THz frequencies adhere well to this restriction and are hence the focus of
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our study.

5.3.1

Theory

Consider the TBG system subject to a spatially constant, time dependent optical field
E −iωt
along the x axis described by E = Eeiωt x̂. This yields a vector potential A = − i~ω
e
x̂
so that under the Pierel’s substitutions (e > 0) the Hamiltonian becomes
v 2 ~2
H2 (k, A) = − F
t̃

q∗ +

0
q+

2eE
keiωt
i~ω

−

e2 E 2 2iωt
e
~2 ω 2

2eE ∗ iωt
k e
i~ω

−

e2 E 2 2iωt
e
~2 ω 2

0

!
.

(5.16)

Now we assume that the time dependent wave function forms generalised Floquet states
ψ(k, t) =

∞
X

ψn (k, t) =

∞
X

φn (k)einωt e−it/~ ,

(5.17)

n=0

n=0

where  = |s | from (5.15) and the two component spinor φn (k) = (αn (k), βn (k))T describes the momenta of the carriers in the low energy two component eigenbasis from
(5.13). Substituting (5.17) into the TISE yields

~

∞
X

i(nω−/~)t

(/~−nω)φn (k)e

=−

∞
X
n=0

n=0

e

2 2
i(nω−/~)t vF ~

t̃

!
e2 E 2 2iωt
∗ iωt
(q ∗ + 2eE
k
e
−
e
)β
(k)
n
2
2
i~ω
~ ω
.
e2 E 2 2iωt
iωt
(q + 2eE
ke
−
e )αn (k)
i~ω
~2 ω 2

The TISE above contains information on all order multiple photon processes in TBG.
Owing to the orthonormality of the set {einωt : n ∈ Z} we can isolate arbitrary order
spinor components through the two level recurrence relations


2eE ∗
e2 E 2
∗
t̃( − n~ω)αn =
βn q +
k βn−1 − 2 2 βn−2
i~ω
~ω


2eE
e2 E 2
2 2
t̃( − n~ω)βn = −vF ~ αn q +
kαn−1 − 2 2 αn−2 .
i~ω
~ω
−vF2 ~2

(5.18)

From the solutions to (5.18) we can calculate the nth order total current using the 2D
quantum analogue of (2.11)
Jνn

e
= 2
4π

Z
[BZ]

d2 knF (EF , )hψm |vν |ψm0 i,

(5.19)
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where [BZ] is the BZ in (5.6),
nF (EF , ) = NF (EF , −1 ) − NF (EF , 1 ) =

sinh(/kB T )
cosh(EF /kB T ) + cosh(/kB T )

is the interband distribution function, vν = ~−1 ∂kν H2 is the velocity operator in the
direction ν = x, y and the indices m, m0 ∈ Z have the restriction m + m0 = n. The time
averaged observable part of the current in each direction is given by
ev 2 ~
Re{Jxn } = − F2
π t̃

(

Z

d2 knF Re k

[BZ]

and
evF2 ~
n
Re{Jy } = 2
π t̃

Z

)
αn∗ 0 βn−n0

(5.20)

n0 =0

(
d2 knF Im k

[BZ]

n
X

n
X

)
αn∗ 0 βn−n0

.

(5.21)

n0 =0

Note that since we seek either the real or imaginary parts of the spinor sum, each αn∗ 0 βn−n0
is interchangeable with its complex conjugate (with an accompanying minus sign in the
∗
imaginary case). Hence, when isolating oscillatory terms, both αn∗ 0 βn−n0 and αn−n
0 βn0 are
0
i|n−2n |ωt
∝ e
. In this view (5.20) and (5.21) will contain only one term oscillating with
frequency 1ω for n = 1 and two terms; one oscillating with frequency 1ω (Kerr effect) and
another oscillating with frequency 3ω (HHG) for n = 3 as per Figure 5.3. The nonlinear
currents and conductivities discussed herein are defined in (1.1) as standard.

5.3.2

First order response

In the absence of an electric field only the n = 0 terms contribute, and the solution to
(5.18) is
!
1 −vF2 ~2 q ∗ /(t̃)
.
(5.22)
φ0 (k) = √
2
1
Substituting (5.22) into (5.20) or (5.21) yields no current as there must be a nonzero
electric field for a nonzero current.
The single photon processes are described by the n = 1 solution to (5.18)
√

2eE
φ1 (k) =
2
i(~ω) (2 − ~ω)

!
vF2 ~2 t̃−1 (2kx − k~ω)
.
−(q ∗ )−1 (2kx − k ∗ ~ω)

(5.23)

The most simple analytic expression for Re(Jx1 ) is obtained by substituting (5.23) into
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(5.20) and using the Sokhotski-Plemelj relations to yield


− Kx Ky (2kx2 − ~ω(kx2 + ky2 ))(kx2 + ky2 − Kx2 + Ky2 )(2 − ~ω)−1
Z
o
n

!
4eEv 8 ~7
nF 
,

2
2
2
2 2
2 2
Re Jx(1) = − 4 F2
d2 k
(2k
−
~ω(k
+
k
))(k
k
+
K
K
)


2
x
x
y
x
y
x
y
(~ω)
t̃ π
[BZ]
+
2πδ(2
−
~ω)
+kx2 ky2 (kx2 − ky2 − Kx2 + Ky2 )
(5.24)

where Kν = ∆Kν /2 for short. The Sokhotski-Plemelj relations allow us to separate
a diffuse part of the current ∝ (2 − ~ω)−1 (top line in (5.24)) and a harmonic part
∝ δ(2 − ~ω). The diffuse part is not present in SLG. Numerically, the delta functions are
approximated using the Lorentzian representation δ(x) → (η/π)/(x2 + η 2 ) where η = 7
(1)
(1)
meV is the broadening parameter [371]. The first order conductivity σx = Re(Jx )/E
(1)
scaled by σ0 = e2 /4~ is plotted as a function of frequency for different twist angles,
temperatures and Fermi levels in Figure 5.4.

(1)

Figure 5.4: First order conductivity σx in the THz region with different: (a) Twist
angles. (b) Temperatures. (c) Fermi levels. Unless otherwise stated the parameters are
(m, n) = (7, 6), T =300 K and EF =0.1 eV.

In terms of frequency dependence, unlike SLG, TBG has no universal conductivity and
instead decreases approximately ∝ ω −2 using the low energy effective two band model.
This has been observed previously in the lower limit of optical conductivity studies in the
MIR - NIR range [371, 375]. The first order conductivity magnitude of TBG has previously
(1)
been reported to vary between [0.4 − 1.5]σ0 in the THz region [341, 362, 363, 371] for
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intermediate twist angles θ ≈ 5o . Our results lie within this region of validity.
Figure 5.4 (a) shows the most striking result of the first order conductivity. By changing the twist angle only a few degrees, the conductivity is altered by up to an order
of magnitude. This sensitivity is defined by two competing factors. Firstly, the BZ is
enlarged almost two-fold when increasing θ = 3.15o → 9.43o , encapsulating the influence of a broader spectrum of carriers, leading to an increased conductivity. Conversely,
from a dispersion perspective, the saddle point is heightened for larger twist angles as
is the gradient of the bands at larger k. Since a lower saddle point enhances interlayer
conductivity (carriers transitioning between K and K0 ) and the spectral regions around
each K(0) point are broadened by a lower Fermi velocity, one should expect a decrease
in conductivity. Evidently the BZ expansion is the dominant mechanism for our chosen
parameters, saturating the dispersion effects, leading to an exponential increase in first
order conductivity with twist angle.
The dependences shown in Figure 5.4 (b) and (c) are both completely defined by the
distribution function nF . As EF → 0, the term cosh(EF /kB T ) decreases towards 1, increasing nF . Physically this may be attributed to Pauli blocking mitigating the interband
contribution of deep carriers. Similarly, there is an approximately two-fold increase in conductivity when lowering the temperature from 300K to 0K - mirroring what is observed
in SLG using the same technique [143].

Figure 5.5: Anisotropy of the first order conductivity for different twist angles with T =300
K and EF =0.1 eV.
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The anisotropy of the first order conductivity is surveyed in Figure 5.5. This data is
obtained by using E = Eeiωt ŷ, following the same steps to calculate φn and numerically
evaluating (5.21). One observes first that TBG is a better linear conductor in the y direction of our co-ordinate system, following directly from ∆Ky < ∆Kx allowing interlayer
carriers to move between K and K(0) more freely if driven parallel to ∆Ky . Furthermore,
anisotropy is larger for smaller twist angles again owing to enhanced interlayer conductivity. Both of these features are very robust to THz frequency. The dominance of Jy
is shown to persist for frequencies into the NIR region for fields as high as 3.2 MVcm−1
[375]. The anisotropy is not sensitive to temperature or Fermi level since the distribution
function is not dependent on field direction.

5.3.3

Third order response
(2n)

Consistent with the composite PT symmetry of the system we find that σν = 0 ∀n ∈ Z
[114, 142, 190, 255]. Hence the lowest order nonlinear contribution to the current response
will be the third order. The third order solution to (5.18) yields the spinor

8vF8 ~8

!
k ∗ q(2kx − k ∗ ~ω)(( − 2~ω)(k ∗ q + kq ∗ ) − ~ωk ∗ q)
+kq ∗ (2kx − k~ω)(2 (kq ∗ + k ∗ q) − ~ω(5 − 6~ω)k ∗ q)
√
4 2t̃3 2 ~ω(2 − ~ω)( − ~ω)








−







 2(k(t̃2 ( − 2~ω) + v 4 ~4 (q ∗ )2 ) + k ∗ ( − 3~ω)(t̃2 ( − ~ω) + v 4 ~4 q 2 ))
F
F

+
√


4 2t̃q( − ~ω)



 √ 4 4
∗
∗



 + 2vF ~ ((2kx − k~ω)q − (2kx − k ~ω)( − 3~ω)q) ,


vF2 ~2 e3 E 3
t̃(2 − ~ω)


φ3 (k) =
!
.


3 2
∗
∗
∗
i3(~ω)5 t̃2 (2 − 3~ω) 
 t̃ k(2kx − k~ω)(( − 2~ω)(k q + kq ) − ~ωkq )

 8v 6 ~6

 F
∗ 2 4 4
∗
2
∗
∗
∗


+k q vF ~ (2kx − k ~ω)( (kq + k q) − ~ω(5 − 6~ω)kq )


√


4 2t̃4 3 ~ω(2 − ~ω)( − ~ω)




 2vF2 ~2 (k ∗ (t̃2 ( − ~ω) + vF4 ~4 q 2 ) + k( − 3~ω)(t̃2 ( − 2~ω) + vF4 ~4 (q ∗ )2 )) 

−
√


4 2t̃2 q( − ~ω)



 √ 2 2
∗
∗


2vF ~ ((2kx − k ~ω)q − (2kx − k~ω)( − 3~ω)q )
+
q ∗ (2 − ~ω)
(5.25)

Substituting (5.25) into (5.20) yields results shown in Figure 5.6. We find that the third
order conductivity scales with frequency ∝ ω −6 , a two order of magnitude sharper drop
off when compared to SLG [143] and one order sharper than BLG [255] over an equivalent
frequency range. Physically, this sharper drop off corresponds to the twist-induced saddle
point disproportionately blocking higher order electron-photon processes and is seen at
NIR frequencies where the HHG bandwidth is reduced disproportionately for higher orders
[375]. As in most systems, the high frequency conductivity will then be dominated by the
linear conductivity.
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(3)

Figure 5.6: Third order conductivity σx in the THz region for different twist angles with
(3)
T =300 K, EF =0.1 eV and σ0 = e4 vF at̃−3 Am2 V−3 .
Figure 5.6 shows that in the region ω ∈ [1, 3] THz, for a temperature of 300 K and electric
(3)
(1)
field of 105 Vm−1 : σx E 2 ∈ [4.32 × 10−8 , 5.75 × 10−3 ]σ0 . Under the same parameters for
(3)
(1)
BLG: σx E 2 ∈ [6 × 10−3 , 6 × 10−1 ]σ0 , showing that TBG exhibits an appreciably smaller
nonlinear response due to the ∆K 6= 0 van Hove singularity minimising spectral weight in
the vicinity of k=0. Furthermore, we observe that for larger twist angles the HHG portion
(3)
of the third order conductivity σx (3ω) can be dominant over σ (3) (ω) even at higher THz
frequencies. This feature is caused by an increased sensitivity of σ (3) (3ω) to twist angle
stemming from a shrinking BZ (for smaller θ) inhibiting the higher transition energy three
photon absorption processes more drastically than the two photon absorption one photon
emission process (σ (3) (ω)). This is in direct contrast to both SLG and BLG where the
Kerr effect remains dominant at all THz frequencies [143, 255].
The anisotropy of the nonlinear response is more feature-rich than its linear counterpart.
Figure 5.7 shows a marked difference between the anisotropy of σ (3) (3ω) and σ (3) (ω).
(3)
The dominance of σy (ω) is far more pronounced at lower frequencies owing to the lower
(3)
transition energy. However, as the field frequency increases σy (ω) falls more rapidly
as available carriers begin to disproportionately participate in single photon processes
(3)
until σy (ω) becomes negative and a defocusing discontinuity occurs. This phenomenon
is magnified at larger twist angles where the interlayer response is mitigated. Figure
5.7 (b) shows the frequency tripled response in the x direction remains dominant by
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Figure 5.7: Anisotropy of the third order conductivity for T =300 K and EF =0.1 eV.
(a) For two photon absorption one photon emission processes. (b) For three photon
absorption processes.
≈ 10% over the entire frequency domain. We attribute this feature to carriers selectively
participating in lower transition energy processes more readily in the y direction where
the interlayer response is greater. Our attribution of most nonlinear anisotropy features
to the interlayer response is consistent with findings in the NIR range where, relative to
the overall response, the interlayer response at the third harmonic is 5 times larger than
at the first harmonic [375].

5.3.4

Critical field

Since the first order current scales with Eω −2 and the third order current scales with
E 3 ω −6 , at sufficiently high fields or low frequencies the nonlinear current will be of considerable magnitude. To quantify when this occurs, we sample the critical field defined in
(1.2)
v
u (1)
u σν
Ec,ν = t (3) .
σν
Figure 5.8 shows that the magnitude of the critical field encompasses Ec,x ∈ [102 − 107 ]
Vm−1 over the frequency range surveyed for different twist angles. For THz frequencies,
SLG lies well within the lower bound of this rage with Ec (ω) ∈ [1600 − 2600] Vm−1 and
Ec (3ω) ∈ [1700 − 2700] Vm−1 [143], whilst BLG lies more in the center with Ec (ω) ∈
[6 × 104 , 1.5 × 106 ] Vm−1 and Ec (3ω) ∈ [1.1 × 105 , 2 × 106 ] Vm−1 [255]. Although our
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model relies on fundamentally different assumptions, an extrapolation of our results into
the NIR frequency region for large the twist angle 21.8o falls just below the equivalent
Ec,x = 108 Vm−1 value in [375].
In Figure 5.8 (a), the increased robustness to twist angle and frequency for Ec,x (ω) is
(3)
consistent with the analysis of σx (ω). A salient point for the larger twist angles is that
the critical field is up to an order of magnitude smaller for the frequency tripled HHG
component at lower THz frequencies: Ec,x (3ω) ≈ 104 Vm−1 for θ = 9.43o . This is not the
case for BLG where Ec (3ω) > Ec (ω) over the entire THz range [255] as per the frequency
dependence of σ (3) . The main difference between the frequency dependence of the critical
fields in the x and y directions is the peaked structure of Ec,y (ω) shown in Figure 5.8 (b).
(3)
This feature is a remnant of the change in polarity of σy (ω) and as such occurs at higher
frequencies for smaller twist angles.

Figure 5.8: Critical field in the THz region for T =300 K, EF =0.1 eV and different twist
angles. (a) In the x direction. (b) In the y direction.

Owing to the different harmonic processes present within the third order current, the
distribution function is modified and the temperature dependence is no longer straightforwardly controlled by nF (EF , ). To capture this nontrivial temperature dependence
Figure 5.9 is produced.
The nonlinear response of TBG is found to be less sensitive to thermal fluctuations when
compared to SLG. Figure 5.9 shows that Ec,x (3ω) increases ≈ 25% from 0 K to 300 K
while Ec,x (ω) increases ≈ 20.8% over the same range. This is in comparison to Ec (3ω)
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Figure 5.9: Temperature dependence of the critical field Ec,x for (m, n) = (7, 6), θ = 5.09o ,
ω = 1 THz and EF =0.1 eV.
increasing ≈ 32.3% and Ec (ω) increasing ≈ 46.9% in SLG, whilst Ec (3ω) decreases ≈ 45%
and Ec (ω) decreases ≈ 29% over the same temperature range for ω = 1 THz in BLG [143].
For SLG at 0 K, Ec,x (3ω) is ≈ 6.25% larger than Ec,x (ω), but Ec,x (ω) increases faster with
temperature producing a cross over point at ≈ 180 K where Ec,x (3ω) < Ec,x (ω). Such
a feature is absent from both TBG and BLG. In this way, thermal tunability of HHG is
sacrificed for robustness in layered structures. In TBG Ec,x (3ω) is ≈ 116% larger than
Ec,x (ω) at 0 K for θ = 5.09o and increases more rapidly over T ∈ [0, 300] K. Conversely in
BLG, Ec (3ω) is ≈ 83% larger than Ec (ω) at 0 K in decreases more rapidly to end ≈ 29%
larger at 300 K. The fact Ec increases with temperature regardless of twist angle in TBG
can only be attributed to the twist-induced saddle point producing a more temperature
sensitive nonlinear current where thermal fluctuations reduce the probability of low energy
carries coupling to multiple photons. However, the relative magnitudes of HHG and Kerr
conductivity are dependent on our choice of θ.

5.4

Magneto-optical response

To investigate the magneto-optical response of TBG we use the four band Hamiltonian in
(5.7) and resultant dispersion in (5.8) to describe the system without influence of electric
or magnetic fields. The key electronic transport quantities used in this SCA method
are the velocity operators (5.9), Bloch wave functions (5.10), Berry curvature (5.11) and
magnetic moment (5.12). In the ensuing subsections, we elucidate both the twist angle
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and Fermi level dependence of all components in the first order (in electric field) magnetooptical conductivity tensor up the second order in magnetic field.

5.4.1

Theory

To begin our derivation of the transverse and longitudinal components of the magnetooptical response, consider the semiclassical equations of motion for an electron wave packet
in a metal under the influence of a magnetic field B and electric field E
ṙ = ~−1 ∇k ˜(k) − k̇ × Ω
~k̇ = eE − eṙ × B,

(5.26)

where r is the position of the particle, k its wave vector, ˜s,r = s,r − ms,r · B is the
dispersion relation for B 6= 0 and the Berry curvature Ω = Ωs,r is given in (5.11). We
drop the band subscripts herein. The system in (5.26) is satisfied by
ṙ = (~G)−1 [∇k ˜ + eE × Ω + e~−1 B(∇k ˜ · Ω)]
k̇ = (~G)−1 [−eE − e~−1 ∇k ˜ × B − e2 ~−1 Ω(B · E)],

(5.27)

where G = 1 + e~−1 B · Ω. The solutions in (5.27) are used to determine the current
density j by
Z
e
j := −
d2 k(Gṙ + ∇r × m)NF
2
(2π) [BZ]
Z
e
=−
d2 k(ṽ + e~−1 E × Ω + e~−1 (ṽ · Ω)B)NF ,
(2π)2 [BZ]

(5.28)

where ṽ = ∇−1
˜ is the band velocity for B 6= 0, NF = Θ(EF − ˜) is the Fermi-Dirac
~ ∇k 
distribution for T = 0 K, [BZ] is the BZ in (5.6) and we have used ∇r ×m = 0 for a uniform
system. Note that the definition of current density in the first line of (5.28) contains a
carrier velocity term scaled by G due to field-induced charge and a magnetisation current
P
term [150, 393]. Furthermore, to obtain the total intraband response one should s,r j to
obtain the intraband response from each band.
If we consider the system subject to a monochromatic field of frequency ω given by
E = E0 e−iωt we can expand the distribution function NF in orders of e−iωt
NF =

∞
X
n=0

(n)

NF e−inωt ,

(5.29)
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(0)

such that NF = Θ(EF − ) denotes the unperturbed or steady-state distribution function
(n≥1)
with E = B = 0, and the terms NF
include increasingly higher order field effects. In
general, higher order field effects are more relevant for higher magnitude fields. If we
(0)
assume carriers have a relaxation time τ , the steady-state distribution function NF can
be used in the Boltzmann equation
(0)

N − NF
dNF
= F
= k̇ · ∇k NF + ∂t NF ,
dt
τ

(5.30)

(n)

allowing recursive calculation of NF by substituting a truncated NF from (5.29) into
(5.30). By using (5.30) to obtain any frequency order distribution function, we can inturn use (5.28) to obtain any frequency order magneto-optical response. In this study we
(0)
(1)
restrict ourselves to the linear case in which NF = NF + NF . Equating the e−iωt terms
in (5.30) we obtain the first order distribution function
(1)

NF =

τ
(eE + e2 ~−1 (E · B)Ω) · (∇k ˜)δ(EF − ).
G~(1 − iωt)

(5.31)

The ‘low field’ validity of this model is described two-fold. Firstly, to safely ignore higher
order NF terms one must ensure the electric field is adequately low. Given nonlinear
magneto-optical effects (Kerr rotations) are shown to manifest for photon frequencies
≥ 75 THz [378] and HHG requires critical fields of E ≈ 106 − 108 Vm−1 [329, 375], we
restrict ourselves to the THz frequency region and applied fields of the order 104 − 105
Vm−1 . Secondly, for the semiclassical description of carriers to break down and quantum
behaviour to dictate transport phenomena, the magnetic field must be strong enough so
that the magnetic length `B ≤ L [382]. In this case the uncertainty in electron momentum
becomes comparable in size to the BZ and one can no longer define a semiclassical cyclotron orbit. Using (5.4) for a Moire lattice (m = n) one obtains the equivalent condition
B ≥ 3.3[T ] × [θo ]2 . By using B ≈ 10 T in our calculations, results remain well under the
lower bound of 29.7 T for θ = 3o , the smallest applicable twist angle for (5.7).
Finally, if we consider the applied electric field to be along a single direction such that
E0 = Eν ν̂ for ν = x, y, we can employ the P symmetry of the material: (k) = −(k),
v(k) = −v(−k), Ω(k) = −Ω(−k) and m(k) = −m(−k) to neglect any terms in the
integrand of (5.28) that are odd in k since we integrate over a k symmetric BZ.
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B-linear response

The B-linear response contains terms up to a linear order of B. Substituting (5.31) into
(5.28) and only keeping terms of order Bn≤1 we obtain the time averaged current density
e2 Eν
jB = −
(2π)2

Z

2

dk
[BZ]




τ
−1
vvν − ~ Ωz Bz mz (ν̂ × ẑ) δ(EF − ),
1 − iωτ

(5.32)

as the intraband response of each band where we have used the Taylor expansion G ≈
1 − e~−1 (Ω · B) to a linear order in B. Equation (5.32) contains two distinct terms: a
metallic conductivity term jB,Metallic ∝ B0 and a Ω dependent Hall conductivity term
jB,Hall ∝ B1 which gives a semiclassical description of the Landau levels in the quantum
limit.
Our expression in (5.32) is equivalent to that derived by Morimoto et. al. [150] with the
exception that our Hall term contains no τ (1 − iωτ )−1 pre-factor and yields the correct
dimensions. Hence, we find that the frequency dependence of the metallic response is
completely described by
jB,Metallic ∝

1
ωτ
1
=
−i
,
2
2
1 − iωτ
1+ω τ
1 + ω2τ 2

whilst the B-linear Hall response is independent of frequency in this model. In the THz FIR frequency range where τ ω  1 (valid for our semiclassical description) the metallic
response will also be approximately constant to frequency.
Consistent with the Lorentz picture of conductivity, the Hall term in (5.32) disappears
if E||B||ẑ. Since the Berry curvature and magnetisation only contain out of plane ẑ
components, the angular dependence of jB,Hall is straightforwardly given by
jB,Hall ∝ Bz = B sin(ϑ) sin(ϕ),
where ϑ ∈ [0, π] is the angle B makes with the x − y plane in the −x̂ direction and
ϕ ∈ [0, 2π] is the angle B makes with the x − y plane in the −ŷ direction. Figure
5.10 shows the total (summing over all bands) metallic and Hall components and their
dependence on field direction, Fermi level and twist angle.
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Figure 5.10: (a) - (d) Fermi level dependence of the B-linear magneto-optical response of
TBG for different twist angles. Parameter values are: vF = 3 × 105 ms−1 , t = 0.15 eV,
τ = 10−15 s, 1 − iτ ω = 1, Eν = 5 × 104 Vm−1 and |B| = Bz = 10 T. (e) Distinction of
regions labelled (I) - (III) in (a) - (d).

We find that TBG exhibits no universal magneto-optical conductivity and the magnitude
ranges from [0 - 6.5]σ0 . This is well within the reported low frequency range of [0 − 10]σ0
at EF = 0.4 eV for the linear optical conductivities of TBG [329, 341, 361, 371, 376].
Secondly, it is found that the responses in each region increase with twist angle. This is
consistent with our findings in the optical response [329] where the extension of the BZ
(smaller unit cell) dictates an increased optical activity, overthrowing the decreased low
energy spectral density. Furthermore, the transverse anisotropy of jB,x,Metallic (Ex ) and
jB,y,Metallic (Ey ) reaches a factor of 3 and is attributed to increased interlayer transitions
producing a larger metallic response parallel to the electric field in the y direction as
opposed to the x direction.
In general the ‘metallic’ response components all increase with Fermi level. This is simply
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attributed to the heightened availability of charge carriers. The most prominent features
of the metallic response curves are their marked increase for Fermi energies moving to
and through region (II). This is explained two-fold; firstly by the guarantee of interlayer
transitions for EF > 1,−1 (k = 0) and secondly by the nonzero contribution of carriers in
the 1,1 band at the border of regions (II) and (III). Interestingly for larger Fermi levels,
well into region (III), there exists a local maxima closely followed by a local minima. For
very high Fermi levels the behaviour of the low energy carriers becomes masked as the
two conduction bands converge. Hence, we postulate that as both intra- and interlayer
transitions from 1,−1 die out, the two extremal points emerge after which intralayer 1,1
band transitions begin to exponentially dominate. The region (I) behaviour is consistent
with findings for double WSMs where jB,Metallic ∝ EF2 is obtained using the same model
[150]. The lack of extremal points in this case is an artefact of the coincidence of WPs
in momentum space, making the entire range of Fermi energies reminiscent of our region
(I).
Despite working in a SCA our results exhibit a nonzero anomalous Hall current (present
when B = 0) from the longitudinal component of the ‘metallic’ term. This term is
a direct consequence of ∆K breaking the isotropy of the velocity operator and hence
is not observed when using similar models for Dirac/Weyl materials where the nodes
are coincident in momentum space [150]. Contrary to the transverse metallic responses,
the anomalous Hall response only becomes appreciable as EF → 1,−1 (k = 0). This
insinuates interlayer transport is imperative to this response. As well as from the algebraic
expression for v, this is also expected from the dispersion picture where lower energy
carriers are driven parallel to the applied field and almost exclusively participate in intralayer processes until region (II). In light of this conclusion, one finds further credence in
the association of metallic conductivity extremal points to interlayer processes.
Finally, the longitudinal Hall response is almost solely observed at very low Fermi levels.
Consistent with the topological nature of this part of the response, contributing carriers
are driven by the Berry curvature which peaks only in small regions around the singular
DPs. As such, only very low energy carriers constitute the Hall response. The Hall
response is more diffuse for smaller twist angles as the two singularities converge and
there is a larger spectral width near the DPs. Given B-linearity, the magnitude of our
Hall results compare well to results in the high magnetic field quantum regime where
σxy ∈ [−20, 20]σ0 for B ∈ [5, 20] T in our range of twist angles [382]. At higher Fermi
levels the regular Hall response decreases ∝ EF−1 , agreeing with results for massless DSMs
and double WSMs [150].
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B 2 response

To compare our results to conventional materials where the Onsager relations dictate
σij (B) = σji (−B) making σxy ∝ B2 the lowest order longitudinal term, we extend our
model to encompass B 2 terms. Substituting (5.31) into (5.28), using G ≈ 1 − e~−1 (Ω ·
B) + e2 ~−2 (Ω · B)2 and keeping only terms ∝ B2 yields

−ev
Ω
(evΩ
+
∇
m
)δ(E
−
)
ν
z
z
k
z
F
e2 τ Eν Bz2


jB 2 =
d2 k  −(~vν mz δ 0 (EF − ) + (∇k mz )ν δ(EF − ))(eΩz v + ∇k mz ) .
(2π~)2 (1 − iωτ ) [BZ]
− 21 ~2 vν vm2z δ 00 (EF − ) − ~vmz (∇k mz )ν δ 0 (EF − )
(5.33)
Since all terms in (5.33) are dependent on mz and/or Ωz , jB 2 is topological in nature and
only exists if the symmetries protecting the DPs are violated by B. As in the B-linear
case, the angular dependence of the B 2 response is simply given by jB 2 ∝ sin2 ϑ sin2 ϕ
whilst the frequency dependence is captured by jB 2 ∝ (1 − iωτ )−1 .


Z

Figure 5.11: (a) - (b) Fermi level dependence of the B 2 magneto-optical response of TBG
for different twist angles. Parameter values are: vF = 3×105 ms−1 , t = 0.15 eV, τ = 10−15
s, 1 − iτ ω = 1, Eν = 5 × 104 Vm−1 and |B| = Bz = 10 T.

Figure 5.11 shows the B 2 contribution to the magneto-optical response. Much like the
magnetic field dependent B-linear response, all curves have the bulk of their spectrum
around EF ≈ 0 and decrease one order of magnitude faster ∝ EF−2 thereafter. Again
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this Fermi level dependence correlates well with results for massless DSMs and double
WSMs [150]. The increased drop-off owes to the second order dependence on Ω and/or
m (narrower spectrum centred around the DPs) and produces a very small < 1 Am−1
response for larger twist angles under the parameters used. Aligning with the Lorentz
picture of conductivity, a smaller spectral weight around the DPs is also seen to heavily
mitigate the transverse components of the B 2 response which are ≈ 4 times smaller than
the longitudinal part. Counter to the B = 0 response, the transverse response in the x
direction is slightly larger than the y component, exhibiting the opposite anisotropy. Such
a change is attributed to the preferential optical conductivity route where effective LLs
need not be traversed.
In comparing longitudinal components for B = 0 and B 6= 0, the negative magnitude
of jB 2 combined with its different angular and Fermi level dependence induces not only
an angular anisotropic Magneto-Resistance (MR), but for some parameters a polarity
change constituting a Negative Magneto-Resistance (NMR). If we fix ν = x̂ and By = 0,
the angular dependence of the longitudinal MR is dictated by
jB,y,A Hall (Ex ) − jB 2 ,y (Ex ) sin2 ϑ − jB,y,Hall (Ex ) sin ϑ
ρyx (B) − ρyx (B = 0)
=
.
ρyx (B = 0)
jB,y,A Hall (Ex )

(5.34)

Figure 5.12: Field geometry dependence of MR in TBG. Parameter values are: vF =
3 × 105 ms−1 , t = 0.15 eV, τ = 10−15 s, 1 − iτ ω = 1, Ex = 5 × 104 Vm−1 , B = 10 T,
EF = 0.2 eV and ϑ is in radians.
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From Figure 5.12 we observe that for both twist angles the regular Hall term ∝ sin ϑ
dominates the angular dependence of the MR. This is intrinsically linked to the Fermi
level chosen. For higher Fermi levels the anomalous Hall term begins to dominate (5.12)
decreasing the NMR angle until it no longer exists and the MR ratio approaches unity
for EF ≥ 0.4 eV. Conversely, at lower Fermi levels the B 2 term becomes more relevant
serving to decrease the angle at which NMR occurs, inhibit the amplitude of positive MR
values attained but quadratically enhance the region the region of NMR in accordance
with (5.34). The polarity flip angle is reported to be ≈ 45o in the DSM Na3 Bi [394] which
aligns with theoretical calculations in the double WSM case [150]. At EF = 0.02 eV,
the angle at which polarity changes is ϑc ≈ 53o , more closely resembling the DSM/WSM
results which also use EF of the order 10 meV. At these lower Fermi levels, the magnetic
anisotropy ratio of the transverse components (where there is minimal anomalous contribution) is σxx,Metallic /σxx,B 2 ≈ 0.1 T−2 . This ratio is approximately 1.7 times larger than
the equivalent ratio found for WSM TaAs [395, 396].

5.5

Conclusion

Two main transport phenomena have been investigated for the topological material TBG:
the nonlinear optical response in the THz region and the magneto-optical response. For
the nonlinear optical response we have used a low energy effective two band model and
employed a quantum mechanical formalism to recursively determine wave function components that couple charge carriers in TBG to successive orders of a spatially constant
electric field. The wave functions are used to calculate the linear and third order (lowest
nonlinear order) current response in both the x and y directions (parallel to the direction of the applied field) and their dependence on temperature, Fermi level and twist
angle.
The validity of this model relies on ω < 3.65 × 1014 Hz so that carriers from the innermost
conduction and valence bands participate in interband transitions. Furthermore, the
region of twist angles sampled is 3o ≤ θ ≤ 10o , which is large enough to avoid localisation
effects and small enough for the interlayer hopping matrix to resemble Bernal BLG [367,
371, 380, 389]. The suitability of this model for TBG relies on our ability to project the
four band Hamiltonian onto a two component sub-basis avoiding computational intensity.
An expansion of Floquet states is applicable to all other materials discussed in this thesis
and captures quantum mechanical information that semi-classical methods (such as that
in Chapter 2) may not.
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The most salient feature of the first order conductivity is its twist angle dependence. It
is shown that as θ = 3o → 10o the first order conductivity increases by almost two orders
of magnitude in the THz range. This is attributed the the BZ enlargement (decreased
unit cell in coordinate space) for larger twist angles and persists for the nonlinear third
order conductivity. The drastic change in optical conductivities by twisting opens the
possibility for use of TBG in optotwistronics (also known as twistronics).
With magnitudes two orders smaller than comparative studies on the nonlinear conductance of BLG without a twist [255], TBG is found to sacrifice nonlinear activity for high
tunability with twist angle, a high degree of anisotropy and a heightened robustness to
temperature fluctuations. This decrease in nonlinearity only yields a critical field one
order of magnitude larger than BLG at ≈ 105 Vm−1 . Given this is still a practically
accessible field and similar to other materials such as nodal semimetals [114] and α-T3
lattices [190], TBG should be considered a candidate for THz optics and photonics devices
such as THz emitters, detectors and mixers. The most desirable novel feature uncovered
in this work is the dominance of the frequency tripled HHG conductivity for larger twist
angles, producing low critical fields of the order 104 Vm−1 at room temperature. This
phenomenon is imperative for THz up-conversion devices where another emitter at 1/3
of the desired frequency is employed.
Secondly, for the magneto-optical response we employ a semiclassical model underpinned
by a linearisation of the Boltzmann equation to calculate the Fermi level and twist angle
dependence of the magneto-optical response in TBG. We obtain both transverse and
longitudinal components up to B 2 . Our model is applicable in the THz region where B <
3.3[T ] × [θo ]2 and E < 106 Vm−1 . The results correlate well with previously established
results using this method for double WSMs [150] and the lower limit magnitudes of high
field quantum results [382, 383, 384].
Consistent with the optical response of TBG [329, 375], we find that increasing the twist
angle increases the transverse metallic (∝ B 0 ) response so long as the Fermi level remains
below the upper conduction band. The rise and fall of interlayer current is found to dictate
a more rapid increase for 1,−1 (k = 0) ≤ EF ≤ 1,1 (k = 0) and ensuing extremal points for
EF > 1,1 (k = 0). Despite working in a SCA, this model predicts a nonzero anomalous
Hall response for EF ≥ 1,−1 (k = 0), owing again to transport between distinct nodal
points. Since the longitudinal response is controlled by the interplay of Ω and m, it is
only appreciable for low Fermi levels where carriers in close vicinity of the DPs primarily
constitute transport. Owing to the linear dependence on Ω and m, the regular Hall term
(∝ B) is the dominant mode of longitudinal transport for larger Fermi levels. Finally,
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we show that a highly anisotropic NMR is achieved at low Fermi levels with polarity flip
angle and anisotropy ratio agreeing with, but exceeding experimental results for 3D TMs
[394, 395, 396].
Yielding both a highly anisotropic and twist dependent magneto-optical response, TBG
should prove an ideal candidate for magneto-twistronics applications where desired magnetooptical properties can be engineered by altering the twist angle [397]. The ≈ 6σ0 magnitude of our results further strengthens the case for TBG’s use in devices for IR/THz
emission [398, 399, 400] magnetic photodetection [401], valleytronic devices [402] and
modulated cascade lasers [403].
The applicability of the SCA model, particularly using (5.28) and (5.30), is readily extended to higher order cases whereby one can calculate and use a second order distribution
(0)
(1)
(2)
function NF = NF + NF + NF to explore effects such as SHG and CPGE for example.
In-fact this method yields the same results for SHG and CPGE as a fully quantum Floquet
treatment for low symmetry materials such as massless DSMs and WSMs [150]. Although
a two band model yields a nonzero B-linear Kerr rotation and CGPE, for (5.7) to properly
account for second order effects in TBG we must move to a multi-band model so that the
inversion symmetry constraining Ω(k) = Ω(−k) is broken. This is to account for Berry
R
curvature dipole terms ∝ dk∂kν Ω which are abundant in second order effects.
As final remarks we comment on our omission of phonon excitation and relaxation phenomena in both transport properties discussed. The dominant electron-phonon coupling
mode in TBG is the Longitudinal Acoustic (LA) mode at room temperature [404, 405].
Given LA phonons have a velocity of ≈ 2 × 104 ms−1 and the carriers we consider reside
close to the K(0) points, where their velocity ≈ vF  104 ms−1 , the probabilities of single
phonon emission and multiple phonon excitation are negligible. Furthermore, relaxation
due to impurity scattering should only become relevant for driving fields of magnitude
larger than MVcm−1 [375, 406, 407]. Since both the two and four band Hamiltonia underpinning our models are designed to capture the behaviour of low energy carriers, modelling
the effects of disorder scattering via the addition of a non-periodic potential to (5.7) is a
questionable practise. Instead multi-band continuum models are more appropriate setting
in which to include these effects.

Chapter 6
Conclusion and outlooks
6.1

Conclusion

We have theoretically and numerically studied the transport properties of a number of
unique topological materials. Specifically, we have analysed the nonlinear optical conductivity of WSMs, DSMs, GSMs, the α-T3 lattice and TBG, self-focusing for WSMs,
DSMs and GSMs, thermionic conductivity of WSMs, SC and CPGE for symmetry broken NRSMs and the magneto-optical conductivity of TBG. In each study we highlight
the crucial role topology plays in the ensuing transport phenomena.
Exhibiting critical fields of the order 104 − 105 Vm−1 and critical Kerr powers of the order
10−1 W, our studies class WSMs, DSMs and GSMs as strong nonlinear materials. We show
how the continuous tuning of topological phase connecting all these semimetals changes
their nonlinear properties. Although the optical response is robust to some parameters,
it is shown that a small mass perturbation produces a peak in third order conductivity,
whilst collapsing two anisotropic WPs and forming a massive DSM phase yields the largest
overall magnitude nonlinear response. The massive DSM phase also exhibits a thermal
enhancement of approximately 5 times between 0 and 300 K, markedly greater than the
other topological phases. Owing to the spherical symmetry of the velocity operator, we
also find an absence of nonlinearity for a massless DSM phase.
The anisotropic WSM is also found to be an excellent thermionic material, boasting up
to 80% of the Carnot efficiency in a SSTD refrigeration system. Following a similar
non-RD temperature dependence, the TEC is generally found to be superior to a DSM
for emission perpendicular to the WP separation, but inferior in the parallel direction.
Since the distance between WPs controls the discontinuous DOS, tuning this parameter
124
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characterises the TEC temperature gradient (effective RD coefficient) whilst Fermi level
multiplicatively alters its magnitude. Owing to the success of layered WSMs in Schottky
barrier devices, our high efficiency device results show WSMs are a realistic potential
material for thermionic power generation and cooling applications.
A second-quantised fully quantum model reveals how multiple distinct harmonic processes underpin a strong and highly rigid nonlinear response in the α-T3 lattice. Tuning
the Berry phase from 0 to π drastically alters the critical field between 102 − 106 Vm−1
as some harmonic processes stemming from flat band and valence band transport become
topologically forbidden. Both the quantisation of first order conductivity and the harmonic third order conductivity frequencies are controlled by Fermi level, with nonzero
temperature and band gap leading to a breakdown in first order conductivity quantisation. The dominant HHG processes are found to induce characteristic regions of low
critical field. Although there are no quantisation or harmonic phenomena observed in the
intraband response, we do observe a novel topological dependence on nonlinear Drude
weight.
SOC is shown to break either the T or P symmetry protecting the 1D band crossing in
NRSMs, giving rise to a WSM child phase possessing a nontrivial Berry curvature. This
topological quantity is shown to underpin colossal SC and CPGE conductivities which
reach 103 µAV−2 at the harmonic frequency. This is one order of magnitude higher than
what is observed using equivalent models for intrinsic WSMs, effectively showing how the
parent NRSM phase is manifested through the enhancement of second order transport
phenomena. The magnitudes of SC and CPGE are found to be robust to Fermi level
and the number of child WPs. However, the harmonic peak height and bandwidth are
thermally enhanced, the harmonic frequencies are shifted higher for larger NR radii and
larger SOC magnitudes are observed to enhance harmonic bandwidths.
The key topological parameter in the case of TBG is the twist angle, which mediates
interlayer interactions. We find that the BZ decrease for smaller twist angles dictates a
smaller nonlinear response corresponding to a critical field of ≈ 105 Vm−1 . In this vein,
compared to BLG, nonlinear magnitude is sacrificed for tunability and anisotropy. The
lowest room temperature critical field is 104 Vm−1 obtained from the frequency tripled
HHG portion of the nonlinear response at twist angles approaching 10o (the upper limit of
our model). Room temperature dominance of the HHG response is not observed in BLG
or SLG and is imperative for the construction of frequency up-conversion devices.
Although the twist angle controls the magnitude, we find that the Fermi level is the key
parameter in controlling the dynamics of the magneto-optical conductivity in TBG. As the
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Fermi level rises to the local maxima of the lower conduction band an increase in interlayer
transport produces a greater transverse metallic (∝ B 0 ) conductivity. This behaviour
persists until the Fermi level traverses the gap between the two conduction bands and
interlayer transport is again nullified, leading to an elongated inflection in magneto-optical
conductivity at higher Fermi levels. The response ∝ B 2 in any direction is controlled by
the Berry curvature and magnetic moment. Since both quantities are strongest near the
DPs, this portion of the response is dominant and only relevant for small Fermi levels.
Finally, our SCA model yields a nonzero anomalous Hall response, independent of B,
whose relevance relies on interlayer transport. A high degree of anisotropy is observed twofold through a large longitudinal NMR tunable with Fermi level and a transverse magnetic
anisotropy 1.7 times larger than a massless double WSM. Relatively high magnitudes and
twist dependence of both the nonlinear optical and magneto-optical conductivities show
TBG is a promising candidate for use in the field of optotwistronics where a multilayer
device’s functionality is altered via a physical misorientation.
One of the main contributions of this thesis is our elucidation of the nonlinear optical
response of many unique topological materials. As discussed throughout, the critical field
efficiently captures how strong the optical nonlinearity of a material is. To best summarise
our results and compare to both established and emerging topological materials Table 6.1
is produced below.
Topological material

Critical field order of magnitude (V/m)

TIs
SLG
Gapped Graphene
DSMs
WSMs
GSMs
α-T3 lattice
NRSMs, NLSMs, NCSMs
BLG
TBG

105 -106 [408]
103
104 -105 [409]
104
105
105
102 -106
106 [410]
105
104 -105

Table 6.1: Critical field values of materials surveyed and discussed throughout this thesis
at T = 300 K, ω = 1 THz.

Due to the large and tunable nonlinear optical response of all materials considered, we
surmise that these topological materials make ideal candidates for optoelectronics device
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applications such as optical mixers, THz emitters/receivers, efficient THz multipliers and
modulators under field depths approximately equal to the critical field. The elucidation
of how the topological phase directly affects the transport properties discussed, could in
practise lead to materials characterisation procedures based solely on transport measurements, rather than traditional spectroscopy methods.
A final salient point to note is that throughout this thesis no models or analysis includes
surface effects. Our Hamiltonia only model bulk carriers without boundary terms, surface
terms or interaction terms between bulk and edge states. Although surface effects such
as Fermi arcs are hallmarks of topological materials, surface state widths are typically of
the order 1 nm and surface effects are only readily observed in low carrier density (1011
cm−2 in 2D) materials [411]. For the charge transport problems in macroscopic systems
at finite Fermi levels we consider, the bulk response is completely dominant.

6.2

Future outlooks

Overall, this work should provide heavy impetus to further transport experimentation with
both budding and established topological materials. Providing experimentation agrees
with our theoretical models, new methods of materials characterisation should follow
from our work. In a bid to elucidate such realistic devices a theoretical foundation for
TSM heterojunctions is likely to be required. In theory, our models could be scaled up
to encompass the device physics by the addition of Hamiltonia capturing the interface
effects between junctions and boundary terms accommodating finite sized devices.
In light of the rich results our models have provided, a natural path forward is to use
these models to predict similar properties of new materials. As discussed in Chapter
4 the NRSM, NLSM and NCSM families are prominent research topics in the current
climate, providing rich new physics owing to their highly variant topological properties.
Transport properties explored in this thesis are yet to be fully elucidated for these families. Furthermore, the theoretical framework presented in this thesis is compatible with
more complicated field geometries including different electric field polarisations and the
inclusion of magnetic field components. The Kubo formalism introduced in Chapter 4 is
particularly promising for dealing with more complicated field geometries.
A natural way to further strengthen our results is to use other previously established
models to calculate the transport properties of the TSMs sampled here. Throughout
this work, a balance between computational intensity and reward is used to justify which
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theoretical framework is used to sample which material and indeed each model we have developed has been tested on multiple TSMs to some end. Pursuing such ends or employing
computational techniques such as DFT algorithms is a natural path forward.
One of our hallmark successes has been uncovering the links between topological and
nonlinear optical properties for a number of materials. Given the low critical fields exhibited, pursuing even higher-order effects could prove fruitful in a bid to uncover higher
energy properties. HHG studies beyond the third order have been established for many
TSMs, however links to underlying topology is not fully understood. Candidate models
for higher order electron-photon interaction could include Diagrammatic Quantum Monte
Carlo (DQMC) or higher order Kubo formalisms.
In a quest to elucidate popular spintronic devices phenomena such as spin polarised transport, interface charge transport and thin film transport need to be modelled. Each one
of these properties is underpinned by topological surface states. Once again, the models
we introduce could be scaled up to encompass such problems by including appropriate
additional Hamiltonia and boundary values.

Appendix A
α-T3 model equations
A.1

The second and third order reduced density matrices

The probabilities of a single charge carrier coupling to two photons are determined by the
following reduced density matrix components:
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When combined with the first order components (3.4) and (3.5), all terms proportional
to A2ω appearing in equation (3.6) will cancel out. For example, consider the component
∝ A2ω in (3.6) with E = 0, n = 2 and m = 1:
c
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Now since M(k) = −M(−k), λ (k) = λ (−k) and Nλ (k) = Nλ (−k), the summand is
symmetric in k and summing over k yields
c

X
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This is how we arrive at Re σ (2) = 0.
The highest order photon process we consider is the third order. The probabilities of a
single charge carrier coupling to three photons are determined by the following reduced
density matrix components:
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Full third order conductivity tensor components

Without using a linear approximation to the dispersion one can obtain the full nonlinear
third order conductivity tensor terms, just as in the linear case.
The intraband contribution is:
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The interband contribution is
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Results for the third order conductivity using the full nonlinear dispersion coincide with
Figure 3.6, once again highlighting the suitability of a linear approximation to the dispersion when E = 0 in the terahertz regime. Physically this is because most of the charge
carriers reside near the DP.
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